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ABSTRACT
Versit Tmap represents the potential for improvement to a layer of "middleware" that Nortel (Northern Tele-
com) has created to increase interoperability in the area of Computer Telephony Integration (CTI). Nortel's
Tmap (Telephony Mapper) translates between the two most popular Application Program Interfaces used in
CTI. It is intended to allow applications native to Microsoft and Intel's TAPI interface to operate in environ-
ments that natively use Novell and AT&T's TSAPI interface. Versit Tmap is intended to serve the same pur-
pose, except it is targeted towards future environments that will use the enhanced Versit TSAPI interface.
Versit Tmap research was conducted independent of Nortel's Tmap project. Because it is targeted towards
Versit TSAPI, Versit Tmap has two fundamental advantages. First, it can be written to be independent of
telephony hardware. Second, it can allow TAPI-based and TSAPI-based applications to share telephony
resources simultaneously. The research also revealed limitations to the solution Versit Tmap can provide.
Versit Tmap could enable basic interoperability, but it could not bridge fundamental design differences
between TAPI and TSAPI.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Computer Telephony Integration
Computer Telephony Integration (CTI) is a technology that is too new and too broad to be concisely defined.
The goal of the technology is to add "intelligence to the making and receiving of phone calls as well as the
handling of message mediums that flow over phone lines." [Bajorek, p. 97] The technology is based on two
premises. First, innovative uses of telecommunications equipment can be realized by connecting it to, and
letting it be controlled by, general-purpose computers. Second, older-model, "legacy" Private Branch
Exchange (PBX) telephone systems presently used by many businesses tend to be "closed" systems that are
difficult to integrate with computers and that do not gracefully scale to support different numbers of users.
Beyond these premises, the best that can be done to define CTI in general is to give examples of how it can
be applied. The Enterprise Computer Telephony Forum (ECTF), "an industry organization formed to foster
an open, competitive market for Computer Telephony Integration (CTI) technology," [Enterprise Computer
Telephony Forum, April 1996] uses the following examples to "illustrate the scope of computer telephony:"
1. Individual [sic] use an advanced "voice dialer" software package that lets them combine
database look-up, speech recognition and call control to actually dial the call and connect
it to the user's workstation.
2. A call center can install sophisticated customized software packages to perform auto-
mated processing of inbound calls, intelligent routing of calls based on the calling cus-
tomer's telephone number, screen pops at the appropriate agent's workstation, and
confirmation through fax or text messaging to the customer.
3. The entire enterprise can share a messaging system that provides a straightforward
means to access voice, text, fax, or even video messages, with links to paging or other sys-
tems to give users easier access and control of their personal communications, whether
they are in the office or away [Enterprise Computer Telephony Forum, March 1996].
1.2 CTI Terminology
The area of CTI involves a substantial amount of jargon. It is recommended that the reader review the Glos-
sary before continuing. All acronyms used in the text are spelled out the first time that they appear, and all
are defined in the Glossary.
1.3 Application Level Focus
Section 1.1 established two premises on which CTI technology is based. The work described in this thesis
does not pertain to the second premise. That premise establishes the need to integrate telecommunications
equipment from different manufacturers in a manner that scales to allow from tens to thousands of users. To
meet this need, it is necessary to have a call-processing I standard. The Signal Computing System Architec-
ture Hardware Model (SCSA2 ) and the Multi-Vendor Integration Protocol (MVIP) are two standards that
address this need. The work described in this thesis, however, assumes the existence of a reliable telephone
switch, whether it be centralized or distributed. The work deals with Application Program Interfaces (APIs)
for use in CTI. The purpose of these interfaces is to provide application programmers with an abstract,
generic model for the capabilities of a telephone switch that relieves them from the need to know the call-
processing details of a switch. The work relates to the first CTI technology premise; it provides the high-
level interface that a telephony-enabled computer application needs to communicate with the switch.
1.4 Study on which this Thesis is Based
This thesis is based on a study conducted by the author while employed as a student intern at Siemens Rolm
Communications, Inc. from June 1995 through January 1996. The internship was sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science VI-A Internship Program. The study investigated the
feasibility of creating a layer of "middleware" to translate between two APIs for use in CTI. The first of
these is the Telephony Application Program Interface (TAPI) developed at the Intel Architecture Labs with
the early involvement of Microsoft [Computer Telephony, May 1995, p. 92]. TAPI is presently available for
the Windows 3.lx operating system, and is included with the Windows 95 operating system. The second
API is the Versit initiative's Telephony Services Application Program Interface (Versit TSAPI). Versit is an
initiative formed by Apple Computer, AT&T, IBM, and Siemens to "enable interoperability between exist-
ing and emerging communication and information products" [Apple Computer, et. al., November 1994]. In
the area of CTI, Versit is publishing a six-volume encyclopedia describing the Versit TSAPI interface and
related protocols. Versit TSAPI is based on the Computer Supported Telephony Application (CSTA) proto-
col for linking a computer to a switch, as well as TSAPI, an interface developed by AT&T and Novell to use
the CSTA protocol, and IBM's CallPath switch normalization technology. The Versit TSAPI specification is
not yet finalized. Currently, version 0.9 is available for public comment, 3 but during the study, only the PA3
draft of the encyclopedia set was available.
There is a precedent for such a layer of mapping middleware. Nortel has created a Telephony Mapper
(Tmap) layer of software to allow TAPI-based applications to function in environments that support the cur-
rent Novell TSAPI interface. As is explained in section 2.5, Nortel's Tmap is expected to fall short of some
of the expectations that the company set for it. Features of the new Versit TSAPI that might make it possible
to write a more robust and complete Tmap are covered in section 2.7. One goal of the investigation was to
determine which of Tmap's shortcomings could be corrected by using the Versit TSAPI interface, and which
are inherently unavoidable owing to fundamental differences in the two interfaces. More generally, the pur-
l. Unfortunately, the term "call-processing" does not have a consistent meaning in the CTI industry. See Glossary entry for
details. Here the term refers to the low-level signalling needed to create, monitor, and tear down phone calls.
2. Separate from SCSA Telephony Application Objects TAO. See Glossary for details.
3. Version 0.9 of the Versit CTI encyclopedia is available to order and to download. See Bibliography for contact informa-
tion.
pose of the investigation was to create a design for the mapping software and determine the capabilities and
limitations of that software. The source code and design documentation for Nortel's Tmap were not avail-
able during the investigation, so an entire model for how to bridge the two interfaces had to be developed.
1.5 Document Structure
This document contains three more chapters, and several significant appendices.
Chapter 2 provides a high-level description of and background information on the relevant interfaces,
TAPI, TSAPI, Versit TSAPI, and also describes Nortel's Tmap. It then presents the concept of Versit Tmap
and explains its anticipated advantages. The last sections specify limitations to the scope of the study.
Chapter 3 begins with a high-level presentation of the difficulties in mapping between the TAPI and
Versit TSAPI call-models. In later sections, details of both call-models are presented, and methods to map
between them are evaluated. The final section in Chapter 3 suggests an architecture for a Versit Tmap soft-
ware implementation.
Chapter 4 presents the conclusions of the study and makes recommendations for future work.
The Glossary defines the CTI acronyms and jargon used in this thesis.
Appendix A contains the permission statement to use figures based on those in the Microsoft TAPI Soft-
ware Development Kit 1.0.
Appendices B.1 through B.4 detail the Versit Tmap mapping logic at the parameter level of detail.

CHAPTER 2 DESCRIPTION OF INVESTIGATION
2.1 Motivation
The nearly simultaneous announcements of TAPI by Microsoft and Intel and of TSAPI by AT&T and Novell
have had the unfortunate effect of segmenting the CTI industry and causing customer confusion. The indus-
try has divided into two camps, each staunchly supporting one of the standards. Technical propaganda
resulting from the TAPI/TSAPI standards battle can be found in nearly every issue of Computer Telephony
magazine. BYTE, a general coverage computer magazine, has published two significant articles on the stan-
dards battle within the last two years.4 Both of the interfaces are being changed. Microsoft is enhancing
TAPI for release with the next version of Windows NT. Meanwhile, the Versit initiative is defining a major
revision and extension of TSAPI.
The battle between the two interfaces hinders progress in the industry. Customers cannot use the same
software applications across all CTI environments. Applications work only in environments that they were
programmed to use. Developers are forced to make a choice. They can limit their target market by choosing
to focus on one interface, or else they must absorb the cost of developing products for both interfaces. CTI
customers and developers would benefit from a single interface standard.
The technical propaganda surrounding the standards battle focuses on differences between TAPI and
TSAPI. Unfortunately, that draws attention away from the large amount of functionality common to both.
Both interfaces provide methods to place and receive calls, and they both support other popular call-control
features such as transfer, conference, and hold. The common functionality shared by TAPI and TSAPI is the
basis for a layer of middleware to tie the two interfaces together. Versit Tmap serves as a translator between
the two interfaces. It allows applications to work in telephony environments whose native interface is differ-
ent from the applications' target interface. Figure 2.1 depicts how the middleware works. It connects with
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Figure 2.1 The Role of Middleware
4. The BYTE issues covering TAPI and TSAPI are July 1994 and September 1995.
The articles are also available via the World-Wide Web. See Bibliography.
When an application makes a request for service, the middleware receives the message. It then checks
for the most equivalent service in the native interface. If the native interface does not offer a similar service,
the middleware responds with a negative acknowledgment over the application's target interface. If an
equivalent service is shared by the native interface, the middleware translates the request into the native for-
mat and passes it to the telephony environment. The environment believes the request came from a native
application, and it generates responses to the service request. The middleware receives these responses and
interprets them into the context of the application's target interface. In addition, the telephony environment
sends the middleware messages that it does not solicit. The middleware translates these messages for the
application in the same manner as the responses to a service request.
Nortel has already implemented middleware to allow TAPI-based applications to run in an environment
using the current (Novell) TSAPI. They call their middleware Tmap (Telephony Mapper). This thesis
addresses the possibility of creating similar software to allow TAPI-based applications to run in environ-
ments supporting the new Versit TSAPI. The middleware can probably be implemented as an enhancement
to Nortel's Tmap. It is therefore called Versit Tmap.
2.2 Comparing TAPI, TSAPI, and Versit TSAPI
While TAPI and TSAPI share common call-control features, the APIs are different. TAPI is first-party ori-
ented, and it is designed to be flexible and to work in multiple environments. TSAPI, in contrast, is third-
party oriented, and currently it works in only one environment. Versit TSAPI is an extended version of
TSAPI that should be flexible enough to work equally well in any call-control environment, be it first or
third-party oriented.
2.2.1 TAPI
TAPI was developed by Microsoft and Intel as a first-party Windows interface. Figure 2.2 shows the phone-
centric architecture with which TAPI is commonly used.
Direct
Switch/Network
Figure Modified from Microsoft TAPI 1.0 Documentation (See Appendix B)
Figure 2.2 Phone-Centric Architecture
A common misconception about TAPI is that is it limited to use with a phone-centric architecture. TAPI
was designed with a flexible software architecture that allows it to work in environments using different CTI
hardware architectures. This flexibility is achieved by requiring that CTI hardware providers supply a layer
of software to connect the TAPI client library (TAPI.DLL) with the telephony environment. The architecture
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Figure Modified from Microsoft TAPI 1.0 Documentation (See Appendix B)
Figure 2.3 TAPI Software Architecture5
The architecture is composed of three layers.
Service Providers: This is the layer that must be provided to connect the TAPI client library
to the telephony environment.
TAPI.DLL This layer is the client library supplied by Microsoft, and it acts primarily
as a traffic router. It routes service requests from applications to the ser-
vice providers. In the other direction, it routes asynchronous messages
and request replies (both synchronous and asynchronous) from the ser-
vice providers back to the application.
Applications These are the actual CTI application programs. (Examples given in sec-
tion 1.1.)
There are two important details in Figure 2.3. First, TAPI allows more than one telephony-based appli-
cation to run concurrently. Second, the presence of multiple service providers indicates that TAPI can con-
trol connections in multiple telephony environments simultaneously. For instance, TAPI could control an
analog modem connected to the public network at the same time it controls a proprietary digital PBX phone.
TAPI is designed with media-control, because it is "first-party oriented" (See [Appendix A]). TAPI is
meant for use in a PC environment where there is a direct connection to fax/modems with built in DSP (Dig-
ital Signal Processing) chips. These chips allow the hardware to detect the media type (e.g., fax, data, or
voice) of a call. Media-control is TAPI's ability to report the media type of calls to applications and to route
calls to different applications based on media type.
5. See Glossary for definition of synchronous and asynchronous communications.
2.2.2 TSAPI
Novell TSAPI is based on the Computer-Supported Telephony Applications (CSTA) protocol supported by
the European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA). CSTA itself is not an API. Rather, it is a stan-
dard that specifies the link status between a switch and a computer, typically a telephony server, and the
command protocol by which the switch and computer exchange messages [Burton, September 1995, "Stra-
tegic Industry Alliances, ECMA/CSTA," p. 203]. Though CSTA does not define one, an API is needed for
client programs and the switch to communicate. AT&T and Novell developed TSAPI as that API. Because
TSAPI is based on the CSTA standard for connecting a telephone switch and a server, the current version is
















Figure Modified from Microsoft TAPI 1.0 Documentation (See Appendix B)
Figure 2.4 Server-Centric Architecture
Since TSAPI was originally intended to be used only in environments using a server-centric architecture
and CSTA, it did not need to be designed with a flexible software architecture. The architecture is simpler. It
is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 TSAPI Software Architecture (server and PBX module details omitted)
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Whereas the TAPI software architecture is termed "open," the Novell TSAPI architecture is "closed."
The interface to the telephony environment is hard-coded into the Novell client library, because there was no
intention to use TSAPI in environments with different hardware architectures when it was created. Further-
more, Novell did not design TSAPI to support more than one telephony application at a time 6 [Computer
Telephony, May 1995b, "Multiple Independent Apps," p. 71].
Novell TSAPI does not support media-control [Computer Telephony, May 1995b, "Multimedia Integra-
tion," pp. 71-2]. In the server-centric architecture, the switch is often a PBX connected to the phones via pro-
prietary digital links that support only voice traffic. There is no need for media-control in environments that
support only one media type.
2.2.3 New Versit TSAPI
The Versit initiative [February 1996] publicly released its CTI encyclopedia at the 1996 Computer Tele-
phony Exposition at the Los Angles Convention Center on March 12. The encyclopedia specifies a new ver-
sion of the TSAPI standard. The new Versit TSAPI enhances the call-modeling of the Novell interface by
making it "deterministic." It also adds the flexibility to use first-party environments that are not based on the
server-centric architecture.
It should be noted that the information on Versit TSAPI contained in this thesis is outdated. The report is
based on the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia, the last preliminary draft prior to public release.
While the public release contains amendments and additions, there were no fundamental changes in the Ver-
sit call-model. Hence the information contained in this thesis is still valuable, but it needs to be updated to
reflect the changes made in the public release of the CTI encyclopedia.
2.2.3.1 Enhancements to Make Call-Model Deterministic
Making the Versit TSAPI call-model "deterministic" is significant. TSAPI should allow CTI applications to
be written independent of the telephony hardware environment. Unfortunately, Novell TSAPI does not com-
pletely accomplish this goal. The problem is that CSTA, the standard on which TSAPI is based, only speci-
fies the communications protocol between the telephony server and the switch. It does not specify how a
switch must respond to a command. For example, the transfer command may trigger different responses
from different switches. [Burton, September 1995, "Strategic Industry Alliances, ECMA/CSTA"] Currently,
there is no specification dictating under what situations the switch will be able to fulfill service requests.
Versit TSAPI is the first standard to make that specification. That is why its call-model is "deterministic." To
make the call-model deterministic, Versit TSAPI is implementing major, interrelated modifications.
2.2.3.1.1 Explicit Connection-State Model
TSAPI has always used connection-state models. In TSAPI, Logical Device abstractions, which represent
telephone stations, are associated with Call abstractions through Connection abstractions. (See section 3.3
for a detailed explanation of TSAPI abstractions.) The Connection abstractions have states associated with
6. The statement made in Computer Telephony magazine is: "... the current TSAPI spec assumes that you are running a sin-
gle app and does not define the behavior that occurs when multiple apps on the same client PC are listening for incoming
calls." This limitation will probably be removed in subsequent releases of Novell TSAPI. Novell has been working with
the Versit initiative, and it is likely that future releases of Novell TSAPI will be compliant with the Versit TSAPI stan-
dard.
them. The Connection state indicates the relationship between the Call and the Logical Device (telephone).
Examples of connection states are Dialing, Connected, Hold, etc. Under Novell TSAPI, each switch uses its
own connection-state model. Eight connection states are specified, but the manner in which connections can
transition between states is specific to individual switches. Novell TSAPI can report the transition of a con-
nection to a new state, and it also provides methods for the client computer to request that a connection state
be changed.
A particular switch will not support many of the possible state transitions. Novell TSAPI, however, does
not provide a means to communicate that information to the application. This is not a problem when the
switch is reporting an update of the state of a Connection to an application. The switch will never report a
transition that it does not support. The problem is that an application does not know which state transitions it
can successfully request unless it knows the connection-state-model of a particular switch. That is not
acceptable because the purpose of an API is to allow applications to be developed independent of specific
environments.
The first step that Versit is taking in making the call model deterministic is to provide an explicit con-
nection-state-model that applications can use. The proposed Versit connection-state-model is shown in Fig-
ure 2.6. In the figure the circles represent connection states and the arrows represent state transitions. To be
Versit compliant a switch cannot use or allow any state transitions apart from those shown in the Versit con-
nection-state-model. It should be noted that the Versit connection-state-model is really an upper limit to the
model that the switch can use. A switch can omit some of the states shown in Figure 2.6, or not allow some
of the state transitions and still be Versit compliant. The method that Versit TSAPI uses to accommodate
sub-sets of the connection-state-model is discussed in section 2.2.3.1.3.
Figure Taken from Versit CTI Encyclodpedia, PA3 Draft
Figure 2.6 Proposed Versit Connection-State-Model
Since it is explicit, the Versit connection-state-model informs a developer of many details that simplify
writing an application. For instance, it is clear that a Connection must be in the Connected state before the
application should attempt to use the Hold Call service (which is equivalent to requesting that the switch
transition the Connection to the Hold state).
2.2.3.1.2 Standardizing Initial and Final States for Modified Connections
While the Versit connection-state model and the name of the Hold Call service make it clear what the requi-
site initial and final connection states are for that service, most services require an explicit statement. The
Versit connection-state-model allows an application to know which state transitions are possible. It does not,
however, give an application a method to find out which service can be used to request a specific state tran-
sition.7 To make the call model deterministic, Versit TSAPI defines two extensions beyond creating an
explicit connection-state-model. First, like Novell TSAPI, it specifies a single final state for every connec-
tion that a service modifies. If a service request is successful, all connections involved in the request that
existed before it was made will either be unchanged or transition to a TSAPI-specified final state. New Con-
nections created as a result of a service are not considered the same as pre-existing Connections that have
their states modified. New Connections can be reported in different states after a successful service comple-
tion. Second, an improvement Versit TSAPI makes is to require that connections be in required initial states
for a service to work. Many services will allow connections to be in one of a set of acceptable initial states.
The Versit standard specifies the set of allowable initial connections for each service. A switch only has to
support one of the allowable initial connection states for a service to be Versit compliant, but it may support
more. As discussed below in section 2.2.3.1.3, the switch informs an application which of the initial states it
supports.
The improvement Versit TSAPI makes greatly benefits Versit Tmap. When Nortel Tmap uses Novell
TSAPI it only knows how to request a connection state change. Without knowledge of the switch supplied
apart from standard Novell TSAPI, it cannot know whether the request will be fulfilled. In contrast, when
Versit Tmap uses Versit TSAPI, it knows, because all initial connections are in allowed states, that its service
request will be fulfilled if the switch is operating normally.
2.2.3.1.3 Capabilities Exchange
A capabilities exchange is used in Novell TSAPI and in Versit TSAPI. It informs the application of two
things:
1. What services are available for request
2. What events may be sent to report connection state changes
Versit TSAPI standardizes the behavior of services by establishing initial and final connection states for each
service, but it does not guarantee that a switch will support any particular call-control services or report
events. For a switch to be Versit compliant, it only has to provide for a minimal capabilities exchange appris-
ing an application of what is supported. An application must use the capabilities exchange to see what is
used in the environment in which it is running. The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia does not spec-
ify the minimum capabilities exchange required for conformance. As stated in section 2.9.10, however, this
7. For clarity, it should be pointed out that many of the transitions shown in Figure 2.6 cannot be requested by an applica-
tion. The client library, acting on behalf of the switch, may still inform applications that these transitions have occurred,
however. Most notably, an application cannot request that a connection transition to the Failed state.
report assumes that all capabilities exchange methods are supported at the maximum level of detail.
The capabilities exchange is also the method that a switch uses to inform an application if it supports
only a sub-set of the Versit connection-state model, as mentioned in section 2.2.3.1.1. For instance, a partic-
ular switch can indicate that it does not support the Queued state by reporting that it will not send the event
that reports a connection state transition to Queued. The switch is still Versit compliant because it uses only
states and state transitions that are in the Versit connection-state-model.
Versit TSAPI substantially extends the capabilities exchange. These extensions are surveyed in the first
volume of the Versit CTI encyclopedia [Versit, June 1995a, sec. 3.4.1, p. 14], and are covered in detail in the
third volume [Versit, June 1995b, sec. 1.9, p. 29]. The most important extension from the perspective of this
report is the addition of the initial states that Connections must be in for services to work. As mentioned in
section 2.2.3.1.1, the Versit standard allows multiple initial connection states. The standard does not, how-
ever, require that a switch support every initial state for a connection modified by a service. Instead, the stan-
dard specifies a capabilities exchange that allows the switch to communicate to an application which initial
states it supports for which services. An application, therefore, must do more than check that the switch sup-
ports a service before it attempts to use it. It must also verify that all connections used by that service are
included in the set of initial states supported by the switch.
2.2.3.2 First Party Extensions
The Versit initiative also extends the TSAPI interface to support first-party environments. As explained in
section 2.9.2, this report does not consider the use of a Versit TSAPI in a first-party environment. The first-
party enhancements made in Versit TSAPI are briefly presented in the next two sections. The enhancements
could become relevant as Versit Tmap matures. Follow-up studies investigating the impact of these enhance-
ments on Versit Tmap would be appropriate if the technology is implemented and becomes widely used. At
the point of initial investigation, however, the effort that would be required to consider these enhancements
was not justifiable.
There is one detail in the next section, 2.2.3.2.1, that is significant in the context of this report. The new
Versit TSAPI will support multiple applications concurrently. That allows Versit Tmap to run at the same
time as native TSAPI applications. The result is that a client could run TAPI and TSAPI applications simul-
taneously. Figure 2.9 illustrates how that is accomplished, and a detailed explanation is given in section
2.7.1.
2.2.3.2.1 Flexibility Added to TSAPI Software Architecture
The Versit initiative decided that the TSAPI interface should not be limited to working only in server-centric
environments or supporting only a single application at a time. This decision requires the software architec-
ture used in a TSAPI client computer to be more "open." The client library can no longer be hard-coded to
interface with a LAN. Furthermore, the decision requires that the Versit TSAPI client library implement a
mechanism to route appropriate call messages to the correct applications. The Versit CTI encyclopedia set
does not specify the implementation of Versit TSAPI. Implementors must determine the best architecture for
implementing a client library. Figure 2.7 depicts an implementation that allows multiple applications to use
the interface simultaneously and supports a mechanism to route message to the appropriate application.
CLIENT
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Figure 2.7 Implementation Architecture for Versit TSAPI that Allows Multiple Application to Use Interface
Concurrently
2.2.3.2.2 Media-Control Added to Versit TSAPI
Versit TSAPI will probably be implemented for use in the direct-connect environments in which TAPI is
currently used. These environments are not limited to voice calls, so like TAPI, Versit TSAPI will need to
support media-control. Media-control is included in the first public release of the Versit CTI encyclopedia,
but not in the PA3 draft.
2.2.3.2.3 Physical Device Control Added to Versit TSAPI
In first-party, direct-connect environments there is usually more communication between the computer and
the physical phone station than in third-party, server-centric environments. The phone station can provide
information such as which "lamps" are lit on the phone, the volume level of the phone's speaker, and which
buttons are being pressed. Additionally, the computer may be able to simulate button presses and other user
interactions with the telephone station. These capabilities are not typically available in a server-centric envi-
ronment, so Novell TSAPI does not define support for them. Since Versit TSAPI will be used in environ-
ments where the capabilities are available, it defines support methods similar to what TAPI uses.
2.3 Tmap - Nortel's Implementation of the Middleware
At the 1995 Computer Telephony Exposition, Nortel announced Tmap, a layer of mapping software ostensi-
bly to allow TAPI applications to run transparently in server-centric environments. Tmap is implemented in
the manner of the middleware previously described. Starting with the original announcement of Tmap,
Nortel has committed to making Tmap software available for free. [Computer Telephony, April 1995] The
Tmap executable is not currently publicly available, but Nortel has provided Siemens Rolm with a prelimi-
nary copy. Nortel has also committed to using ECTF to establish Tmap as a standard interface between TAPI
and TSAPI, and to update it as both APIs are enhanced. [Burton, September 1995, p. 204] The delivery of
source code and documentation for developer use and ECTF review has been repeatedly postponed.
In the undated "TAPI-TSAPI Mapping Software ('Tmap') Backgrounder," Nortel [pp. 3,4] outlined the
benefits of Tmap as follows:
For both Windows developers and customers, Tmap removes the confusion originally cre-
ated by the announcements of TAPI by Intel/Microsoft and TSAPI by AT&T/Novell.
TAPI applications will be able to tap into TSAPI-based LAN integrations as well as other
client and client-server based telephony integration solutions already being developed for
TAPI. Developers no longer have to consider writing their app to work with multiple Tele-
phony APIs solely based on whether the underlying connection model is Netware server-
based or other. As such, Tmap is a direct response to what the market requested.
Switch vendors developing TSAPI-based server integrations have the benefit that all TAPI
apps being developed now or that will be developed in the future will work with their
switch, in addition to native TSAPI applications, providing them with a larger application
base.
These benefits combined will significantly fuel the growth of the computer-telephony
integration market as a whole, which will ultimately benefit all players in this emerging
industry.
In the same document Nortel [p. 4] also claims, "Virtually all of the third-party call control aspects of
TSAPI are preserved by Tmap and made available through TAPI."
To summarize, Nortel claims that Tmap will benefit the entire CTI industry for two reasons:-
1. It will end the confusion among developers about TAPI and TSAPI by establishing TAPI
as the standard API for Windows telephony.
2. It will increase the market for TSAPI- based hardware providers by allowing them to sell
to clients that use TAPI applications.
Chapter 4 contains the independent findings of this report for what benefits Versit Tmap would offer the
CTI industry.
2.4 Nortel Tmap Architecture
Figure 2.8 depicts the architecture of the software on the client computer in which Nortel Tmap operates.
The arrows connected to the Tmap module show that it acts as middleware between the two API client
libraries, just as shown abstractly in Figure 2.1. If the TSAPI application and client library modules are
removed from Figure 2.8, it is nearly identical to TAPI software architecture shown in Figure 2.3. The only
difference is that in Figure 2.8 Tmap has replaced the first service provider depicted in Figure 2.3. From the
perspective of TAPI, Tmap is just another service provider in its flexible architecture. If, on the other hand,
all the TAPI-related modules besides Tmap are ignored, then Figure 2.8 is nearly identical to the client por-
tion of the TSAPI software architecture depicted in Figure 2.5. In this case, the difference is that Tmap has
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Figure Modified from Microsoft TAPI 1.0 Documentation (See Appendix B)
Figure 2.8 Nortel Tmap External Software Architecture
2.5 Shortcomings of Nortel Tmap
Based on the study conducted, it is surmised that Tmap will fall short of the expectations Nortel initially set
for it. The source code and detailed design documentation for Tmap were not available when the study on
which this thesis is based was conducted, and Siemens Rolm did not have an environment in which to test
the Tmap executable. The inference that Tmap will not meet all expectations is based on documentation that
Nortel sent with the preliminary copy of the Tmap executable.
2.5.1 Nortel Tmap not Switch Independent
The pre-release documentation for Tmap implies that it would allow TAPI applications to run transparently
on any environment using the TSAPI interface. The reference guide states that Tmap needs to know the type
of switch that is used in the environment in order to operate correctly. Currently, Tmap knows how to sup-
port only two types of switches, the AT&T Definity G3 and the Nortel Meridian 1. Making Tmap work with
other switches will require that the Tmap source code be modified [Northern Telecom, May 1995, "Future
Considerations," p. 1].
2.5.2 Nortel Tmap not "Switch-Savvy"
The reference guide also states that Tmap will not extend TAPI to make it "switch-savvy." Tmap does not
bridge the difference between the first-party orientation of TAPI and the third-party orientation of TSAPI as
promised (see section 2.3) [Northern Telecom, May 1995, "Compatibility Issues," p. 1].
2.5.3 Nortel Tmap does not allow TAPI and TSAPI to Share Telephony
Resources Simultaneously
Nortel's Tmap backgrounder states, "Tmap also does not interfere with applications written directly to the
TSAPI client interface." [Northern Telecom, May 1995, "Compatibility Issues," p. 1]. Actually that claim
holds only when Nortel Tmap is not running. As Figure 2.8 indicates, if Nortel Tmap is running it uses the
only application interface that the Novell TSAPI client library offers. If a native TSAPI application attempts
to initialize the interface, Tmap will interfere. Hence, it is impossible to have TAPI and TSAPI applications
simultaneously sharing the same telephony resources using Nortel's Tmap. This limitation is due to the fact
that the Novell TSAPI client library can interface to only one application at a time; it is not inherent in
Tmap.
2.6 Versit Tmap Architecture
As stated in section 1.4, the goal of the thesis project is to extend Nortel's Tmap technology to be compliant
with the newly defined Versit TSAPI interface. Versit Tmap, as the extension is called, will interface with
basically the same external architecture as Nortel Tmap as shown in Figure 2.8. Figure 2.9 is modified to
depict the architecture in which Versit Tmap will operate. The only difference is that a native TSAPI appli-
cation has been added to Figure 2.9. When all the TAPI-related modules besides Tmap are ignored, Figure
2.9 reflects the software architecture of the possible implementation of a Versit TSAPI client shown in Fig-
ure 2.7. The only difference is that the second (right-most) TSAPI application has been replaced by Versit
Tmap. Unlike Nortel's implementation for Novell TSAPI, Versit Tmap may not always exclude native
TSAPI applications. When used with Versit Tmap and a Versit TSAPI implementation that allows more that
one application to use the interface at the same time, TAPI and Versit TSAPI applications might be able to
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Figure 2.9 Versit Tmap External Software Architecture
2.7 Benefits Versit TSAPI Offers Tmap
The enhancements included in Versit TSAPI make it possible to enhance Tmap if it is modified to work with
Versit TSAPI. The most important benefit of updating Tmap to be compliant with Versit TSAPI is that Tmap
will then work with any Versit-compliant switch. Versit Tmap also offers other more subtle advantages over
the current Tmap. Unfortunately, however, the first Versit-based version of Tmap would still have signifi-
cant shortcomings. They are discussed in section 2.8.
2.7.1 Versit Tmap Could Allow TAPI and TSAPI to Share Telephony
Resources Simultaneously
As is depicted in Figure 2.9 and explained in section 2.6, Versit Tmap may be able to use the Versit TSAPI
Client Library at the same time as a native Versit TSAPI application. As a consequence, Versit Tmap could
allow TAPI and Versit TSAPI applications to share the telephony resources available to the client computer.
The Versit TSAPI client library could present information to any currently running TSAPI applications with-
out interference for Versit Tmap. Once Versit Tmap is initialized with both client libraries, the TAPI client
library will be able to use the telephony resources that the TSAPI client library allows Versit Tmap to use. In
effect, TAPI will use Versit Tmap as a TSAPI application proxy.
Versit has not yet addressed one aspect necessary for Versit Tmap to allow TAPI and TSAPI to share
telephony resources simultaneously: When a new call is reported to the TSAPI client library it needs to
assign a call to one of the currently running TSAPI applications. If Versit defines methods to assign calls,
then Versit Tmap could allows simultaneous sharing of telephony resources. The Versit TSAPI client library
could assign a call to Versit Tmap, as it appears to be a TSAPI application. If Tmap is assigned to the call, it
will report the new call to TAPI.DLL, and TAPI.DLL will in turn report the call to the correct TAPI applica-
tion. If the TSAPI client library assigned the call to an application other than Tmap, Tmap would either not
present the call the to TAPI interface, or would present the call as one that cannot be manipulated. Tmap
would not interfere with the TSAPI application's ability to control the call.
2.7.2 Writing Versit Tmap Independent of Switch Type
Nortel Tmap requires knowledge of the switch type used in the environment in order to work correctly. It
must be modified and recompiled to work with each type of switch. Nortel has written the source code to be
easily customized. The approach is described in the reference guide supplied with the Tmap executable. It is
summarized in the following pseudocode: [Northern Telecom, May 1995, "Future Considerations," p. 1]
If (driverType == myDriver) Then /* driverType Tells the Switch Type */
(do it my way)
Else
(do it the generic way)
Of course, the "generic way" may not work if the switch type is unknown. It would be best to compile
Tmap to support as many switch types as possible instead of requiring that each switch manufacturer pro-
vide a unique "flavor" of Tmap. ECTF could maintain the standard Tmap. The standardized Tmap would
still use Nortel's idea of customizing the code for individual switch types. The pseudocode below summa-
rizes the method for supporting multiple switches:
SwitchOn (driverType) { /* driverType Tells the Switch Type */
ATTDriver: {do it the ATT way}
NortelDriver: {do it the Nortel way)
ROLMDriver: {do it the ROLM way)
SiemensDriver: (do it the Siemens way)
Default: (do it the generic way)
}
Versit Tmap, in contrast, would not require knowledge of the switch type. The enhanced capabilities
exchange supported by Versit TSAPI allows the switch to educate Tmap about its capabilities in more detail.
A complete implementation of Versit Tmap would still fulfill service requests in multiple ways. The differ-
ence is that the method used would not be selected based on knowledge of the switch type, but rather
reported capabilities. Hence pseudo code for selecting the method to fulfill a service request in Versit Tmap
would be something like:
SwitchOn (relevantSwitchCapabilities) {
BestSwitchCapabilitesForService: (do it the preferred way)
GoodSwitchCapabilitesForService: {do it this way)
MininumSwitchCapabilitesForService: (do it the minimal way)
Default: (report service not supported)
}
The approach of Versit Tmap offers two fundamental advantages over the Nortel Tmap approach. First,
the number of switch capabilities that are relevant to a particular service is limited by the Versit TSAPI stan-
dard, and the number of methods to perform a certain task is bounded. Hence, Versit Tmap can be written to
work with any switch that is Versit compliant. In contrast, there is no standard governing the way services
are implemented in the current TSAPI and CSTA. Nortel Tmap would have to be recompiled to work with
each new type of switch. Second, Versit Tmap can unambiguously decide whether it can support a service.
When Nortel's Tmap is used with an unfamiliar switch there is no assurance the "generic way" will work.
This advantage of being able to work with any Versit-compliant switch is more significant than it first
appears. It might not seem important that Nortel Tmap has to be customized to the switch, because a "fork-
lift" upgrade to a new switch is not a very common occurrence. Modifying Nortel Tmap for a new switch,
however, significantly adds to the complexity of the upgrade. Whereas the switch change is centralized, new
copies of Tmap have to be distributed to every client computer. Moreover, a swap out of the switch hardware
is not the only upgrade that could require a reinstallation of the Nortel Tmap base. An upgrade in the switch
software could trigger this need as well. Siemens Rolm, for example, would not want the extra cost of updat-
ing Nortel Tmap on all customer client computers each time it sells a new software release. In contrast, Ver-
sit Tmap would simply see the change in reported switch capabilities and adapt accordingly. Versit Tmap
would not impact the cost of upgrading switch hardware or software.
2.7.3 Reliable, Switch-Independent Dynamic Feature Presentation
A telephony API must have a method to inform an application which services are available at any given
moment. Thus far in this report only the TSAPI methods have been discussed. Section 2.2.3.1 and its sub-
sections detail how the Versit version of TSAPI will be the first to provide this method. It does this by mak-
ing its call-model "deterministic." When using the original Novell TSAPI, an application only knows how to
request a change to a connection. It does not know whether the requested service will be fulfilled by a nor-
mally operating switch. When using the new Versit TSAPI, however, an application's knowledge is not lim-
ited to how to request a connection state change. It also knows, based on the initial states of the connections
involved with the request, whether the switch will fulfill the request, given that the switch is operating nor-
mally.
TAPI takes a different approach to informing an application of the methods currently available. It is
known as "Dynamic Feature Presentation." Instead of defining required initial call states for a service to
work, TAPI offers methods for an application to query if the switch will currently support a service on a par-
ticular call. A "well-written" TAPI application will not make any assumptions about the availability of ser-
vices based on the state of call. Instead it will always query to see if a service is available before it attempts
to use it.
Once the concept of Dynamic Feature Presentation is understood, it is simple to explain why Versit
Tmap will support that form of TAPI communication better than the current Nortel Tmap. Whenever Versit
Tmap receives a query from TAPI to enumerate the available services for a call, it can provide an accurate
answer. The answer it produces is based on the Versit TSAPI services that it knows are available from the
state of the TSAPI connection abstraction related to the call. The details of how it arrives at its answer are
presented in section 3.5.4. When the current Nortel Tmap receives the same query, however, there is little it
can do. It does not know which TSAPI services are available, because it uses Novell TSAPI. Without knowl-
edge of what TSAPI services are available, Nortel Tmap cannot accurately reply what TAPI services are
available.
To solve this problem Nortel will probably have to provide Tmap information specific to the switch
with which it is operating. This information would probably be which initial states the switch supports for
which connection states. Since only Versit TSAPI provides a method to communicate such information,
Nortel will have to provide the information apart from the standard Novell TSAPI. They will probably pro-
vide it by modifying Tmap source code in a manner similar to that presented in section 2.7.2. Nortel does not
mention Dynamic Feature Presentation in any of its pre-release Tmap documentation.
2.7.4 Other Enhancements included in Versit Tmap
In addition to the capabilities exchange, Versit TSAPI also adds more information to events and message
replies. In general, this will enable Versit Tmap to convey more information to TAPI applications than does
Nortel Tmap. Probably the most noticeable enhancement of this type would be the ability of Versit Tmap to
convey the calling party names when that information is available. Nortel reports that, "A limitation of
TSAPI is that it does not provide caller or called names. It only provides caller and called numbers." [North-
ern Telecom, May 1995, "Compatibility Issues," p. 1]. When used with the "N" format for static device IDs,
Versit TSAPI can supply names in events [Versit, June 1995, sec. 1.3.6, pp. 15,6].
2.8 Shortcomings that would remain in Versit Tmap
Despite its potential improvements over Nortel's Tmap, Versit Tmap would still have some shortcomings.
First, Versit Tmap could not resolve the difference between the first-party orientation of TAPI and the third-
party orientation of TSAPI. The reason is that TAPI is inherently first-party call-control orientated. Versit
Tmap can receive complete third-party information, but it has no way to pass that information across the
TAPI interface. Since it will be implemented as middleware, Versit Tmap cannot by-pass the TAPI interface
to convey the third-party information to an application. Second, as presented in this report, Versit Tmap
would not support TAPI's media-control. The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia does not specify how
TSAPI will implement media-control. Versit Tmap could potentially be updated to support TAPI's media
control as discussed in section 4.2.3.
2.9 Scope of Investigation
Implementing Tmap is, in some aspects, more difficult than implementing a regular "service provider" layer
of telephony device driver software for TAPI. When implementing a regular TAPI service provider, there is
only one "degree of freedom." The service provider maps the fixed capabilities of specific telephony hard-
ware into the abstract call-model used by TAPI. In contrast, Tmap has two "degrees of freedom." The Versit
TSAPI standard does not require any minimal set of capabilities. Instead it uses the capabilities exchange to
inform the computer of the telephony capabilities of the environment. There are many possible TSAPI con-
figurations, and these create the second "degree of freedom." Creating logic to resolve each of the possible
TSAPI configurations into the abstract TAPI call-model could probably be done. It is not the appropriate
starting point, however, for creating Versit Tmap. The following sections specify the limits to the scope of
the investigation. These limits do not completely remove the TSAPI "degree of freedom," but they do
restrict it enough so that developing Versit Tmap becomes more tractable.
2.9.1 Restriction to First-Party TAPI Call-Control
Both versions of TAPI (1.3 and 1.4) available during the course of the thesis study have a first-party call-
control orientation: TAPI is only informed of the local endpoint state for calls in which it is involved.
Microsoft, however, is working on a major revision of TAPI, version 2.0. It is has entered "beta" testing and
should be available for Windows 95 and Windows NT in mid-1996 [Newton, December 1995, p. 12].
Because TAPI 2.0 is protected by a non-disclosure agreement, it is not known whether TAPI 2.0 will also be
limited to a first-party orientation. The thesis study assumed that TAPI has only first-party capabilities.
2.9.2 Restriction to Third-Party Versit TSAPI Environment
The investigation on which this thesis is based assumed that Versit Tmap will be used in a third-party envi-
ronment: Versit Tmap will be informed about all endpoint states for calls in which it is involved. At least ini-
tially, this is where the Versit Tmap software will be most useful. Since the current TSAPI is third-party
based, and Versit TSAPI is based on the current standard, it is reasonable to assume that the first place Versit
TSAPI will find use is as an upgrade in third-party environments. Conversely, since TAPI is already estab-
lished as a first-party call-control API for Windows, it is more likely that a first-party environment would
support TAPI rather than TSAPI. Non-Windows first-party environments, such as the Apple Macintosh,
would support Versit TSAPI because TAPI has only been implemented for Windows. Initially, there will be
few, if any, environments in which a Versit Tmap version that supports first-party TSAPI would be benefi-
cial. If there becomes a need for Versit Tmap to work in a first-party TSAPI environment, it should be possi-
ble to modify the logic to work. The Versit TSAPI standard specifies the minimum amount of information a
first-party environment must provide.
2.9.3 Versit Tmap Maps in One Direction Only
Nortel Tmap only allows TAPI based applications to run in a TSAPI environment. It does not allow TSAPI-
based applications to run in TAPI-based environments. It is much more difficult to implement software that
maps in the opposite direction. The reason is the "closed" architecture of Novell TSAPI. Implementing
Tmap in "reverse" would entail more than writing a layer of middleware. It would require rewriting the
entire TSAPI client library to connect with the TAPI client library instead of the LAN. In contrast, Tmap is
implemented separately from either client library, like the middleware shown in Figure 2.1.
When Versit TSAPI is implemented using an "open" architecture, as discussed in section 2.2.3.2.1, it
will be conceivable to place a different piece of middleware between TSAPI and TAPI that implements a
"reverse-direction" Versit Tmap. While possible in theory, this middleware would probably not be very suc-
cessful. TSAPI applications tend to be full-fledged telephony applications that assume third-party informa-
tion is available. A reverse Versit Tmap would not be able to supply them with third-party information,
because it would not be conveyed by the first-party oriented TAPI interface. Only when first-party oriented
applications are implemented for Windows using Versit TSAPI instead of TAPI would it be useful to have a
reverse Tmap. Since that scenario will not likely occur in the near future, this thesis does not consider a
reverse Versit Tmap.
2.9.4 "Multiple-Appearance" Configurations not Considered
Both Versit TSAPI and TAPI support methods to communicate information about "multiple-appearance"
configurations in the telephony environment [Versit, June 1995, sec. 1.5.3, pp. 11-15], [Microsoft, 1993b,
"Address Configurations," pp. 4-4,5]. These are advanced configurations, often used with ISDN, that allow
several phone stations to share the same extension. Each phone station is assigned a unique sub-address. In
certain configurations, phones with the same extension number may simultaneously be involved in separate
conversations.
The primary reason that these configurations are not considered is that the study conducted was
intended only to establish Versit Tmap as a valid concept. Investigation into support of these advanced con-
figurations will be appropriate only after the Versit Tmap technology is established. Adding this support
would be part of the software's maturing process.
2.9.5 Mapping Logic Related to Physical Attributes of Phone Stations not
Investigated
As described in section 2.2.3.2.3, Versit TSAPI is adding methods to enhance the communication between
the physical telephone station and the computer. TAPI already has such methods, so there is the potential for
a mapping by Versit Tmap. This thesis, however, does not consider such a mapping. The primary reason is
the restriction to investigating a third-party TSAPI environment, as described in section 2.9.2. Most likely,
third-party environments will use a server-centric architecture, and current implementations using that archi-
tecture do not support the enhanced communications between the computer and physical station.
Supporting the enhanced communication is not a crucial function of Tmap. To function correctly, an
application must be apprised of the current state of call connections at a station. In contrast, an application
does not need to be informed that, for example, a lamp on the station lit when a call was placed on hold. The
application should already know that the call is held because it received a Hold event message. The applica-
tion may choose to convey this information to the user in a manner other than a graphical representation of
the particular telephone with a lamp lit. Furthermore, as many services as possible should be made available
to the application over the API interface. The application should be able to use the API-defined methods to
control calls. CTI developers do not want the added complexity of simulating the correct button presses on
the phone station to request services. In short, it is crucial that Versit Tmap map call-control between TAPI
and Versit TSAPI. Supporting detailed communication about the physical phone station is not necessary.
A restriction is placed on Versit Tmap by not considering the logic needed to map between the abstrac-
tions that the two interfaces use to represent the physical capabilities of telephony stations. It cannot route
calls from one audio I/O device on a phone station to another that may be either on the same phone station or
on the computer. This shortcoming is significant only when either a phone station supports multiple audio
I/O devices, or a station can connection to more "active" calls than it has audio I/O devices.
2.9.6 Media-Control not Investigated
Mapping the media-control methods between TAPI and Versit TSAPI could not be considered. The reason is
that media-control methods are not specified in the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia. Media-control
mapping will become important only if Versit Tmap is enhanced to support first-party TSAPI environments.
It is unlikely that most third-party server-centric environments will be able to support media-detection in the
near future.
2.9.7 Optional Parameters in Versit TSAPI not Required
The Versit CTI encyclopedia divides parameters into two categories: Mandatory and Optional. The philoso-
phy behind the Versit Tmap logic is to check optional parameters, but not to be reliant upon them. Versit
Tmap will fill in optional parameters on service requests if the TAPI interface provides the appropriate infor-
mation, and the switch indicates that it will support the optional parameters. Similarly, if the switch indicates
that it will send optional parameters on notification events, Versit Tmap will check them. If it can convey the
information in the optional parameters across the TAPI interface, it will. The core mapping logic, however,
is designed to rely on the information in the optional parameters as little as possible. There are optional
parameters in a few events that supply information the logic needs to make the mapping completely consis-
tent. These parameters are noted in Appendices B.1-4.
2.9.8 Startup Synchronization not Investigated
Versit TSAPI defines "snap-shot" methods for an application to synchronize itself with the current state of
the telephony environment. These methods are needed when there are pre-existing calls and an application is
started. TAPI's method for handling this situation is more passive from the perspective of the application. If
a TAPI application is started when there is a pre-existing call that no other application has claimed responsi-
bility for, the TAPI interface will send it messages to inform it of the call. The potential exists for Versit
Tmap to map the startup synchronization methods, but this investigation does not consider it. The main rea-
son is that some environments may not support the SnapShotCall service, which gives the complete third-
party synchronization that the mapping logic would require to start. As the Versit Tmap technology matures,
the addition of mapping the startup synchronization methods could be investigated and implemented. For
now, Versit Tmap assumes that it begins execution in an environment with no pre-existing phone calls.
2.9.9 Capability to Dynamically Specify what Devices Versit Tmap
Controls not Investigated
Versit TSAPI also defines a method for an application to inquire, at any time, which telephone devices it can
control [Versit, June 1995d, sec. 4.8.3, pp. 101,2]. The original TAPI client library (version 1.3) is designed
to seek this information from an initialization file before it starts up a service provider, but later versions of
TAPI support dynamically reporting new devices that can be controlled, while also retaining backward com-
patibility. [Microsoft, January 1995, sec. 3.1, pp. 20,1] The assumption made during the study was that Ver-
sit Tmap will use the original method. The devices that Tmap can control will not change from the time it is
initialized to the time it is shut down.
2.9.10 Versit TSAPI Capabilities Required
The fewer assumptions that Versit Tmap makes about the environment in which it is used, the better. Every
assumption it makes that is not required by the Versit TSAPI standard potentially excludes it from working
in some environment that is Versit compliant. It is, however, necessary to make a few assumptions about the
environment's ability to perform the capabilities exchange with the computer in order to simplify the map-
ping logic. Versit Tmap does not assume that the environment implements any particular telephony services.
Versit Tmap can communicate to TAPI which services are and are not available if the TSAPI environment
can communicate that information to Versit Tmap.
The assumptions made about the switch can be summarized as follows:.
1. The environment supports Get Switching Domain Capabilities, Get Physical Device
Information, and Get Logical Device Information Services. (Some of the services are
optional under the Versit TSAPI standard.) Furthermore, the information supplied in the
information exchange is 100% accurate, or in Versit TSAPI terms at the Device level of
accuracy [Versit, June 1995, sec. 5.3.8, p. 355].
2. The environment allows Versit Tmap to set "monitors" on all devices that it is control-
ling. These monitors reliably supply all the Call Control Call Events to update connection
states. The exception is that the environment does not need to support the Call Cleared
event.
3. The environment is 100% Versit compliant. It supplies all mandatory parameters in
events, and it adheres to the Versit connection-state model.
4. If the switch supports enhanced dial string formats, they will be the N and G formats.
The G format is a subset of the N format. If the switch does not support enhanced for-
mats, only dial strings consisting of the characters 0-9, A-D, and *,# will be used for
device IDs.8
5. For conferencing and transferring calls, the switch supports the recommended Versit
TSAPI methodology of using the consultation service. See section 3.3.1 for details.
8. This assumption is based on the dialing formats from the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia that were expected to
be included in the publicly released encyclopedia at the time the thesis study was conducted.
In addition, Versit Tmap also makes the following assumptions about the phone station with which it is
dealing:.
1. The phone station can supply a separate audio channel for every active call that the sta-
tion supports, without instruction from Versit Tmap.
2. The phone station does not act as a conference "button." That means that the station
itself cannot create a conference call by tying two audio channels together. Versit Tmap
assumes that all call-control is implemented in the switch. If the station does tie audio
channels together, Versit Tmap will not report the calls on them as conferenced.
CHAPTER 3 BRIDGING THE CALL-MODELS
Because it is involved with both interfaces, Versit Tmap must deal with both the TAPI and the Versit TSAPI
call-models. In its middleware role it must find a way to translate information given in terms of one call-
model into terms of the other call model. Section 3.1 gives a high-level overview of the difficulties involved
in bridging the call-models. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 give detailed descriptions of the TAPI and TSAPI call-
models, respectively. Section 3.4 then describes a method to bridge the call-models in view of the informa-
tions presented in the previous three sections. Finally, Section 3.5 describes an implementation architecture
for Versit Tmap based on the bridging method described in Section 3.4.
3.1 Difficulties in Bridging the Call-Models
TSAPI and TAPI were not designed to work with one another, so there are difficulties in getting them to
interoperate. The following sections describe these difficulties. Often the effectiveness of Versit Tmap in
dealing with these difficulties is related to the capabilities of the switch.
3.1.1 Problems setting up Conference Calls and Transfers
The largest problem found during the study was already known within the CTI industry. As explained in sec-
tion 3.1.1.1, the models that TAPI and TSAPI use to setup call transfers and conference calls are different. In
both interfaces, call conferences and transfers are typically done in what is known as a "consultation" man-
ner. This method can be executed in three manual steps:
1. Put the current call on hold.
2. Place a call to the party to be conferenced or transferred to.
3. Take appropriate action to either transfer or conference the held call.
There are other "single-step" methods to conference and transfer calls, but the study did not consider them in
detail. The reason is that these methods are more advanced than the "consultation" methods, so a switch is
less likely to provide them. Furthermore, Versit Tmap can inform a TAPI application that it does not support
single-step methods.
3.1.1.1 Consultation Call Scenario
There is a subtlety involved with putting the call on hold in the consultation method. Many switches require
that the call be placed on hold in a special manner. When the first call is placed on "consultation hold" the
user gets dial-tone back and can then place the second call. If, in contrast, the user executes the typical
method to place a call on hold, it will be "hard-held." If the user's phone only supports one connection, dial-
tone will not be returned. Even if the phone supports two connections, conferencing or transferring a hard-
held call will not work. The user may be able to place a second call, but the switch will not transfer or con-
ference a hard-held call.
As mentioned earlier, TAPI and TSAPI implement the consultation method differently. TAPI uses a
three step process like the manual one:
1. One service places the call on consultation-hold.
2. Another service places the new call.
3. The last service completes either the conference or transfer.
TSAPI, on the other hand, reduces the process to two steps:
1. One service both places the current call on hold and tells the switch the address of the
party to be solicited for the new call.
2. The following service completes either the conference or transfer.
TSAPI combines the first two TAPI steps into a single service request because it is more efficient. From
an API perspective, the switch can receive both the request to put a call on consultation hold and the request
for a consultation call simultaneously. Combining the information into one function call reduces the number
of packets that need to be sent over the LAN. There must, however, be a pause before making the connect or
transfer command. The caller may decide to conference or transfer the held call based on the conversation
that occurs on the new call.
There is a second difference in the way TAPI and TSAPI setup conferences and transfers. TAPI expects
that it will be informed whether the new consultation call will be conferenced or transferred when the call is
placed. The services used to place consultation calls are: PrepareAddToConference, SetupConference, and
SetupTransfer. TAPI does, however, offer a "back-door" method to allow a consultation call set up for trans-
fer to be resolved as a conference. In contrast, there is no method to transfer a call setup as a conference,
because most switches do not allow conference calls to be transferred. TSAPI, on the other hand, does not
expect to know how a consultation call is going to be resolved until the request to resolve is made. In TSAPI,
only the ConsultationCall service can create a consultation situation. Versit TSAPI, however, defines an
optional parameter to inform the switch how the consultation will be resolved.
There is a reason why TAPI explicitly requires, and Versit TSAPI defines a method to communicate,
information about how a consultation will be resolved at the time it is made. Some switches, most notably
Nortel's, require this information. The method to communicate this information is included but not manda-
tory in the Versit standard because some switches do not require the information. Not requiring the informa-
tion until the consultation is resolved gives the user the flexibility to choose how it is resolved based on the
context of the call. For example, in a consultation the caller might ask the called party the manner he or she
wants the call to be resolved, conference or transfer. [Versit, June 1995b, sec. 2.3.9, p. 202]
In the capabilities exchange, the switch informs Versit Tmap which values it will accept in the parame-
ter that declares how a consultation scenario will be resolved (consultPurpose). The parameter can have
three values: Conference, Transfer, or Either. A switch can support any combination of the three, including
none.
If the switch does not accept any value for the consultPurpose parameter, then Versit Tmap cannot fill in
the parameter. When it makes a Consultation Call request Versit Tmap will leave the optional consultPur-
pose parameter empty. It will assume that it can resolve the consultation as either a conference or a transfer.
It can only artificially enforce the TAPI discipline that stipulates that consultations setup for conference may
only be resolved in that manner. For example, a user could create a consultation using SetupConference, and
then through manual interaction with the phone station, resolve it as a transfer. Furthermore, if the assump-
tion that a consultation can be resolved either way does not hold, it may not be possible to resolve a consul-
tation in the manner desired.
A Nortel switch will report that it supports the Conference and Transfer values. In this case, Versit
Tmap will fill in the optional consultPurpose parameter based on the TAPI setup service request. If the
request is for a transfer then Tmap will know that the switch will only resolve the resulting consultation as a
transfer. It will send synchronous negative acknowledgments to application attempts to use the TAPI "back-
door" to resolve the consultation as a conference instead. Similarly, if the request is for a conference, Versit
Tmap will know the switch will only resolve the consultation as a conference. If Versit Tmap is not imple-
mented to fill in the optional consultPurpose parameter, it cannot know the behavior of the switch. In that
case it will have to pass requests to resolve the consultation to the switch, and rely on the switch to send back
negative acknowledgments for the unsupported method.
Some switches will likely report that they only support the value of Either in the consultPurpose param-
eter. In this case Versit Tmap has the option of always filling in the parameter with Either or not filling it in
at all. In either case, it will know that a consultation can be resolved as either a conference or transfer. Fur-
thermore, it can only artificially enforce the TAPI discipline that consultations may only be resolved in the
manner for which they are created.
TAPI and TSAPI also differ in how they model conference calls. For details see sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2.
3.1.1.1.1 Consultation with Partial Dialing
The fact that TAPI models the consultation scenario as three services while TSAPI models it as two services
creates another problem for Tmap. When TAPI requests the service to place a call on consultation hold, it
expects the service to be executed before it supplies the number of the party to be consulted. At that time,
Versit Tmap does not have enough information to issue the compound TSAPI service request to place the
current call on consultation hold and place the new consultation call. The two interfaces become dead-
locked. TSAPI is waiting for TAPI to supply it with an address to place the consultation call so that it may
perform the compound service. Meanwhile, TAPI is waiting for TSAPI to place the current call on consulta-
tion hold and supply it with a new call on which to dial the party to be consulted.
If the switch supports "partial dialing," then Versit Tmap can gracefully avoid the dead-lock. A switch
that supports partial dialing does not require TSAPI to give it all the digits of an address at once. As
explained in section 3.1.6, the switch must support at least the "G" device identifier format to allow Versit
Tmap to partial-dial. Furthermore, it is part of the capabilities exchange for the switch to inform Versit Tmap
whether it even supports partial dialing in the consultation service [Versit, June 1995b, sec. 5.3.18, p. 366]. If
partial dialing is available for use with the service, then at a high level, Versit Tmap behaves in the manner
shown in Table 3.1 to break the deadlock.
Table 3.1 Consultation Scenario with Partial Dialing (High Level)
Step TAPI Versit Tmap Versit TSAPI
1 Makes Request to Setup
Transfer.
2 Makes Compound Consult
Request. Uses Partial Dialing
in Address of Station to




Call on Hold. Creates
Consultation Connection




Current Call as Held.Reports
new Consultation Call in
Dial-Tone State
5 Makes Request to Dial new
Address on Consultation
Call.
6 Makes Dial Digits Request to
Complete new Call to
Address given by TAPI Dial
Request.









9 etc. (Dead-Lock avoided)
3.1.1.1.2 Consultation without Partial Dialing
Unfortunately, many switches do not support partial dialing. There are at least two explanations. In the
server-centric configuration, most switches are optimized to place calls over mediums that use enhanced sig-
naling schemes. Examples of the mediums are T1 trunks or ISDN lines. These signaling schemes often
require the entire address to be specified at one time. Therefore they are incompatible with partial dialing.
Furthermore, allowing partial dialing generates more packets on the LAN, which would make a server-cen-
tric architecture have a greater impact on LAN performance.
Versit Tmap will have to deal with the situation when partial dialing is not available. It cannot break the
consultation scenario deadlock between TAPI and TSAPI as cleanly as when partial dialing is available, but
there is a method that will work. This method requires Versit Tmap to emulate the appearance of a new con-
sultation call so that it may collect the consultation address from TAPI. It then has the information it needs to
request the compound Consultation Call service from TSAPI. An important difference in functionality
occurs when Versit Tmap is emulating the new call. The user can only use the TAPI Dial service to place the
consultation call, because the actual connection to the phone has not changed. When TAPI makes the con-
sultation service request, Versit Tmap cannot place the TSAPI compound service request. Instead, it emu-
lates (fakes) a correct response to TAPI. Hence, the original call is still connected exactly as before the TAPI
service request. If the user attempts to manually dial the address for the consultation call, it will only result
in DTMF tones, or similar signals, being sent over the original connection. Only when the TAPI Dial service
is requested does Versit Tmap have the all the information it needs to use the compound TSAPI Consultation
Call service. Table 2 shows, at a high level of abstraction, the flow of events in Versit Tmap supporting the
consultation scenario without partial-dialing.
Table 3.2 Consultation Scenario without Partial Dialing (High Level)
Step TAPI Versit Tmap Versit TSAPI





Reports new Consultation n
Call to TAPI in Unknowna In either option, the
consultation call does not
really exist. It has not yet
Option 2: been reported by the TSAPI
Reports Transition of Current interface.
Call to OnHold State.Reports
new Consultation Call to
TAPI in Dialtone State.
Step TAPI Versit Tmap Versit TSAPI




Since Versit Tmap did not
really pass the Setup
Transfer request to TSAPI,
the state of the original call
has not changed. If the user
tries to manually dial the
Consultation Address, it will
not work.
4 Makes Compound Consult
request. Uses complete














Reports transition of current
Call to OnHold state.
7 etc. (Dead-Lock avoided)
a. Since the consultation call does not yet exist, the TAPI call state of idle might appear to be the
best state to report the Call abstraction. The TAPI standard, however, states the Dial service may
only be requested for calls that are in the idle or disconnected states.
Table 3.2 shows that Versit Tmap has two options in the emulation. The first does the least amount of
emulation necessary to avoid the deadlock. In this option, the reported call states are not the "typical" ones
that follow a TAPI request for a consultation, but they do more accurately reflect the unchanged state of the
telephony environment. The second option is to tell the TAPI interface that the request for a consultation has
resulted in the calls making a transition to the "typical" states.
Each option has offsetting benefits and detractions. Table 3.3 summarizes them.






More accurately reflects the state of the
telephony environment. Reports that original
call is actually still connected, and the state of
the consultation call is "unknown" while it is
only an emulation of Versit Tmap.
The calls transition to the "typical" TAPI states
after the TAPI request for a consultation. This
approach should not confuse any TAPI
applications. "Well written" applications,
however, would not be confused by the first
option approach. See section 2.7.3 for a more
detailed explanation.
One method could not be established as better than the other. From a purist perspective that all TAPI
applications are "well written" in terms of the discussion presented in section 2.7.3, the first option is prefer-
able. The reason is that it more accurately reflects the actual telephony environment. From a practical per-
spective, however, there are probably going to be some TAPI applications that are not "well written." For
example, the Siemens Rolm TAPI service provider for the ROLMphone 600 series only supports the
lineDial service for calls in the dialtone, ringback, or busy states. [Siemens Rolm Communications, Inc.,
December 1994, pp. 2-3] As a service provider it imposes this restriction through proper Dynamic Feature
Presentation, and remains TAPI compliant. An application program that assumes these restrictions, however,
is not TAPI compliant. A TAPI application can make use of Dynamic Feature Presentation, and not need to
make such assumptions. Nevertheless, there are poorly written TAPI applications that do make such
assumptions because it is less difficult than checking Dynamic Feature Presentation. These applications will
work with Versit Tmap only if it presents the typical call states after receiving a consultation request. The
best compromise may be to write Versit Tmap so that it can be configured at run-time to use either Option 1
or Option 2 to support consultations without partial dialing.
3.1.1.2 The Hold Call/Make Call Scenario
Some switches, most notably those made by AT&T, allow hard-held calls to be conferenced and transferred.
On these switches it is possible for a call conference or transfer to be made without using a consultation ser-
vice. The original call can be placed on hold in the normal, non-consultation manner. Unlike other switches
that only support consultation scenarios, the AT&T telephone switch will return dial-tone. From that point
on, the user does the same thing as in a consultation scenario. The method recommend by Versit for setting
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Detractions
The calls do not transition to the "typical"
TAPI states after the TAPI request for a
consultation. Some TAPI applications may be
confused. Well written TAPI applications,
however, will not. See section 2.7.3 for a more
detailed explanation.
Emulating the new consultation call in the
unknown state while the other call is still
reported as connection makes the TAPI and
TSAPI count of active calls incongruent. See
section 3.1.5 for details.
Does not accurately reflect the state of the
telephony environment. Reports the original
call is held when it is actually still connected.
Reports consultation call in Dial-Tone state
when it is still just a Versit Tmap emulation.
up conference and transfer calls is the consultation scenario. Switches that support conferencing and trans-
ferring hard-held calls may not natively support the consultation scenarios, but they should be able to emu-
late them. As stated in section 2.9.10, the investigation assumes that if the switch provides transferring and
conferencing calls, it will support the consultation call scenarios. If Versit Tmap is implemented exactly as
described in this report, it will not work in environments where the switch will not support the consultation
scenarios and there is no emulation software to support it.
3.1.2 Held Event Problem
The problem is that TSAPI simply reporting to Versit Tmap that a connection has entered the held state does
not provide enough information. As discussed in section 3.1.1.1, there is more than one definition for a held
call. Versit has made that realization, but it is impractical to create a unique state in the connection-state-
model for each concept of what a held call is. The solution that Versit TSAPI offers is to use Dynamic Fea-
ture Presentation, which is discussed in detail in section 2.7.3. The solution is the optional servicesPermitted
parameter. This parameter tells Versit Tmap the capabilities the switch has available to manipulate the held
call. Unfortunately not all switches can provide this information, and that is the reason servicesPermitted is
an optional parameter in the Held event.
As stated in section 2.9.7, Versit Tmap does not assume that optional parameters are available. Hence, it
must resort to using logic based on the causeCode parameter that Versit TSAPI is guaranteed to supply with
the Held event. The logic cannot be guaranteed to produce the correct results. Under the assumption made in
section 2.9.10, that the switch supports the consultation method for conferences and transfers, the only cause
code that unambiguously implies that a held call can be conferenced or transferred is Consultation. It is not
clear what Versit Tmap should produce for any other cause codes. Section C.3.1.1 presents suggested logic
for interpreting the other Cause Codes.
3.1.3 Queued Call Problem
This problem arises from the different orientations of TAPI and TSAPI. TSAPI is "switch savvy," so it sup-
ports features useful in call-centers, such as Automatic Call Distribution (ACD). TAPI, on the other hand, is
not "switch savvy." The result is that TSAPI has a Queued state in its connection-state-model for when a call
is in an ACD queue or similar situation, but TAPI does not. Due to this difference between TAPI and TSAPI,
if a call is queued at a phone station that is being controlled by Versit Tmap, the best it can do is to report the
call to TAPI as OnHold. There is no obvious way around this compromise solution.
3.1.4 Maximum Number OnHold Problem
Having no other choice than to report a Queued call as OnHold leads to another problem, namely the count
of calls on hold is one higher from the TAPI perspective than from the TSAPI perspective. It then becomes
possible for the number of calls on hold from the TAPI perspective to exceed the maximum number of calls
supported on hold as reported by TSAPI. Since the Versit TSAPI standard does not place an upper limit on
the number of calls that can be queued at a station, Versit Tmap cannot accurately report an upper limit to the
number of calls that it may report to TAPI as OnHold.
TAPI does not support a value of "unknown" for some parameters. In instances when a service provider
does not have an exact value to report, it must make an educated guess. The best guess that Versit Tmap can
make is the number of calls on hold that Versit TSAPI reports that it can handle. This solution should still
allow applications to function if they use the Dynamic Feature Presentation provided by Versit Tmap to
determine if they should attempt to put a call on hold. The user, however, might get confusing information
from a TAPI application. A user could see an application screen reporting the number of calls OnHold
exceeding the maximum limit, yet still offering the option of putting even more calls on hold.
3.1.5 Active Calls Problem
This problem is similar to the Maximum Number OnHold Problem. Both TAPI and TSAPI provide methods
to report the maximum number of active calls supported by a particular station. TAPI defines an active call
as one in a state other than idle or on hold. The study investigating Versit Tmap, however, found that the PA3
draft of the Versit TSAPI standard does not define which connection states are active. The definition of an
active connection state in the final Versit TSAPI standard will affect how accurately Versit Tmap reports the
maximum number of active calls parameter to TAPI.
Versit Tmap cannot supply TAPI a completely accurate count of active calls under certain conditions. If
it must support consultation scenarios without the benefit of partial dialing, and it chooses to report the call
states as described by "Option 1" in section 3.1.1.1.2, then the count given to TAPI will not be accurate. The
problem is that after the TAPI consultation service request there is only one active call, but from the TAPI
perspective there are two calls reported. The original call remains active in the TAPI connected state. It
accounts for the actual active call, but the consultation call emulated by Versit Tmap is in the unknown state,
so it counts as another, bogus active call. Furthermore, completed conference calls will throw off the
"active" counts of TAPI and TSAPI. The reason is the different ways that TAPI and TSAPI model confer-
ence calls. As is discussed in section 3.2.2, TAPI models a conference using a "parent" conference Call
abstraction that groups together "children" that are regular two-party calls representing the connections to
each party in the conference. Each of the "children" Call abstractions will be counted as active, because they
will be in the conferenced state. The "parent" conference Call abstraction will also be counted as active, so
long as the local connection it represent is not held. In contrast, TSAPI models conference calls in the same
manner as regular calls, as is explained in section 3.3.2. Consequently, connecting to a conference call
results in only one more active local connection under TSAPI. Hence, the TAPI and TSAPI active counts
will differ by the number of remote parties involved in a conference.
3.1.6 Dial String Format Problem
This is not a major problem if the switch supports the N or G device ID formats specified in the Versit
TSAPI standard [Versit, June 1995b, sec. 1.3.6, p. 15-8]. The device ID formats are almost identical to the
"dialable address format" that TAPI uses to place a call [Microsoft, 1993b, pp. 4-10]. In addition, the coun-
try-code supplied by TAPI when making a call is not needed by Versit Tmap. TAPI provides this parameter
so that a service provider knows to modify the call progress monitoring if a foreign country is being called.
As explained in section 2.9.2, this report only considers the development of Versit Tmap to run in third-party
server-centric environments. In these environments the switch automatically adjusts call progress monitor-
ing if necessary. (For the same reason the ROLMphone 600 series service provider does not support the
country-code parameter [Siemens Rolm Communications, Inc., December 1994, Chapter 2].)
The problem is that most server-centric environments would not support either the N or G dialing for-
mats or the TAPI command digits defined by the "dialable address format." Typically the server-centric
environments only support strings composed of the digits "0-9 A-D *#". When used in these environments,
Versit Tmap would be forced to reject any dial strings with dialing command digits in them. The lack of sup-
port of command digits would be a problem for any TAPI applications that depend upon them. Furthermore,
the Consultation Call problem is directly related to the support of command digits. Partial dialing is done
through the use of the command string ";". As is explained in section 3.1.1.1, if partial dialing is not sup-
ported then call conferences and transfers cannot be handled as smoothly by Versit Tmap as if it is available.
3.1.7 Manually Enacted Conference Call Handles
It is an established fact in the CTI industry that the first release of TAPI has a logical bug in the way it han-
dles conference calls. If a conference call is created by manual interaction with the telephone station, or
through the actions of a remote party, rather than a TAPI service request, TAPI cannot associate the confer-
ence call with the conference participants [Siemens Rolm Communications, Inc., December 1994, "Confer-
ence Call Handles," p. 1-3]. As is explained in section 3.2.2, the problem is that TAPI does not give service
providers a means to communicate which calls are the "children" participating in the newly created confer-
ence call when the conference is not set up using a TAPI service. The subsequent release of TAPI, included
in Windows 95, fixes the bug by providing the means to communicate the information [Microsoft, January
1995, sec. 5.4, p. 46]. The Windows 3.1 version still has the problem.
Versit Tmap cannot bypass TAPI in order to mask the bug in the original version. The best it can do is to
take an approach to the problem that is similar that of the ROLMphone 600 series service provider. Versit
Tmap will always pass the handles to manually created conference calls to TAPI [Siemens Rolm Communi-
cations, Inc., December 1994, "Conference Call Handles," p. 1-3]. The original TAPI interface does not give
Versit Tmap a means to associate "child" calls with the conference, but at least the action will make applica-
tions aware that there is a conference active on the line. Versit Tmap will also report the "child" calls to
TAPI.
While TAPI may lose track of which "children" belong to which conference, the user may be able to
mentally re-associate them. For example, consider a user that has one conference call on hold, and is con-
nected to another that he created manually. If he hears John Doe talking on the active conference, and he
sees on his computer display that there is a call from John Doe in the conferenced state, then he can reason
that the call is a child of the active conference. Versit Tmap itself has not lost track of which calls are confer-
enced, so it is still able to manipulate them. Hence, if the user is able to piece together the associations that
Versit Tmap was not able to send over the TAPI interface, then Versit Tmap can process service requests
such as AddToConference, RemoveFromConference, and PrepareAddToConference. In that aspect it differs
with the Siemens Rolm service provider. Of course when Versit Tmap interfaces with later versions of TAPI,
none of this is an issue.
3.2 TAPI Call Modeling
Table 4 describes the abstractions that TAPI uses to model telephony. The information in the three columns
of the right side of the table contain summary information that is useful when considering methods to trans-
late between TAPI and TSAPI. The leftmost of the three columns indicates whether TAPI defines data struc-
ture parameters that explicitly assign state to the abstraction. The middle column indicates whether TAPI has
data-structure parameters that assign static, or semi-static, capabilities to the abstraction. These parameters
are filled in based on the Capabilities Exchange. The capabilities mapping from Versit TSAPI to TAPI is
covered at the parameter level of detail in Appendix C. 1. The final column indicates whether TAPI defines a
method of Dynamic Feature Presentation related to the abstraction
Table 3.4 TAPI Call-Model Abstractions.
Explicit State Capabilities DynamicAbstraction Description FeatureVariable Exchange resentationPresentation
Line Line Devices are the logical *,§ ,§
Devices abstractions for a telephone station.
Addresses An Address represents the number *,§ ,
that can be dialed to reach a
telephone extension. Just as a
telephone station can have multiple
lines that are associated with
different extension numbers, a Line
Device can have more than one
Address associated with it.
Calls Calls are also logical entities. They *,t
represent the call connection
between two Addresses. Calls are
dynamic. They are created when
new call connections are made, and
destroyed when they end. The Call
data structures are used to capture
the local endpoint state of a
connection between two
Addresses.
Conference When a station enters a call with *
Calls more than two parties, a
Conference Call is created. This
Conference Call acts as a container
that groups together "children"
calls. Each of these "child" calls
represents the connection between
the "local" telephone station and
another party participating in the
conference.
Phone Phone Devices represent the *,£ *,£
Devices physical station, and they are
completely independent of Line
Devices. The idea is that the
telephone station can also be used
as a microphone independent from
the telephony environment.
DynamicExplicit State Capabilities Feature
Abstraction Description Variable ExchFeatureVariable Exchange Presentation
Terminals Terminals are abstractions related *,£ *,£
to the physical station that, unlike
Phone Devices, are associated with
Line Devices. One Line Device
may be associated with multiple
Terminals that represent different
audio channels it has available to
conduct calls. For example, a Line
Device representing a station with
a phone set and a speakerphone
would have two Terminals
associated with it. Terminals also
include support for non-voice
media calls and reporting low-level
events like button presses to the
Line Device.The study on which
this report is based did not consider
Versit Tmap supplying detailed
Terminal information.
Legend
t = The states in which a Call §= Details on State and £ = These areas are not
may be placed are reported Dynamic Feature Presentation considered in detail in this
through the LINECALLINFO for Line Devices and report, because they are related
data structure, but the services Addresses are presented only to physical device attributes.
that may become available for in the call-flows in Appendices
a Call are contained in the C.4 and C.5.
LINEADDRESSCAPS data
structure.
TAPI Model of a Single Call
A significant aspect of the TAPI call model is that its Call abstractions only represent the local end point of a
call. Microsoft offers no method for depicting how TAPI's abstractions represent a phone call. Figure 3.1 is
one possible depiction of a normal, two-party call. It shows a Line Device that has three Addresses. An out-
bound Call has been placed on Address 1 to someplace other than Address 2 or Address 3. The Call is only
associated with Address 1. While the data structures representing the Call can record called-party and for-
warding information, they assume a first-party environment. Therefore, they only record the local call end-
point state. The first-party assumption is reflected in the call states that TAPI uses. For instance in Figure
3.1, the Call is in the ringback state. In contrast, to convey the same call status TSAPI would report the local
connection in the Connected state and the remote connection in the Alerting state as depicted in Figure 3.6 in
section 3.3.1. The advantages of the TSAPI method are discussed in section 3.3.
3.2.1
Figure 3.1 Relating TAPI Call Abstractions
The fact that TAPI associates Calls with only one Address is best emphasized by considering how a call
between Address 1 and Address 3 on the same Line Device would be represented by the TAPI model. At
first, it would seem the situation would be modeled as show in Figure 3.2, with one Call abstraction being
associated with two Addresses.
Line Device 1
Address 1 Address 2 Address 3
Call 1
Local State: Connected
Called Party: Addr. 3
Call Type: Voice
Figure 3.2 Incorrect Modeling of Call Between Two Addresses Controlled by TAPI
Unfortunately, the representation shown in Figure 3.2 is not the way TAPI works. The correct TAPI rep-
resentation, shown in Figure 3.3, uses two Call abstractions to represent the connection. Each Call abstrac-
tion is associated with one Address, and it tracks the state of the connection endpoint at that Address. The
reason that the first representation will not work is that the data structures used for a Call abstraction can
only record the state of a Call with respect to the local endpoint. For instance, if one Address put the Call
OnHold while the other remains Connected to it, the data structures representing the Call in Figure 3.2 do
not suffice because they cannot record two call states. In contrast, the representation in Figure 3.3 is the cor-
rect TAPI representation because each Call abstraction tracks the state of the call endpoint at the Address
with which it is associated.
Call 1
Local State: Connected




Conn Party: Addr. 1
Call Type: Voice
Figure 3.3 Correct Modeling of Call Between Two Addresses Controlled by TAPI
3.2.2 TAPI Modeling of Conference Calls
Another TAPI Call abstraction limitation is that it can only record information, such as Caller ID, about one
remote party. The TAPI Call abstraction is designed only to represent a connection between an observable
local endpoint and an unobservable remote endpoint, not a conference call with many endpoints. TAPI uses
a grouping of Call abstractions to represent a conference call. It groups the Call abstractions as "children" of
the "parent" Conference Call. Figure 3.4 depicts how the TAPI Call abstractions would be related in the case
that Address 1 is connected to a conference call with two other parties. Instead of a normal Call abstraction
being associated with Address 1, a special Conference Call abstraction is used. While Figure 3.4 labels this
distinction clearly, it is subtle in the TAPI interface. The same data structures are used to represent Confer-
ence Call and regular Call abstractions. There are only two way s that a Conference Call abstraction is distin-
guished. First, it has its origin marked as a conference.9 Second, if the call it represents is setup using TAPI
it will be passed through parameters whose names indicate that the abstraction is a conference parent.
9. This is done by setting the dwOrigin parameter in the LINE_CALLINFO data structure to be
LINECALLORIGIN_CONFERENCE.
Line Device









Conn. Party: Addr. 5
Call Type: Voice
Figure 3.4 TAPI Call Abstraction Representing a Conference
One major consequence of using the same data structures to represent a Conference Call abstraction as
to represent a regular Call abstraction is that the data structures provide no way of tracking which children
calls belong to which conference parent. The TAPI client library, TAPI.DLL, tracks these relationships inter-
nally. That is why the relationship between the child Call abstractions and the parent Conference Call
abstraction is represented by a dotted line in Figure 3.4. An application can determine the children of a con-
ference call by using the GetConfRelatedCalls service. This service is not available over the service provider
interface. Consequently Tmap cannot use it.
As discussed in section 3.1.7, the original version of TAPI (1.3) assumes that conference calls will
always be created by using a TAPI service. TAPI.DLL updates it association of children and parent calls
based on the call handles filled in the service request parameters. The names of these parameters indicate
which are conference calls and which are children calls. When a conference is not created by using a TAPI
service, the service provider has no means of communicating the information of which children belong to
which conference calls. TAPI.DLL is not able to associate child calls with their parents based on service
parameters. The information is lost. Later versions of TAPI (1.4 and higher) define another way to commu-
nicate parent-child relationships among calls. When the service provider reports a call is making a transition
to the conferenced state, it also reports the handle to the parent call. Hence, Tmap can communicate the par-
ent/child call relationships to later versions of TAPI. Tmap, however, must still keep an internal association
of the parent-child relationships, because TAPI.DLL does not support the GetConfRelatedCalls service over
Line Device
Address 1 Address 2 Address 3
1.
the service provider interface. The information is still not reflected in the data structures representing the
Call abstractions.
Figure 3.5 depicts how TAPI abstractions would represent a conference call in which two Addresses of
the same Line Device are conferenced with another party that is not locally controlled by TAPI. Note that a
complete representation of the of the conference is associated with each Address. In Figure 3.5, the state of
the Conference Call abstraction represents the state of the local call endpoint. The child Call abstractions
represent the remote call endpoints. Consistent with TAPI's first-party perspective, the child abstractions do
not reflect the state of the remote endpoints. Rather, they are reported in the conferenced state to indicate that




Call 1 Call 2
Local State: Conferenced Local State: Conferenced
Conn. Party: Addr. 5 Conn. Party: Addr. 3




Call 3 Call 4
Local State: Conferenced Local State: Conferenced
Conn. Party: Addr. 1 Conn. Party: Addr. 5
Call Type: Voice Call Type: Voice
Figure 3.5 TAPI Call Abstraction Representing a Conference Including two Addresses of the same Line Device
3.3 TSAPI Call Modeling
Table 5 summarizes the abstractions TSAPI uses to model telephony. The two columns on the right provide
information that is useful when considering methods to translate between the TAPI and TSAPI call models.
The information reflects the Versit TSAPI standard, and may not be accurate for other versions of TSAPI.
The first column tells if an abstraction has state explicitly associated with it. The second tells if an abstrac-
tion's abilities are described in the capabilities exchange.
Line Device 1
Address 1 Address 2 Address 3
Table 3.5 TSAPI Call-Model Abstractions
Explicit CapabilitiesAbstraction Description State ExchangeState Exchange
Physical Physical Devices represent the physical station. They
Devices may be associated with one or more logical devices.
Logical Devices are the logical abstractions for a
Logical telephone station. Unlike TAPI Line Devices, Logical
Devices can only have a single address associated withDevices
them. In TSAPI a Logical Device's address is its static
DevicelD.
Calls are abstractions of a communication relationshipCalls between Logical Devices.
Connections link the Logical Devices and a Call. TheyConnections
represent the state of the relationship between them.
3.3.1 TSAPI Model of a Single Call
Unlike TAPI, TSAPI has a standard way to depict the relationship between the abstractions it uses during a
call. Figure 3.6 is an example. It shows how the TSAPI abstractions would be related when one device is
ringing another. This situation is described for TAPI abstractions at the beginning of section 3.2.1 and in
conjunction with Figure 3.1. Device 1 and Device 2, are both involved in Call 1, The lines represent the
Connection abstractions. The letters breaking the lines represent the state of the Connections. The letters
correspond to the first letter of the state of the Connection. For example in Figure 3.6, Device 1 is connected
to Call 1 and Device 2 is being alerted that it is requested to join the call. The Connection ID is the concate-
nation of the Call ID and the (possibly dynamic) Device ID.
a - Device 2
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Figure 3.6 Relating TSAPI Call Abstractions
The TSAPI call-model gains advantages over the TAPI model by representing a call using two abstrac-
tions instead of one. The TSAPI model does not impose a first-party restriction as TAPI does, because it sep-
arates the notion of the call and that of the call's endpoint states into two abstractions. The first-party
limitation of the TAPI call-model can be illustrated by considering a call that two parties are initially con-
nected to and is later put on hold by one party. If TAPI is being used only with the party that is still con-
nected to the call, the interface provides no means to communicate that the remote party has put the call on
hold, even if the environment supplies that third-party information. In this example the TAPI representation
of the call would be similar to that in Figure 3.1. The difference would be that the Call abstraction would be
in the connected state instead of the ringback state. The reason that the TAPI interface cannot communicate
the remote endpoint state change is that the Call abstraction only records the local call endpoint's state. In a
third-party environment, Versit TSAPI will in contrast, always be able to convey the information of the
change of state of the remote party. The TSAPI interface makes the computer aware of the Call abstraction,
the local Connection abstraction, and the remote connection abstraction(s). All that TSAPI must do to con-
vey the information to an application is to send an event reporting that the remote connection has transi-
tioned to the Held state.
Another advantage that the TSAPI call-model has over the TAPI call-model is that the same abstrac-
tions relate in the same manner whether a connection is made between one device that is controlled by a
computer and one that this is not, or the connection is made between two devices controlled by the same
computer. The relationship is the one depicted in Figure 3.6. Only the connection states may vary. The rea-
son that the same representation can be used in any situation is that the TSAPI interface reports the same
Call, Connection, and Device IDs to every endpoint of a call. In contrast, TAPI is first-party oriented, so it
assumes that the local party will have no knowledge of what is reported to the remote parties in the call. It
reports a new Call abstraction to every endpoint of a call, as is depicted in Figure 3.3.
This difference in call-models causes a problem for the Nortel Tmap. It cannot properly handle the sce-
nario where there is a connection between two parties that are both controlled by the same TAPI interface,
such as is depicted in Figure 3.6 [Northern Telecom, May 1995, "Compatibility Issues," pp. 1].
3.3.2 TSAPI Model of a Conference Call
Another advantage of separating the representation of a call into two abstractions instead of one is that the
call-model is consistent in how it represents two party calls and how it represents conference calls. Figure
3.7 shows the TSAPI representation of a conference involving three parties. TSAPI does not require a Con-
ference Call abstraction to represent a conference. The representation is identical to a two party call, except
for a Connection abstraction to a third Device is added. The same structure is used when more parties are
added to the conference. Each new conference leg is represented by a new Connection to a new Device. Fur-
thermore, the representation is consistent with TSAPI's third party perspective. The TAPI representation of a
conference is different for each call endpoint, as shown in Figure 3.5 and described in section 3.2.2. In con-
trast, the TSAPI representation in Figure 3.7 is the same for all call endpoints, and it provides the states of all
endpoints in the call.
Device 2
Device 3
Figure 3.7 TSAPI Abstract Representation of a Three-Party Conference Call
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3.4 Bridging the Call-Models
Since Versit Tmap communicates over both the TAPI and TSAPI interfaces, it needs to include the data
structures used in both interfaces. In its role as middleware, Versit Tmap is required to reference information
passed to it from one interface and put it in the context of the other interface. For example, if TAPI requests
a service for a Call abstraction, Versit Tmap must find the TSAPI data structures relevant to the call endpoint
that Call abstraction represents in order to respond to the request. Similarly, if Versit TSAPI informs Versit
Tmap that the state of a call endpoint has changed, then Tmap must update TAPI data structures and inform
TAPI.DLL which ones have been modified. Since Versit Tmap is intended for use in a client setting, effi-
ciency is not the most important criterion. In typical use it will track only a few call endpoints, and fifty is a
conservative estimate for the maximum number of endpoints that Versit Tmap will ever need to track. The
thrust of the effort in coding Versit Tmap should be for simplicity and reliability, not efficiency. A method of
"binding" TAPI and TSAPI abstractions is presented in section 3.4.1.
Furthermore, TAPI and Versit TSAPI have different sets of states in which they report call endpoints.
Versit Tmap must translate the state models consistently and as accurately as possible. Section 3.4.2 details
the call state mapping to be used in Versit Tmap.
3.4.1 Binding TAPI and TSAPI Abstractions
A straightforward approach allows Versit Tmap to cross-reference TAPI and TSAPI data structures. It is to
create bindings between similar TAPI and TSAPI abstractions. Instances of TAPI and TSAPI abstractions
should be bound together in a one-to-one manner. These bindings will give Versit Tmap a consistent method
for finding the relevant points in the data structures of the opposite interface when it receives a service
request or information update. For example, if one interface gives Versit Tmap a message that requires it to
modify an abstraction's data structures, it can use a binding to find the appropriate data structures in the
opposite interface and then make the necessary modifications.
Table 3.6 summarizes which abstractions should be bound together. The TSAPI abstractions are represented
by the four columns, and the TAPI abstractions by the five intersecting rows. Each cell in Table 3.6 repre-
sents the potential for a binding, but only bindings represented by cells containing text are suggested for use
by the Versit Tmap. Furthermore, the two cells that are filled in with italics text represent bindings between
abstractions used to characterize physical aspects of telephone stations. As stated in section 2.9.5, the
abstractions related to physical phone stations were not considered, so no details are presented on the bind-
ings between them.














Several aspects of Table 3.6 require explanation. To begin with, the sparseness of Table 3.6 is somewhat
misleading. The reason is that the TAPI and TSAPI interfaces already define associations, or bindings,
between the abstractions that they use internally. In TSAPI, Connection abstractions are associated with
Logical Devices and Calls, and in turn act to associate Logical Devices and Calls. That is why there are no
bindings in the TSAPI Call abstraction column. In TAPI, Calls are associated with Conference Calls, and
both types of call abstractions (Calls and Conference Calls) are associated with Addresses. Addresses, in
turn, are associated with Line Devices. By making use of the bindings already defined by the TAPI and
TSAPI interfaces, Versit Tmap minimizes the number of bindings it must define. For example, there is no
need for a binding of a Connection and a Line Device or Address. If Versit Tmap needs to know which TAPI
Line Device that is handling the call associated with a TSAPI Connection, it already has the means to
uncover this information:
Versit Tmap can find the TAPI Call that it has bound with the TSAPI Connection abstraction. The TAPI
interface will have associated that Call with an Address abstraction, and also associated that Address with a
Line Device abstraction. Hence, by first traversing its own binding and then two bindings in the TAPI inter-
face, Versit Tmap can find which TAPI Line Device abstraction is associated with a TSAPI Connection
abstraction.
In general, Versit Tmap only needs to use one binding of its own to find an abstraction in one interface
that is related in the other interface. Once it crosses the boundary from one interface to the other by using a
binding, it can use the internal associations used by the other interface to find the appropriate abstraction.
There are three bindings in Table 3.6 that were investigated. Of these, only one binding is labeled
"static." The reason is that it involves abstractions that are permanent from the perspective of Versit Tmap.
As explained in section 2.9.9, Versit Tmap assumes that it will control the same telephone devices from the
time it initializes until it is shutdown. Hence, the logical abstractions of telephone stations will be permanent









are called "static" not only because they link permanent abstractions, but also because they never change
which abstractions they associate together.
Figure 3.8 depicts the binding of the logical abstractions of a telephone device. The Line Device and
Address abstractions are associated by the TAPI interface. The TAPI and TSAPI abstractions are associated












Figure 3.8 Versit Tmap Binding TAPI Line Devices and Addresses with TSAPI Logical Devices
The explanation why Versit Tmap makes the binding between the Logical Device and the Address
instead of the Line Device, or both, is that there may not always be a one-to-one relationship between Logi-
cal Device and Line Device abstractions. The depiction in Figure 3.8 reflects a limitation stated in section
2.9.4: The study on which this report is based did not consider multiple appearance configurations. Figure
3.9 depicts a multiple appearance configuration in which a one-to-one binding between Address and Logical
Device abstractions will still work, but a one-to-one binding between Line Device and Logical Device
abstractions will not. While the additional complexities of multiple appearance configurations were not con-
sidered, it appears that only by binding Logical Device abstractions with Addresses, and not Line Devices,
will Versit Tmap avoid future conflicts in these advanced configurations.







It should be emphasized that if Versit Tmap is implemented as proposed, it would not support the con-
figuration shown in Figure 3.9. This means that, unless further study into supporting multiple appearance
configurations is conducted, Versit Tmap would never report to the TAPI interface the configurations shown
in Figure 3.1 through Figure 3.5. Those figures are used in section 3.2 because they use the fewest abstrac-
tions to show how TAPI represents two endpoints of a call.
The bindings of TAPI Call abstractions and TSAPI Connection abstractions are labeled "dynamic" in
Table 3.6. In this context, the label has two meanings. First, it indicates that the bindings are between
abstractions that are not permanent. Call and Connections abstractions are created when a new connection is
made and destroyed when it ends. Second, unlike the static bindings, dynamic bindings change which
abstractions they bind together.
3.4.1.1 Normal Two-Party Calls
Figure 3.10 depicts all the abstractions used by Versit Tmap to represent a normal two-party call. The situa-
tion depicted in the figure is that one phone device is calling another. Both phone devices are controlled by
separate copies of Versit Tmap. Each copy of Tmap maintains only the TAPI representation for the local
endpoint of the call. The vertical bars in the figure represent the boundary between a TAPI local endpoint
representation of the call and the universal TSAPI representation of the call. The arcs that cross these bound-
aries represent the internal bindings that each copy of Versit Tmap keeps.
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Figure 3.10 Bindings in a Normal Two-Party Call
There are details that are not captured in Figure 3.10. Each copy of Versit Tmap tracks the remote Con-
nection abstraction, but not the remote Device abstraction. The reason for tracking the remote Connection is
explained in the following section, 3.4.1.2.
3.4.1.2 Dynamic Binding and Conference Calls
The abbreviated flow of the setup and completion of a conference call in Table 3.7 illustrates the how
dynamic bindings are created and how they change. The second stage of the flow simply shows that a new
binding is made for the consultation call. The final stage is more significant. It illustrates that Versit Tmap's
binding scheme is different for two-party calls and conference calls. With two-party calls, the TAPI Call
abstractions are bound with the local Connection abstractions. There are no TAPI abstractions to bind to the
remote Connections. With conference calls, however, the TAPI Conference Call abstractions are bound with
the local Connections. Then there are enough regular Call abstractions to bind each one with a remote Con-
nection in the conference. Versit Tmap keeps track of remote Connections in a two-party call so that it is
available for binding if the remote Connection becomes involved in a conference.
The reason that remote Connection abstractions are bound to the conference child Call abstractions is so
that a TAPI application may use the RemoveFromConference function to remove a single party from a con-
ference. If a TAPI application calls the function with a conference-child Call abstraction, then Versit Tmap
will find the remote conference Connection and use the Clear Connection service on it. See section C.2.1.8
for details.
Table 3.7 Abbreviated Conference Setup and Completion Flow
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3.4.1.3 Handling Calls between Devices both Controlled by Tmap
As mentioned in section 3.2.1, the current Nortel Tmap does not correctly handle a call that has more than
one endpoint under the control of the same copy of Tmap. This special case is not relevant in many of the
current TAPI environments in which each computer only controls one device. Many of the present TAPI
programs are only tested to control a single device. [Northern Telecom, May, 1995, "Compatibility Issues,"
p. 1] Nevertheless, this situation should not be ignored by Versit Tmap. TAPI is clearly intended for use in
controlling more than one device, and in the future TAPI applications will be written to take advantage of
that capacity. Once computers use TAPI to control more than one phone device, there are going to be scenar-
ios in which calls will be placed between two devices controlled by the same computer. Versit Tmap should
be equipped to deal with them.
Versit Tmap could support calls between devices in two different ways. Method 1 would be to keep only
one copy of the universal TSAPI representation of the call. Method 2 would be to maintain an identical copy
of the TSAPI representation for each call endpoint it controls. Method 1 is more efficient, but it is also more
complex. Method 2 is less compact and efficient, but it is also simpler and more congruous with the way
Versit Tmap handles calls when it only controls one endpoint. Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 contrast the two
methods in the context of a two-party call between devices controlled by the same copy of Versit Tmap. Fig-
ure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 contrast the two methods when a third party is added to create a conference call
involving the two devices controlled by the same copy of Versit Tmap.
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Figure 3.11 Method 1 Representation of Two-Party Call between Devices Controlled by the same copy of Versit Tmap
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Figure 3.13 Method 1 Representation of Three-Party Conference Call Involving Two Devices Controlled by the Same
Copy of Versit Tmap
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Figure 3.14 Method 2 Representation of Three-Party Conference Call involving Two Devices Controlled by the Same
Copy of Versit Tmap
The compactness of Method 1 is illustrated in the four figures above. It always requires only one TSAPI
representation of the call, whereas Method 2 requires a duplicate representation for each party in the call that
Versit Tmap controls. What is not conveyed by the figures, however, is the complexity added when only one
TSAPI representation is used.
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The first complication is that Versit Tmap cannot classify a Connection as local or remote. For example,
in Figure 3.11 the Connection DICI is local to Device 1, but remote to Device 2. This information is impor-
tant to Versit Tmap. Once the last local Connection to a Call ends TSAPI will no longer update Versit Tmap
on the state of remote Connections. Therefore, if Method 1 is used then for each Connection Versit Tmap
will have to track if that Connection local or remote relative to each device that it controls. If a Connection is
only remote, Versit Tmap will then record all local Connections to the same Call. Once the last local Con-
nection to a Call ends Versit Tmap will know that the remote Connections to the same Call will no longer be
updated. Versit Tmap will assume that the Connection may still be valid, but nevertheless delete it, as the
Connection is no longer relevant to the devices that Versit Tmap controls.
The second complication is that Versit Tmap may receive redundant information about each connection.
The assumption made for the study was that Versit TSAPI would provide complete third-party information,
and that Versit Tmap would place a monitor on each device that it controlled. Hence, in a situation like that
depicted in Figure 3.11, Versit Tmap would receive information on each connection from the events sent to
both monitors. To avoid confusion, Versit Tmap should only update its internal data structures representing a
Connection based on the events sent to one monitor. In the case of a two-party call, such as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.11, the events sent to the device for which the Connection is local would probably be the best choice.
In the case of a conference, such as depicted in Figure 3.13, there may be a connection that is remote to all
the devices that Versit Tmap is controlling. All monitors would send events to report changes in the connec-
tion. Versit Tmap would have to arbitrarily choose to listen to one monitor. Then if the device associated
with that monitor left the conference before other devices under the control of Versit Tmap, Versit Tmap
would have to switch to events supported by a new monitor. The logic to choose which monitor to listen to
and the logic to filter out events resulting from other monitors would make Versit Tmap a more complicated
undertaking.
The third complication of using Method 1 is that Versit Tmap bindings between TAPI Call abstractions
and TSAPI Connection abstractions could not be made in a one-to-one manner, as discussed in section 3.4.1.
Figure 3.13 shows that in conferences involving more than one device controlled by Versit Tmap, each Con-
nection abstraction will have as many bindings with TAPI Call abstractions as devices in the conference that
Versit Tmap controls.
Method 2 is less compact than Method 1, but not to the extent it appears in the figures. Figure 3.12 and
Figure 3.14 depict full TSAPI call representations associated with each TAPI line Device so that they are
easier to read. If Versit Tmap is implemented using Method 2, it will not use duplicate copies of the data
structures representing Logical Devices. As stated in section 3.4.1.1, Versit Tmap does not track remote
Logical Device abstractions. Each Versit Tmap representation of the call would only include the data struc-
tures representing the local Logical Device bound to a TAPI address. The other devices would be repre-
sented by ID only. Furthermore, none of the Call abstractions are represented by any data structures, and
their IDs are part of the Connection IDs. Only the data structures Versit Tmap uses to represent Connections
would be repeated. These data structures should not be very large, and they are internal to Tmap. Maintain-
ing duplicate copies of them in the rare instances when there is a connection between two devices both con-
trolled by the same copy of Versit Tmap should not have a noticeable affect on performance in the desktop
setting for which Versit Tmap is intended.
While Method 2 should not cause major performance problems, it avoids the complications imposed by
Method 1. The first complication is avoided because each TSAPI representation is only associated with one
local device. Hence, there is no ambiguity as to which Connections are local and which are remote. There
will be only one local Connection to each Call. All other Connections to the same Call will be remote. The
second and third complications are avoided for the same reason as the first. Since there is only one logical
device associated with a representation, there will be only one monitor reporting events. There is not redun-
dant information. Finally, Figure 3.14 shows that using Method 2 does not break the discipline of one-to-one
bindings between TAPI Call abstractions and TSAPI Connection Abstractions.
Since Method 2 appears to be preferable, the detailed information given in the appendices is based on
the assumption that Versit Tmap uses method 2.
3.4.2 Call Endpoint State Mapping
TSAPI associates state with Connections abstractions as does TAPI with Call abstractions. The TAPI and
TSAPI states are similar, but not the same. The Versit TSAPI connection-states are best suited for use in an
environment with a third-party perspective. The total state of a Call is summarized by the state of all the
Connection abstractions associated with it. For example, consider a new call placed from a local party to a
remote one. If the local Connection abstraction is in the connected state, a TSAPI application needs to know
the state of the remote Connection in order to know the status of the Call. If the remote Connection abstrac-
tion is in the alerting state then the local station is receiving ringback. If the remote Connection abstraction
is also in the connected state, the two parties are connected. Finally, if the remote Connection abstraction is
in the failed state, then the called party may be busy, or the call failed to go through. The TAPI call states, in
contrast, are suited for use in environments with a first-party perspective. A TAPI call state is intended to
summarize completely the state of the call from the local perspective. Instead of just a connected call state,
TAPI also requires states such as proceeding and ringback. Table 3.8 shows for a local Connection in a given
state, what possible states Versit Tmap may report for the TAPI Call bound to it. Table 3.8 does not apply to
remote Connections. Remote Connections are only bound to TAPI Call abstractions when the Connections
represent the remote legs of a conference. A TAPI call that is the child of a conference parent is always
reported in the conferenced call-state while it is active. The call will transition to the disconnected state if the
Connection that it is associated with transitions to the failed state. If the connection it is associated with is
cleared, then it will transition to idle.
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Several aspects of Table 3.8 merit further explanation. Perhaps the most notable thing about Table 3.8 is
that it shows that Versit Tmap will not use the onHoldPending TAPI call states. The reason for this is that the
Held event in Versit TSAPI does not give consultation purpose information. (See section C.3.1.1 for details.)
If a call is manually put on consultation hold, it is not possible for Versit Tmap to know the appropriate
onHoldPending call-state to place the Call abstraction. Furthermore, if a Connection on consultation hold is
able to be conferenced or transferred, Versit Tmap would have to report the associated Call in both onHold-
Pending states simultaneously. While this is possible because the TAPI call-states are represented by bit
flags, it is not recommended. The notion of call-state implies that a Call will only be in one state at any given
time. It is likely that reporting a Call in two states simultaneously would confuse TAPI.DLL and TAPI appli-
cations. Versit Tmap's solution is to use only the onHold state, and to rely on dynamic feature presentation to
communicate if a held Call may be conferenced or transferred.
Another interesting aspect is that the alerting TSAPI connection-state maps to both the offering and
accepted TAPI call-states. The reason is that the meaning of the accepted call-state is closer to that of the
alerting connection-state, but TAPI expects new inbound Calls to be reported in the offering state. Versit
Tmap will report new inbound Calls in the offering state, but then automatically transition them to the alert-
ing state. (See section C.3.2.1 for further details.)
That the connected and failed connection-states share three call-states in common requires explanation.
When the remote Connection to a two-party call either fails or is cleared, the TAPI Call associated with the
local Connection changes call-state if the local Connection is in the connected state. It changes call-state to
reflect the change in the remote call endpoint. If the local Connection is not cleared shortly thereafter, it too
will fail. When it fails, the Cause Code for the Failed event should be the same as in the event that reported
the failure of the remote Connection. Since the state of the TAPI Call is based on the Cause Code in the
Failed event, it will not change. The features presented as available for the Call will, however, be updated to
reflect the change at the local call endpoint.
Finally, the cases in which it is necessary to use the TAPI unknown call-state must be explained:
* It is used in conjunction with the connected connection-state when the Network Reached event is
received, and it is unclear whether any future events regarding the remote connection will be
reported.
* It is used in conjunction with the initiated Connection state when the Cause Code in the Initiated
Event is Make Call. This indicates that the user is being prompted to take a phone off-hook as the
result of a Make Call service request.
* It is used in conjunction with the null state when Versit Tmap emulates a consultation call in order
to avoid the dead-lock discussed in section 3.1.1.1. The unknown state is used in this case instead of
the idle state because the Dial service works on all Calls except for those in the idle or disconnected
states.
The TAPI call-states shown in italics in Table 3.8 have sub-states associated with them. These sub-states
can be assigned based on the Cause Codes in the events that Versit TSAPI supplies. If there is not a good
match between a TSAPI Cause Code and a specific TAPI sub-state, the sub-state can always be set to
"unknown." The study on which this report is based was not conducted at the level of detail to match every
event Cause Code to a TAPI sub-state. This effort should be made only after the Versit TSAPI specification
is frozen for public release. The event-logic-flows and call-flows in the appendices do, however, contain
some examples of making decisions and assigning TAPI call-sub-states based on event Cause Codes.
3.5 Versit Tmap Internal Architecture
Figure 3.15 shows the internal software architecture proposed for Versit Tmap. The function of each module
is described in the following sub-sections. There is also a Trace module that is connected to every other
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Figure 3.15 Low-Level Tmap Software Architecture
3.5.1 Startup/Shutdown Capabilities Query
This module has the responsibility to initialize the TAPI and Versit TSAPI interfaces so that the conditions
stated in section 1.2.9 of Chapter 1 are met. If the conditions cannot be met, it will report that Versit Tmap is
not compatible with the environment. The primary task of this module is to conduct the capabilities
exchange using the Versit TSAPI client library, and then translate this information into TAPI data structures
stored in the Database module. Appendix C.1 presents detailed information how this module should fill in
the data structures.
This module is also responsible for gracefully shutting down both the TAPI and the TSAPI interfaces.
3.5.2 Object-Oriented Database
The database is where Versit Tmap tracks all the abstractions used by TSAPI and TAPI, as well as the bind-
ings between them. It is suggested that the database be object-oriented around the TSAPI and TAPI abstrac-
tions. For example, an object representing the a TAPI Call abstraction would contain all the data-structures
TAPI uses to represent that abstraction. Furthermore, it would group methods to update the fields of these
data structures and automatically inform TAPI and the Dynamic Feature Presentation module of these
changes.
The database also tracks other information, such as the bindings between the Call and Connection
abstractions and request identification numbers needed to process asynchronous replies. It is recommended
that the database do this in an object-oriented manner as well.
3.5.3 TSPI Service Request Reception
This module receives the requests for telephony service from TAPI.DLL through the TSPI interface. It
checks that the requested service is currently available, and that the request parameters are filled in properly.
If not, it returns an appropriate error code. The Service Request Module should always send a negative
acknowledgment for services if TAPI.DLL mistakenly requests a service that the Versit Tmap has marked as
unavailable through dynamic feature presentation. Most of the time, however, it will place an equivalent
TSAPI request and record both the TAPI and TSAPI identifications for asynchronous completion. The
exception is when the service is the first half of the two-step process of placing a consultation call, which
Versit TSAPI handles with a single service request. Then the module does not place a TSAPI service
request. Instead it emulates a correct response to TAPI as described in section 3.1.1.1.2.
The logic that the module uses for the most common and important TAPI service requests is presented
in Appendix C.2.
3.5.4 Dynamic Feature Presentation
The Dynamic Feature Presentation module is informed when any Connections change state. It in turn
informs the Database module if the services available for any TAPI Calls have changed. If so, the Database
Module instructs the Unsolicited TAPI Events module to inform TAPI of the change in available features.
Determining which TAPI services are available requires that assumptions be made. The best example is
when the Held event is received due to manual interaction with the phone state. If the Cause Code does not
indicate a consultation scenario and the optional servicesPermitted parameter is not provided, then Versit
Tmap must assume that the phone station either can or cannot subsequently use the Make Call service. If the
Cause Code does indicate a consultation scenario, then Versit Tmap must guess the manner or manners in
which the consultation can be resolved. Dynamic Feature Presentation is separated from the Database mod-
ule so that the assumptions made are isolated to a specific module.
The call-flows in Appendix C.4 and Appendix C.5 illustrate Versit Tmap supporting dynamic feature
presentation. In general, if there is any uncertainty about whether a service is available for a TAPI call, the
TAPI service should be presented. Versit Tmap can supply a negative acknowledgment if the service fails,
but a well-written TAPI application will not request a service that is presented as unavailable.
3.5.5 Solicited TAPI Events
This module is responsible for supplying TAPI.DLL with asynchronous completions of services requested.
Note that TAPI.DLL, at least in the Windows 3.1x implementation, does not allow the call-back procedure
reporting the asynchronous completion to be called unless all previous calls to the procedure have returned.
For this reason the Solicited TAPI Events module can communicate with the Scheduling module, so that an
asynchronous reply can be rescheduled to be made when the callback procedure is available.
The call-back procedure that the Unsolicited TAPI Events module uses also must also wait for the call-
back procedure used to report asynchronous request completions. For that reason the Solicited TAPI Events
module can communicate with the Database module. The Database module will track whether call-back pro-
cedures may be used, so that both the Solicited and Unsolicited TAPI Events modules will have equal access
to this information.
3.5.6 Unsolicited TAPI Events
The results of service requests are not the only events Tmap must report to TAPI.DLL. The other events are
not solicited by TAPI.DLL. In other words, the unsolicited events are used to report changes in the telephony
environment state, but they are not direct replies to TAPI service requests. A simple example of an unsolic-
ited event is the reporting of a new inbound Call. Unsolicited events can occur as a result of TAPI service
requests. For example a new Call may be reported as the result of a Make Call service request from
TAPI.DLL. Never-the-less the event that reports the Call is considered unsolicited, because it could also
have occurred as the result of the user manually dialing the call. Only events that can happen only because of
a service request are considered solicited.
The Unsolicited TAPI Events module can communicate to the Schedule Module, so that it can resched-
ule the report of an event when a TAPI service request call-back procedure is still pending. It can communi-
cate with the Database module so that it can inform that module of the TAPI handle to a newly reported call.
3.5.7 Scheduling
In a few instances, Tmap will have information that it cannot share with TAPI.DLL until it first delivers
another message, or the TAPI asynchronous-completion call-back function returns. The scheduling module
allows Tmap to delay delivery of this information until the conditions are met that make it legal to commu-
nicate the information. In short, the scheduling module ensures that TAPI.DLL is sent messages in the cor-
rect order and at legal times.
3.5.8 TSAPI Service Request Placement
This module contains all the functions used to make service request calls to the TSAPI client library. It is
separated from the TSPI Service Request Reception module to allow for the possibility of scheduling TSAPI
service request placements.
3.5.9 Solicited TSAPI Events
The notion of solicited events is the same for TSAPI as it is for TAPI. This module handles the events
reported by the client library that are in response to TSAPI service requests placed by Tmap.
3.5.10 Unsolicited TSAPI Events
Likewise, the notion of unsolicited events is the same for TSAPI as it is for TAPI. This module handles all
the unsolicited events the TSAPI client library sends to Tmap.
3.5.11 TSAPI Events Parser
The TSAPI Events Parser module is simply a layer of software that handles the details of receiving events
from the TSAPI client library.
3.5.12 Trace
The Trace module is not shown in Figure 3.15, because it would make the figure unclear. It is connected to
every other module in the architecture. All the other modules will deliver trace messages to this module.
This module is only intended to aid developers, and for debugging and diagnostic purposes. It does not add
any functionality to Versit Tmap.
CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSIONS AND NEED FOR
FURTHER WORK
4.1 Conclusions
Developing Versit Tmap is feasible. Versit's efforts to make the TSAPI call model deterministic make writ-
ing Tmap an easier task. The main benefit of the determinism is that it allows Versit Tmap to know both
which TSAPI services it can use to fulfill TAPI requests, and under what circumstances the switch will be
able to provide the service. Unfortunately for Versit Tmap, in a few instances the communication between
Versit TSAPI and Versit Tmap is not complete enough to pass this knowledge. The Held event in section
3.1.2 is an example of the communications breakdown.
Furthermore, as discussed in section 2.7.2, the enhanced capabilities exchange supported by Versit
TSAPI should make it possible to write Versit Tmap so that it does not require knowledge of the switch type
as Nortel's Tmap does. This advantage is more important than it first appears. It might not seem significant
that Nortel Tmap has to be customized to the switch, because a "forklift" upgrade to a new switch is not a
very common occurrence. Modifying Nortel Tmap for a new switch, however, significantly, adds to the com-
plexity of the upgrade. Whereas the switch change is centralized, new copies of Tmap have to be distributed
to every client computer. Moreover, a swap out of the switch hardware is not the only upgrade that could
require a reinstallation of the Nortel Tmap base. An upgrade in the switch software could trigger this need as
well. Siemens Rolm, for example, would not want the extra cost of updating Nortel Tmap on all the cus-
tomer's client computers each time it sells a new software release. In contrast, Versit Tmap would simply see
the change in reported switch capabilities and adapt accordingly. Versit Tmap would not impact the cost of
upgrading switch hardware or software.
Finally, while Versit Tmap would be beneficial, it does not provide a solution to the standards conflict
between TAPI and TSAPI. Both APIs will continue to exist into the future. TAPI is associated with the Win-
dows environment, and receives strong backing from Microsoft and Intel, which cannot be ignored. On the
other hand, the large installed based of Novell LANs is enough to ensure that TSAPI will continue to exist.
Furthermore, a client that is using any form of Tmap is limited to the capabilities common to both TAPI and
TSAPI. Currently TAPI applications cannot be written to use third-party call-control features even if the
applications are to be used along with Versit Tmap in a third-party environment. The TAPI interface restricts
them to a first-party orientation. What Versit Tmap would be useful for is allowing people to use the TAPI
applications, which they are already familiar with from use at home or on their laptop computer, in an office
where the telephony environment is set up to support third-party Versit TSAPI.
4.2 Need for Further Work
This thesis establishes that developing Versit Tmap is feasible, but that it would only provide limited inter-
operatbility between the current versions of TAPI and the new Versit TSAPI. It would not resolve the TAPI/
TSAPI standards battle. If this limitation is acceptable, more research and planning needs to be done before
an implementation can be pursued. After the preliminary work is completed, work can begin on implement-
ing and testing Versit Tmap. The first implementation of Versit Tmap will probably not contain all desirable
features. After it is implemented, new features may be researched and planned, and then incorporated into an
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improved implementation. Finally, the initial research into Versit Tmap reported in this thesis suggests some
related areas of interests. Each of these areas for further work are discussed in more detail in the following
sections:
4.2.1 Further Planning and Research
As explained in section 2.2.3, the information on Versit TSAPI used in the thesis study is from the prelimi-
nary PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia. The Versit Initiative has released version 0.9 of the encyclo-
pedia that obsoletes the PA3 draft. While the Versit TSAPI call-model should not have changed in any
fundamental ways, the information in this thesis needs to be updated to reflect the differences between the
PA3 and version 0.9 encyclopedia drafts. This process will need to be repeated again when the Versit initia-
tive releases version 1.0 of the encyclopedia.
As explained in section 2.9.8, the capacity for Versit Tmap to synchronize itself with the telephony
environment has not been investigated. For now it is assumed that Versit Tmap begins execution in an envi-
ronment with no pre-existing local phone calls. It may be deemed that that restriction is too great even for an
initial implementation. Many users might remember to start their CTI applications (and in turn Versit Tmap)
only after receiving a call. If it is decided that the first implementation of Versit Tmap needs to handle such
situations, then startup synchronization should be investigated before development begins.
Furthermore, a testing and verification strategy for Versit Tmap needs to be created. Preferably this
strategy will be made by a party different from those responsible for design or implementation.
The final step leading up to implementation would be to add more detailed information to the Versit
Tmap internal architecture presented in section 3.5. This step should involve both the Versit Tmap designers
and those who will be implementing it. The most important issues that need to be addressed are: the exact
structure of the Object-Oriented Database, how the scheduling module will deal with concurrency (using
semaphores, Windows timers, or some other means), and the interfaces between the individual modules.
4.2.2 Implementation and Testing
If the preliminary planning for Versit Tmap is well done, this step should not contain any major surprises.
The programmer's should conduct formal "unit tests" on each individual module before attempting to inte-
grate them to form Versit Tmap. Once all modules pass their unit tests, then Versit Tmap should be given to
a separate group to run "integration testing" according to the testing plan.
4.2.3 Planning enhancements to Versit Tmap
The initial implementation of Versit Tmap is not expected to offer the potential features discussed in section
2.9. The features are briefly discussed in this section.
The most significant feature that is expected to be missing from the initial mapping is media-control
mapping. As discussed in section 2.9.6, media-control mapping is not addressed in this thesis because the
Versit TSAPI media-control model was not included in the PA3 draft encyclopedia. The model has been
specified in version 0.9 of the encyclopedia, so it is now possible to undertake planning the mapping. It
should be emphasized that this a task that will require the same order of effort as mapping the call-models.
Careful consideration should be paid to how the new model-mapping is integrated with the existing Tmap
architecture.
As discussed in section 2.9.2, Versit Tmap might be modified to work when given only first-party infor-
mation, should the need arise. If Versit Tmap begins operating in first-party environments, then the need will
arise for it to map methods to monitor and to control physical phone station attributes, as described in sec-
tion 2.9.5.
Section 2.9.9 explains that the initial implementation of Versit Tmap may not include the ability to
dynamically specify what devices can be controlled. Many current TAPI applications are written to use
TAPI version 1.3, so they could not make use of the capability if Versit Tmap offered it. In the future TAPI
applications will be written using later versions of TAPI, and they will be able to use that capability. Versit
Tmap will need to be updated to support it.
Finally if the initial implementation of Versit Tmap is successful, there may be a demand for the second
implementation to support advanced "Multiple-Appearance" configurations, as discussed in section 2.9.4.
4.2.4 Related Work
If TAPI version 2.0 adds the capacity for third-party call-control in which a client may query the states of all
call endpoints, then there will be potential for more work similar to Versit Tmap. First, it would be possible
to create a completely third-party version of Tmap. Such work would probably be most successful if it was
not based on the current Versit Tmap which makes the fundamental assumption that TAPI is first-party ori-
ented (section 2.9.1). Second, it would become possible to implement a layer of mapping software in the
opposite direction of Tmap as discussed in section 2.9.3. If TAPI 2.0 is third-party oriented, it could provide
a first or third-party Versit TSAPI application with all the information that application needs.















The number that can be dialed to reach a telephone station.
Application Program Interface. An API is the collection of procedures or objects
that an application program uses to access a resource.
A communications method that is independent of the "thread of execution" of the
client computer. Accomplished using message queues and callback functions.
Characterizes services. The asynchronous positive acknowledgment to an atomic
service indicates that the service completed successfully. Contrast with Multi-step.
Computer Telephony Integration. Technology based on two premises. First,
telecommunications equipment can be used in innovative ways by connecting it to,
and allowing it to be controlled by, general purpose computers. Second, many
telephone switches currently in use are not flexible enough to be completely
integrated with computers.
Abstraction representing communication relationship between two Addresses.
Also represents the state of the local call endpoint.
Abstraction in the TSAPI call model representing a communications relationship
among Device abstractions.
Identifier TSAPI, acting on behalf of the switch, assigns to a Call abstraction. Not
guaranteed to be globally unique, but guaranteed to be unique for all Calls
involving a particular Device abstraction.
Does not have a consistent meaning across the CTI industry. In general, the
mechanism provided to create, monitor, and tear down telephone connections.
Some definitions, most notably the SCSA TAO one, include the low-level
electronic signaling functions needed to manage connections. In other contexts,
refers only to the higher-level ability of a computer application to manipulate
connections as abstract objects. In these contexts, the low-level signaling functions
are in the domain of call processing. The second context is the one taken in this
thesis.
There are also notions of "first" and "third" party call control. First party control is
associated with the phone-centric architecture. The paradigm is based on
controlling connections directly through a telephone set. Third party control is
associated with the server-centric architecture. The paradigm is based on
controlling connections through the telephone switch. See Appendix A for further
discussion.
Logically the point where one party is connected to a call. From a particular party's
perspective, the point at which it connects to the call is the local call endpoint and
all other endpoints are remote.
Synonymous with Call Endpoint in this document. This terminology is more





























In contexts where the notion of call-control extends only to manipulation of
connections as abstract objects, call-processing refers to the low-level electronic
signaling functions need to enact the manipulations.
The model composed of the abstractions used in high-level call control and the
interactions between those abstractions.
For purposes of this thesis, a part of call-processing.
Represents the state of the local call endpoint.
The method by which a switch can inform a client computer what services it
offers.
"Parent" or container abstraction used to group "child" Call abstractions to
represent communication relationship among more than two Addresses. Also
represents the local state of the relationship.
Abstraction in TSAPI call model to link Logical Device abstractions with Call
abstractions. Represents the state of a call endpoint.
A unique identifier assigned to a Connection. Formed by concatenating the
(possibly dynamic) Logical Device ID with the Call ID involved in the
Connection.
The state of a call endpoint.
A model that tells which connection state transitions are legal.
The process that many switches require to conference or transfer a call.
Computer Telephony. Synonymous with CTI in this document. CT can be used to
connote a situation with a lesser degree of computer and telecommunications
equipment integration.
Computer-Supported Telephony Applications. A protocol that specifies how to
connect computers to telephone switches. Maintained by ECMA.
Refers to property added to Versit TSAPI. A client knows which connection state
transitions can be successfully requested using which services. Accomplished
using standard connection-state model, and enhanced capabilities exchange.
Digital Signal Processing. A technology that can be used in media-control and
call-processing.
Temporary identifier that TSAPI, acting on behalf of the switch, may opt to assign
to a Logical Device abstraction when it becomes involved with a new Call












Method used by TAPI in place of determinism. When a Call abstraction is reported
in a new state, a list of currently available services is also presented. The services
offered for in conjunction with a particular call-state may very over time.
Dynamic Link Library. A type of module found in the Microsoft Windows family
of operating systems. A DLL is a collection of executable procedures that one or
more applications can dynamically call at run time.
European Computer Manufacturers Association. The industry standards body
responsible for CSTA.
Enterprise Computer Telephony Forum. Industry standards body that has
committed to develop Tmap as the standard interface between TAPI and TSAPI.
All members of the Versit initiative have joined ECTF.
See Call Endpoint.
A call endpoint is external relative to a switch and the endpoints that switch
manages if it is managed by a different switch. Contrast with Internal Call
Endpoint. See section C.3.2.5.3.
Integrated Services Digital Network. ISDN phone lines are based on digital, as
opposed to analog, technology.
All call endpoints managed by the same switch are internal with respect to that
switch and to each other. Contrast with External Call Endpoint. See section
C.3.2.5.3.
See Call Leg.











TSAPI abstraction used to represent access to telecommunications service. Most
relevant to this thesis in that the services offered by a telephone station are
communicated by the capabilities of the Logical Device abstraction representing it.
The ability to detect the media type (e.g., voice, fax, data) of a call and route that
call based on its media type.
Characterizes services. The asynchronous positive acknowledgment to an multi-
step service indicates only that the parameters were validated, not that the service
has completed. Event reports (unsolicited) are used to track the progress of that
service. Contrast with Atomic.
Abstraction that represents the physical aspect of a telephone station. Completely
independent from Line Device Abstraction.
TSAPI abstraction used to represent the physical attributes of a phone station (e.g.,
what lights are flashing on a telephone set).












Multi-Vendor Integration Protocol. A bus standard for the low-level signaling
needed to create, monitor and tear down telephone calls (call processing).
Local Area Network. A small to medium sized computer network.
See call endpoint.
Direct-connect configuration in Versit terminology. Architecture in which client















Signal Computing System Architecture Hardware Model. A bus standard for the
low-level signaling needed to create, monitor and tear down telephone calls (call
processing).
Signal Computing System Architecture Telephony Application Objects. An open
software architecture for interfacing with CTI hardware. Compatible with both
SCSA and MVIP.
Server-based configuration in Versit terminology. Architecture in which client
communicates with switch through a LAN. See Figure 2.4.
A reporting event that can only occur as a result of a client service request.
A permanent identifier for a Logical or Physical Device abstraction. The same
identifier may be used for both the Logical and Physical abstractions representing
a phone station, the two abstractions may have different identifiers.
A communications method that is requires the client computer to block the "thread
of execution" until a response is available. Accomplished using function return
values.
A reporting event that can occur without the client issuing a service request.
Telephony Application Program Interface. Pronounced like the first syllable of
"tapioca." TAPI is the interface that Microsoft and Intel provide for CTI
applications. The interface is currently available for the Windows 3. l1x and
Windows 95 operating systems. Microsoft has committed to making available for
the next release of the Windows NT operating sy stem.The Windows Telephony
API defines the interface that applications use to access telephony functions in
Windows. The API is, "a collection of C language function definitions, message
definitions, type and data-structure definitions, along with descriptions of their
meanings in English." [Microsoft, 1993a, p. D-6,7]
Abstraction related to physical aspects of a phone station that is associated with a
Line Device abstraction.
Tmap Telephony Mapper. A layer of middleware announced by Nortel at the 1995
Computer Telephony Show. This middleware translates TSPI calls to TSAPI calls.
In theory, that establishes TAPI as a universal Windows interface for CTI
application developers. Tmap allows TAPI based applications to operate in TSAPI
based environments. Nortel has promised to give away the software, but Tmap has
been delayed several times. It is not yet available.
TSAPI Telephony Services Application Program Interface. Pronounced "T-Sap-ee." It is
an interface for writing CTI applications that is based on the CSTA protocol. The
only versions of TSAPI currently available are from Novell, and they only work
using a server-centric connection model. These versions are compatible with
Windows and Netware clients, but they only support Novell servers on a Novell
LAN.The Versit initiative is developing a new CTI encyclopedia that defines an
extended TSAPI known as Versit TSAPI.
TSPI Telephony Service Provider Interface. The interface used in the TAPI architecture
for communication between service provider modules and the TAPI client library
(TAPI.DLL).
Versit An initiative undertaken by Apple, AT&T, IBM, and Siemens whose general goal
is "to enable interoperability between existing and emerging communications and
information products." [Apple Computer, et. al., November 1994] Versit is
creating a CTI encyclopedia that will define an extended TSAPI that can be used
on clients with operating systems other than Windows or Netware, and that will
work on non-Novell LANs and servers.
Versit TSAPI The extended version of TSAPI that will be defined in the Versit CTI
encyclopedia. It will be compatible with other connection models besides server-
centric. It will also support clients other than those running Windows or Netware,
and it will be compatible with non-Novell LANs and servers.
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APPENDIX A FIRST-PARTY VS. THIRD-PARTY
CALL-CONTROL DEBATE
In the CTI industry, there is an understanding that there are two types of call-control, first and third-party.
First-party call-control is generally associated with the phone-centric architecture shown in Figure 2.2 and
with control over the physical aspects of a phone device. Third-party call-control is often associated with the
server-centric architecture shown in Figure 2.4. The general understanding is that third-party call-control
allows more direct interaction with the switch. The switch is then able to provide an application with more
complete information, and the application is able to exercise more control over the switch. Third-party call-
control is generally not associated with control over the physical aspects of a phone.
Unfortunately for the industry, there is no consensus on the precise meaning of these terms, and confu-
sion has resulted. There has been an ongoing debate whether TAPI is capable of providing third-party call-
control. Novell has argued that "...TAPI is limited by a requirement for local telephony hardware, and a
restriction to first-party call-control" [Udell, July 1994, p. 88]. TAPI does not require local telephony hard-
ware owing to its flexible software architecture as explained in section 2.2.1. Versit Tmap would not be pos-
sible if there was such a restriction. The second half of Novell's claim is open to debate. The original BYTE
article covering TAPI and TSAPI expresses some skepticism about TAPI's third-party capabilities. It pre-
sents TAPI's call-control capabilities in a manner similar to the original TAPI documentation (see section
A.1). The artcile states that TAPI "emphasizes first-party call-control," [Udell, July 1994, p. 86] and that
TAPI could be used to contact a telephony server, "perhaps even on a third-party basis" [Udell, July 1994, p.
88]. In more recent publications the presentation of TAPI's call-control capacities has changed. The later
BYTE article involving CTI presents TAPI as being equally adept at "supplying first- and third-party call
control" [Burton, September 1995, p. 203]. Section A.4 contains the response from Intel's Telephony Archi-
tecture Marketing Manager to the challenge that TAPI cannot use third-party call-control. The later publica-
tions present a different view of TAPI's call-control capabilities fromni the original documentation, even
though neither the TAPI specification nor its implementation had yet changed from the original release.
A.1 TAPI Definition of First-Party and Third-Party Call-Control
The following excerpt from Microsoft Windows Telephony Programmer's Guide Version 1.0 gives the defi-
nition of first and third-party call-control that TAPI uses [Microsoft, 1993a, p. 2-6]:
The developer's view of telephony is one in which telephone lines and phone sets are log-
ically connected through TAPI. This logical connection also provides a point of termina-
tion for the telephone line. The physical connection can be made at the desktop, or at a
LAN-based host or server, where a LAN protocol "extends" the connection of the phone
lines or phone to the client application. TAPI uses a first-party call-control model on the
logically terminated line as well as control of the associated phone device, if any.
Applications access Telephony API services using a first-party call control model. This
means that the application controls telephone calls as if it is an endpoint (the initiator or
the recipient) of the call. The application can make calls, be notified about inbound calls,
answer inbound calls, invoke switch features such as hold, transfer, conference, pickup,
and park, and can detect and generate DTMF tones for signaling remote equipment. An
application can also use TAPI functions to monitor call related activities occurring in the
system.
In contrast, third-party call control means that the controlling application does not act as
an endpoint of the call. A third-party call-control model allows an application to establish
or answer a call between any two parties-the application does not act as either of these
parties.
A service provider may implement TAPI's line and phone functions by treating the set of
all stations on the switch as a single line device to which multiple phone numbers are
assigned. Each phone number on the line device maps to one of the stations on the
switch-that is, calls passing through the switch can reach a local station by using its
address (telephone number). The application can answer calls or make calls, selecting any
one of the addresses on the line device as the origination number. Although the application
appears to be the originating party, a call is actually established between the station whose
address was selected by its originating number and the other party. However, this imple-
mentation is a type of third-party call control and is not a design goal of TAPI, which
emphasizes first-party call control applications.
A.2 Versit TSAPI Definition of First-Party and Third-Party Call-
Control
The following excerpt gives the Versit Initiative's definition of first-party and third-party call-control [Versit
Initiative, 1995, p. 4]:
First party call control is defined as the complete control over a single CTI device. This
single device comprises a single switching domain, thus giving the computing environ-
ment a limited span of control and observation.
Third party call control is defined as the complete control over a set of CTI devices. This
set of CTI devices comprises a single switching domain and givse [sic] the computing
environment a broad span of control and observation.
A.3 ECTF Definition of First-Party and Third-Party Call-Control
The following excerpt gives the ECTF definition of first-party and third-party call-control [ECTF, 1996, p.
417]:
First-party call control is the view of directly controlling a telephone set; third-party call
control takes the view of controlling the call through a switch (PBX) in a centralized fash-
ion. Generally third-party call control also refers to the control of other functions that
relate to the switch at large, such as ACD queuing, etc.
A.4 Intel's Claim that TAPI can use Third-Party Call-Control
The following is the response of Guy Blair, Intel's Telephony Architecture Marketing Manager, when asked
about TAPI's third-party call-control capabilities [Computer Telephony, May 1995a, p. 93]:
This has been one of the most confused discussions I've seen for a long time. Let me just
start out stating the following: Yes, TAPI does third-party call control, and it always has.
To determine what it means for an API to "do" third-party call control for that matter,
there are a number of separate questions that need to be asked.
First, does TAPI as an API make it possible to write applications that are third-party call
control in nature? These are apps that manipulate phone calls for which the app does con-
sider itself to be one of the endpoints. The answer here is yes.
Second, does TAPI as an architecture make it possible to implement computer telephony
solutions (i.e., as TAPI service providers) that use a third party call control link to the
switch on a LAN-based server in a client-server configuration? The answer is again, yes.
A number of these were shown at CT Expo 95.
A.5 Distinguishing Characteristics for First-Party and Third-Party
Call-Control in this Thesis
The view of first-party and third-party call-control taken in this thesis is based on the Versit definitions given
in section A.2, but made more explicit. The phrase "span of control and observation" used in the Versit defi-
nitions is too vague. In this thesis it is assumed that first-party call-control implies that applications can
observe and control only the local endpoints of calls in which they are involved. The application will always
be associated with the endpoint it is observing or manipulating. Third-party call-control implies that applica-
tions can also potentially observe and control remote endpoints of calls, including those in which they are
not directly involved. The Versit definition of third-party call-control guarantees complete control over a set
of CTI devices. In reality, applications may have permission to view and to manipulate only certain call end-
points as a security precaution. A malicious third-party application "could be a formidable wiretapper"
[Udell, July 1994, p. 86]. Because Versit Tmap will act on behalf of first-party TAPI applications only (see
section 2.9.1), it will generally manipulate local call end-points only (The RemoveFromConference service
is an exception - see section C.2.1.8). Versit Tmap will not enable TAPI applications to use third-party call-
control. Never-the-less, it does assume that it can observe the remote endpoints of calls in which it is
involved (see section 2.9.2).
TAPI does not satisfy the view of third-party call-control outlined above. As explained in section 3.2.1,
the TAPI Call abstraction only represents the local call endpoint state in two-party calls. In conference calls
the Call abstraction is either the parent representing the local call endpoint, or if it represents a remote end-
point then it must be reported in the conferenced state (see section 3.2.2). TAPI provides no method to com-
municate third-party, remote-connection information to an application. Hence, from the perspective of this
thesis, TAPI does not provide third-party call-control.

APPENDIX B FIGURE MODIFICATION PERMISSION
STATEMENT
Several figures in chapter 2 were modified from the Microsoft Windows TAPI Telephony Programmer's
Guide, Version 1.0 [Microsoft, 1993a]. The statement from the programmer' guide granting permission to
reproduce and modify the figures and the guide's copyright information is given below.
The Telephony Specification is jointly developed by Intel Corporation and Microsoft
Corporation. You are granted a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free license to copy and
use the specification in any manner, contingent upon your reproducing this paragraph and
any Intel/Microsoft copyright statement in all full or partial copies of the Specification.
Windows Telephony Application Programmer's Guide Copyright © Microsoft 1993.
Portions Copyright Intel/Microsoft 1992, 1993. All Rights Reserved.

APPENDIX C.1 TRANSLATING THE CAPABILITIES EXCHANGE
Table C. 1.1 and Table C. 1.2 illustrate how to fill in the TAPI data structures for Line Device and Address abstractions based on the capabilities exchange Ver-
sit Tmap conducts with the Versit TSAPI client library.
C.1.1 Filling in LINEDEVCAPS Datastructure
Table C.1.1 Filling in LINEDEVCAPS Datastructure based on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
mType Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwTotalSize The total size in bytes allocated to this data Filled in by TAPI.DLL. Don't Overwrite.
structure.
DWORD dwNeededSize The size in bytes that Versit Tmap needs this
data structure to be to provide all available
information.
DWORD dwUsedSize The number of bytes in this data structure in Should be less than or equal to dwNeededSize.
which Versit Tmap has written useful informa-
tion
DWORD dwProviderlnfoSize The size in bytes and the offset in bytes from The dwProviderInfoSize/Offset field is
the beginning of this data structure of the vari- intended to provide information about the pro-
DWORD dwProviderInfoOffset ably sized field containing service provider vider hardware and/or software, such as the
information. vendor name and version numbers of hardware
Should be filled in with string indicating Versit and software.
Tmap version. This information can be useful when a user
needs to call customer service with problems
regarding the provider.
Table C.1.1 Filling in LINEDEVCAPS Datastructure based on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
Type 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwSwitchInfoSize The size in bytes and the offset in bytes from switchingDomainName parameter in The dwSwitchlnfoSize/Offset field is intended
the beginning of this data structure of the vari- GetSwitchingDomainCapabilities positive to provide information about the switch to
DWORD dwSwitchlnfoOffset ably sized device field containing switch infor- acknowledgement [p. 380]. which the line device is connected, such as the
mation. switch rmanaufacturer, the model name, the
software version, and so on. This information
can be useful when a user needs to call cus-
tomer service with problems regarding the
switch.
DWORD dwPermanentLinelD Specifies the permanent DWORD identifier by This permanent name (as opposed to dwDevice
which the line device is known in the system's ID) does not change as lines are added and
configuration. It is a permanent name for the removed from the system. It can therefore be
line device. used to link line-specific information in INI
files (or other files) in a way that is not affected
by adding or removing other lines.
DWORD dwLineNameSize The size in bytes and the offset in bytes from If Versit library indicates that the switch sup- This name can be configured by the user when
the beginning of this data structure of the vari- port the "N" device identifiactier format. Then configuring the line device's service provider
DWORD dwLineNameOffset ably sized device field containing user config- the line name may be derived from the name and is provided for the user's convenience. The
urable name for this line device. embedded in the static DevicelD of the associ- name field does not have to be filled. Further-
ated Logical Device staticDevicelDFormat in more, the investigation did not consider Line
GetSwitchingDomainCapabilities positive Names in multiple appearance configurations.
acknowledgement [p. 379.]
DWORD dwStringFormat STRINGFORMAT_ASCII Versit TSAPI client library will only use ASCII
strings. (Null Terminated?)
STRINGFORMAT_ASCII Flag Set One byte per character.
STRINGFORMAT DBCS Flag Not Set Two bytes per character.
STRINGFORMAT UNICODE Flag Not Set Two bytes per character.
DWORD dwAddressModes Specifies the mode by which the originating Specifies how orginating address is specified.
address is specified: an integerID or actual Left to implementer's preference, but imple-
phone number. mentation must be consistent.
Table C.1.1 Filling in LINEDEVCAPS Datastructure based on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
PTrpe Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
LINEADDRESSMODE Flag May Be Set The address is specified using a small integer
ADDRESSID in the range 0 to dwNumAddresses minus one.
This method is preferred by the author.
LINEADDRESSMODE- Flag May Be Set The address is specified through its phone
DIALABLEADDR number. If this format is used it may result in
many lineGetAddresslD TSPI calls.
DWORD dwNumAddresses Equal to number of Logical Devices associated deviceConfiguration and logicalDevicelDList This study does not consider the complexities
with the Physical Device abstration to which parameter in GetPhysicalDeviceInformation of supporting multiple appearance configura-
the Line Device is bound. positive acknowledgement [p. 268]. tions. See section 2.9.4.
Will be 1 unless multiple appearance configu-
ration.
DWORD dwBearerModes LINEBEARERMODE SPEECH The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia only
considers speech connections
LINEBEARERMODEVOICE Flag Not Set Furthermore, it does not define a way to distin-
guish between proprietary voice-only digital
LINEBEARERMODE SPEECH Flag Set connections (SPEECH) and analog connec-
tions that support fax and modem media
(VOICE)
LINEBEARERMODEMULTIUSE Flag Not Set
LINEBEARERMODE DATA Flag Not Set
LINEBEARERMODE ALTSPEEC Flag Not Set
HDATA
LINEBEARERMODE NONCALL Flag Not Set
SIGNALING
DWORD dwMaxRate 0 or 3.1 kHz? The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia only
considers speech connections.TAPI documen-
tation is inconsistent here. Rates are supposed
to be speified in bps (bits per second), but the
rates in the default LineCallParams are 3.1 kHz.
Rates seem to pertain mostly to data calls, so
the recommendation for Versit Tmap is to use
the value of 0.
Table C.1.1 Filling in LINEDEVCAPS Datastructure based on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
Type 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwMediaModes LINEMEDIAMODE_INTERACTIVEVOICE The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia does
not address other media modes. AUTOMAT-
EDVOICE is not a valid media mode, because
Versit Tmap could not give TAPI a media
stream to let an automated application handle
the call.
DWORD dwGenerateToneModes Either no flags set or RINGBACK, BUSY, GenerateTelephonyTone Bitmask in LogDev- Likely to only be available in first-party envi-
BEEP, and BILLING are all set CapsServList paramter in GetLogicalDevice- ronments. Requires that all Logical Devices
Information positive acknowledgement. [p. associated with Line Device (through binding
3711. with Addresses) have same ability.This is not a
consideration unless Versit Tmap is expanded
to support multiple appear
LINETONEMODE_CUSTOM Flag Not Set GenerateTelephonyTone [p. 237]. The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia does
not describe custom tone generation.




DWORD dwGenerateToneMaxNumFreq 0 GenerateTelephonyTone [p. 237]. The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia does
not describe custom tone generation.
DWORD dwGenerateDigitModes Any combination of the two flags is possible. LogDevCapsServList paramter in GetLogi- Likely to only be available in first-party envi-
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge- ronments.
ment [p. 371].
LINEDIGITMODE PULSE Flag may be set
LINEDIGITMODE_DTMF Flag may be set
DWORD dwMonitorToneMaxNumFreq 0 The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia does
notdescribe monitoring for Tones
DWORD dwMonitorToneMaxNumEntries 0















































(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Comments
The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia does
not
describe monitoring for Digits
The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia does
notaddress media detection.
This flag is only relevant in mulitple appear-
ance configurations, which were not consid-
ered in this study.
The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify any TSAPI methods support-
ing high and low level ISDN compatibility
information.
The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia does
not address media-control.
























Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Value






(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
staticDevicelDFormat paramter in GetSwitch-
ingDomainCapabilities
positive acknowledgement [p. 379].
GetLogicalDevicelnformation positive
acknowledgement. [p. 330]








Flags will be set True if "N" or "G" formats are
supported.
See section 3.1.3. In theory, an infinite number
of Conference Calls could be queued at a
device, so a strict upperbound cannot be set.
The value suggested, however, is very unlikely
to be exceeded.
Versit TSAPI Answer Call service will not
Hold or Drop another Connection
Each Cause Code in the Alerting Event could
be assigned a unique ring mode, but there are
no obvious benefits to adding that complexity,
and it would be a potential source of confusion.
Set True if switch indicates that it supports any
events used to report new calls.
Set True if switch indicates that it supports the
Delivered event
Not covered in investigation.
Not covered in investigation.
Not covered in investigation.
























Flag May Be Set
TSAPI Reference
(all page references to [Versit, June





Not covered in investigation.
Not covered in investigation.
Not covered in investigation.
Not covered in investigation.
Not covered in investigation.
Not covered in investigation.
Set True if switch indicates that it supports any
events used to report new calls or the Connec-
tion Cleared event.
Call Completions not covered in investigation.
Versit Tmap does not support anything but one
basic terminal per line device.
The PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia does
not address this type of support for cellular
telephones
Versit Tmap does not support device specific
information.
Not covered in investigation.
Not covered in investigation
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set




Flag May Be Set
DWORD dwUUIAcceptSize 0 lineAccept is not supported by Versit Tmap.
--
Table C.1.1 Filling in LINEDEVCAPS Datastructure based on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
Parameter Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
Type 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwUUIAnswerSize 0 or 128 LogDevCapsServList paramter in GetLogi- User to User Information is typically though of
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge- as variable length, but the PA3 draft of the CTI
ment [p. 363] encyclopedia limits in to 128 bytes.
[Versit, June 1995d, sec. 11.1.34, p. 781].
DWORD dwUUIMakeCallSize 0 or 128 """ pp. 368 """
DWORD dwUUIDropSize 0 or 128 """ pp. 365 "".
DWORD dwUUISendUserUserInfoSize 0 or 128 """ pp. 371 ""





DWORD MinDialParams.dwDialPause 0-1000 based on Versit TSAPI capabilities swDomainPauseTime inGetSwitchingDomain- Information will likely only be provided in a
exchange, or best guess if optional parameter Capabilities positive acknowledgement First-Party environment.
not provided [p. 380].
DWORD MinDialParams.dwDialSpeed Best Guess
DWORD MinDialParams.dwDigitDuration Best Guess
DWORD MinDialParams.dwWaitForDialtone Best Guess
LINEDIAL- MaxDialParams
PARAMS
DWORD MaxDialParams.dwDialPause 0-1000 based on Versit TSAPI capabilities swDomainPauseTime inGetSwitchingDomain- Information will likely only be provided in a
exchange, or best guess if optional parameter Capabilities positive acknowledgement First-Party environment.
not provided [p. 380].
DWORD MaxDialParams. dw DialSpeed Best Guess
DWORD MaxDialParams.dwDigitDuration Best Guess
DWORD MaxDialParams.dwWaitForDialtone Best Guess
Table C.1.1 Filling in LINEDEVCAPS Datastructure based on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI ReferenceParameter Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June CommentsType 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
LINEDIAL- DefaultDialParams
PARAMS
DWORD DefaultDialParams.dwDialPause 0-1000 based on Versit TSAPI capabilities swDomainPauseTime inGetSwitchingDomain- Information will likely only be provided in a
exchange, or best guess if optional parameter Capabilities positive acknowledgemen First-Party environment.
not provided [p. 380].
DWORD DefaultDialParams.dwDialSpeed Best Guess
DWORD DefaultDialParams. dwDigitDumtion Best Guess
DWORD DefaultDialParams.dwWaitForDial- Best Guess
tone
DWORD dwNumTerminals 1 Versit Tmap does not support anything but one
basic terminal per line device.
DWORD dwTerminalCapsSize filled in appropriately








DWORD Terminal[0] .dwTermDev LINETERMDEVPHONE
DWORD Terminal[O].dwTermModes LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT Versit Tmap only rings lineDevices, not Termi-
nals
Table C.1.1 Filling in LINEDEVCAPS Datastructure based on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI ReferenceParameter Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
Type 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD Terminal[O].dwTermSharing 0 (No Flags Set) This field is not relevant unless Versit Tmap is
used in multiple appearance configurations.
C.1.2 Filling in LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
Parameter Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
Type 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwTotalSize The total size in bytes allocated to this data Filled in by TAPI.DLL. Don't Overwrite.
structure.
DWORD dwNeededSize The size in bytes that Versit Tmap needs this
data structure to be to provide all available
information.
DWORD dwUsedSize The number of bytes in this data structure in Should be less than or equal to dwNeededSize.
which Versit Tmap has written useful informa-
tion.
DWORD dwLineDevicelD Assigned by Versit Tmap at start-up. Versit Tmap must remember the ID of the
LineDevice with which it associated the
Address.
DWORD dwAddressSize The size in bytes and the offset from the begin- The dialable number portion of the devicelD Address field can be filled in with static Devi-
ning of this data structure in bytes of sent to the GetLogicalDevicelnfo() service. ceID of the logical Device with which the
DWORD dwAddressOffset the variably sized address field. That devicelD should be static. Address is associated.
DWORD dwDevSpecificSize 0 Versit Tmap does not define device specific
extensions.
DWORD dwDevSpecificOffset 0






























(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
The deviceConfiguration parameter in Get-
PhysicalDevicelnformation [p. 307].
No Appearance bits set
Exclusive Bridged Appearance bit
New Bridged Appearance bit
Shared Bridged Appearance bit
vCstaGetDeviceList()
[Versit, June 1995d, p. 101].
Comments
This study does not consider the complexities
of supporting multiple appearance configura-
tions. See section 2.9.4.
This flag might be set if security is set up such
that Versit TSAPI reports that the device can
only be monitored. For now, Versit Tmap
assume that is has full control of any device
that it monitors.
Versit Tmap will set this flag if it will later use
it in LINEADDRESSSTATE message to indi-
cate the the address features that are available
have changed. Most likely this will occur when
a new Connection is made, or an old one is bro-
ken, so that the availability of the Make Call
service changes.
Versit Tmap does not use device specific
extensions.





























Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag Not Set
TSAPI Reference
(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send events that notify of a new or cleared
Connection.
LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogi-
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 357-362].
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports it may
send the Forwarding event.
LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogi-
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 362].
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports it sup-
ports the Secure Call service.




This study does not consider the complexities
of supporting multiple appearance configura-
tions. See section 2.9.4.
Setting forwarding features was not considered
in detail during this investigation.
Versit Tmap does not support changes in Ter-
minals or Terminal information.
Versit Tmap may use this flag to indicate the
CallParamsFlags field has changed, if for
example, the call is secured.
Versit Tmap does not use device specific
extensions.
Versit Tmap only supports the SPEECH bearer
mode.

























Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set




(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Conferenced Event..
LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogi-
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge-
ment. [p. 358].
It may also be set under other circumstances.
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Delivered Event (It may use the
CampOn or Recall Cause Codes.)
LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogi-
calDeviceInformation positive acknowledge-
ment [pp. 357-62].
It may also be set under other circumstances.
Parameter
Type Comments
The PA3 Versit CTI encyclopedia does not sup-
port media or rate detection.
Versit Tmap does ignores the AppSpecific
field.
Versit Tmap does not support the CALLID
parameter
Versit Tmap does not support the RELATED-
CALLID parameter
The Origin field will change when a Call
becomes a conference parent. It may also
change in other circumstances.
This investigation did not include call comple-
tion.
Versit Tmap ignores the NumOwner field.
I














Flag May Be Set
Flag Not Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set





(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Network Reached Event. It will
also be set if any other events report that they
will supply the optional trunkDevice parame-
ter.LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogi-
calDevicelnformation positive
acknowledgement. [pp. 357-62].
It may also be set under other circumstances.
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that
support the Consultation Call service.
LogDevCapsServList paramter in GetLogi-
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 366].
It may also be set under other circumstances.
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Established Event.LogDev-
CapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogicalDeviceln-
formation positive acknowledgement [p. 359].
It may also be set under other circumstances.
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Diverted Event.LogDev-
CapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogicalDeviceln-
formation positive acknowledgement [p. 358].
.It may also be set under other circumstances.
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Diverted Event.
LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogi-
calDeviceInformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 358].
It may also be set under other circumstances.
Versit Tmap should always know the maxi-
mum amount of information about the calling
party. It will either be the device Versit Tmap is
controlling, or the Delivered event will present
as much information as the switch is ever
going to know about a remote calling device.
If Versit Tmap places an outbound, external
call, all the details of the called party informa-
tion may not be known immediately.Also Ver-
sit Tmap does not know any called party
information when in creates the consultation
calls in SetupConf. and SetupTrans. These
details only become know after the Dail ser-
vice.





































(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports any
event may send User-to-User Information.




Versit Tmap does not use the Display field.
The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify any TSAPI methods support-
ing high and low level ISDN compatibility
information.
The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify any TSAPI methods support-
ing battery status in celluar phones.
Versit Tmap supports only one rudimentary
terminal.
Versit Tmap only supports default Dial Param-
eters
The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify any TSAPI methods for moni-
toring digit, tone, or media.
See section 2.7.4.
The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify an indication that a party's ID
may be blocked.
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
Type 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
LINECALLPARTYID NAME Flag May Be Set Flag will only be set if Versit library indicates




LINECALLPARTYID ADDRESS Flag May Be Set Versit Tmap may know the entire number or
only some digits.
LINECALLPARTYID_PARTIAL Flag May Be Set
LINECALLPARTYID_ Flag May Be Set Versit Tmap may only know a dynamic devi-
UNKNOWN celD.
LINECALLPARTYIDUNAVAIL Flag Not Set
DWORD dwCalledlDFlags
LINECALLPARTYIDBLOCKED Flag Not Set The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify an indication that a party's ID
may be blocked.
LINECALLPARTYID_ Flag Not Set
OUTOFAREA
LINECALLPARTYIDNAME Flag May Be Set Flag will only be set if Versit library indicates





LINECALLPARTYID ADDRESS Flag May Be Set Versit Tmap may know the entire number or
only some digits.
LINECALLPARTYID PARTIAL Flag May Be Set
LINECALLPARTYID_ Flag May Be Set Versit Tmap may only know a dynamic devi-
UNKNOWN celD.
LINECALLPARTYIDUNAVAIL Flag Not Set




























Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag Not Set
TSAPI Reference
(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will only be set if Versit library indicates





Flag will only be set if Versit library indicates






The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify an indication that a party's ID
may be blocked.
Versit Tmap may know the entire number or
only some digits.
Versit Tmap may only know a dynamic
devicelD.
The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify an indication that a party's ID
may be blocked.
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
Type 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
LINECALLPARTYID ADDRESS Flag May Be Set Versit Tmap may know the entire number or
only some digits.
LINECALLPARTYID PARTIAL Flag May Be Set
LINECALLPARTYID_ Flag May Be Set Versit Tmap may only know a dynamic
UNKNOWN devicelD.
LINECALLPARTYIDUNAVAIL Flag Not Set
DWORD dwRedirectinglDFlags
LINECALLPARTYIDBLOCKED Flag Not Set The PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclopedia
does not specify an indication that a party's ID
may be blocked.
LINECALLPARTYID_ Flag Not Set
OUTOFAREA
LINECALLPARTYIDNAME Flag May Be Set Flag will only be set if Versit library indicates





LINECALLPARTYIDADDRESS Flag May Be Set Versit Tmap may know the entire number or
only some digits.
LINECALLPARTYIDPARTIAL Flag May Be Set
LINECALLPARTYID_ Flag May Be Set Versit Tmap may only know a dynamic
UNKNOWN devicelD.
LINECALLPARTYIDUNAVAIL Flag Not Set













Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set







(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send any one of the Connection Cleared,
Diverted, or Transferred Events.LogDev-
CapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogicalDeviceln-
formation positive acknowledgement [pp. 357-
62].
Flags will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Delivered event. LogDev-
CapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogicalDeviceln-
formation positive acknowledgement [pp. 357-
62].
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Service Initiated Event.LogDev-
CapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogicalDeviceln-
formation positive acknowledgement [p. 360].
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Digits Dialed Event.LogDev-
CapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogicalDeviceln-
formation positive acknowledgement [p. 358].
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Delivered and Originated
Events.LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in Get-
LogicalDeviceinformation positive acknowl-
edgement [pp. 357-62].
Flags will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it




Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Established Event.LogDev-
CapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogicalDeviceln-
formation positive acknowledgement [p. 359].
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
Parameter
Type Value












LINECALLSTATE_UNKNOWN Flag May Be Set
TSAPI Reference
(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Originated Event.LogDev-
CapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogicalDeviceIn-
formation positive acknowledgement [p. 360].
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Held Event.
LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogi-
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 359].
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Conferenced Event.
LogDevCapsEvtsList paramter in GetLogi-
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 358].
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Failed Event.




Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
will send the Service Initiated Event and sup-
ports the Make Call service, or if it will send
the Network Reached Events, or if it supports
the Consultation Call service.
LogDevCapsEvtsList and LogDevCapsServ-
List paramter in GetLogicalDevicelnforma-
tion positive acknowledgement [p. 359].
Comments
Versit Tmap does not use OnHoldPending
TAPI states. See section 3.4.2.
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag Not Set
Flag Not Set
Flag May Be Set
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
Parameter TSAPI Reference
Type Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwDialToneModes Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
call sub-states.
LINEDIALTONEMODE_ Flag May Be Set
NORMAL
LINEDIALTONEMODE Flag May Be Set
SPECIAL
LINEDIALTONEMODE_ Flag May Be Set
INTERNAL
LINEDIALTONEMODE_ Flag May Be Set
EXTERNAL
LINEDIALTONEMODE_ Flag May Be Set
UNKNOWN
LINEDIALTONEMODE_ Flag May Be Set
UNAVAIL
DWORD dwBusyModes Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
call sub-states.
LINEBUSYMODESTATION Flag May Be Set
LINEBUSYMODE_TRUNK Flag May Be Set
LINEBUSYMODE_UNKNOWN Flag May Be Set
LINEBUSYMODEUNAVAIL Flag May Be Set
DWORD dwSpeciallnfo Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
call sub-states.
LINESPECIALINFO NOCIRCUIT Flag May Be Set
LINESPECIALINFOCUSTIRREG Flag May Be Set
LINESPECIALINFOREORDER Flag May Be Set
LINESPECIALINFOUNKNOWN Flag May Be Set
LINESPECIALINFOUNAVAIL Flag May Be Set
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
Parameter TSAPI Reference
Type Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwDisconnectModes Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
call sub-states.
LINEDISCONNECTMODE Flag May Be Set
NORMAL
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
UNKNOWN
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
REJECT
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
PICKUP
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
FORWARDED
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
BUSY
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
NOANSWER
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
BADADDRESS
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
UNREACHABLE
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
CONGESTION
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
INCOMPATIBLE
LINEDISCONNECTMODE_ Flag May Be Set
UNAVAIL

























Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set











(all page references to [Versit, June







Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
supports the Make Call service with the
optional secureCall parameter, but that it does
not support the Consultation Call service.




See section 3.1.3. In theory, an infinite number
of Conference Calls could be queued at a
device, so a strict upperbound cannot be set.
The value suggested, however, is very unlikely
to be exceeded.
See section 3.1.4.
Versit Tmap does not use OnHoldPending
TAPI states. See section 3.4.2.
Versit Tmap does not support using the Com-
pleteTransfer service to create a conference
Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
setting forwarding attributes.
Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
"picking" services.
In the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclope-
dia, the Make Call service has an optional
secureCall parameter but the Consultation Call
service does not.
According to the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI
encyclopedia, callerID info will always be sent
if possible.
In the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclope-
dia, there is no specification for blocking caller
ID.



























(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
supports the Make Call service with the
optional autoAnswer(try) parameter.
LogDevCapsServList parameter in GetLogi-
calDeviceinformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 368].
Flags will only be set if transAndConfSetup
parameter in GetLogicalDevicelnformation
positive acknowledgement indicates that the
switch supports the HoldCall-MakeCall sce-
nario [p. 331 and 373].
Comments
In the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclope-
dia, there is no specification for defining "hot
phones".
In the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclope-
dia, there is no specification for automatically
taking the called device off-hook.
In the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclope-
dia, call forwarding does not require the estab-
lishment of consultation calls.
Versit Tmap requires a previously existing two
party call before a conference can be set up.
In the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI encyclope-
dia, call forwarding does not require the estab-
lishment of consultation calls.
The study did not include call completion.
The investigation assumes the consultation
model.See section 3.1.1.1.






Flag May Be Set
Not Set Under Consultation Model
Flag May Be Set
Not Set Under Consultation Model
Flag May Be Set
Not Set Under Consultation Model
Flag May Be Set
Not Set Under Consultation Model
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
Parameter TSAPI Reference
Type Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
LINEADDRCAPFLAGS_ Flag May Be Set Flag will only be set if Versit library indicates





LINEADDRCAPFLAGS_ Flag May Be Set Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
FWDSTATUSVALID setting forwarding attributes.
LINEADDRCAPFLAGS_ Flag May Be Set
FWDINTEXTADDR
LINEADDRCAPFLAGS_ Flag May Be Set
FWDBUSYNAADDR
LINEADDRCAPFLAGS Flag Not Set Versit Tmap automatically transitions callsACCEPrTOALERT from offered to accepted.
LINEADDRCAPFLAGS_ Flag Not Set When Versit Tmap drops a Conference Call atCONFDROP one of the devices that it is controlling the
entire conference is not terminated.
LINEADDRCAPFLAGS_ Flag May Be Set Investigation into Versit Tmap did not coverPICKUPCALLWAIT 
"picking" services.






























Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag Not Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set






(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)





Flag May Be Set
























Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set




Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
LINECALLFEATURE UNHOLD
TSAPI Reference
(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Refer to Appendix C.2.
Parameter
Type Comments
Flag May Be Set
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
mType Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwRemoveFromConfCaps Given that it has security permissions in a third
party environment, Versit Tmap can remove
LINEREMOVEFROMCONF_ Flag May Be Set Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it any party from a Conference Call.
NONE does not support the Clear Connection service.
LogDevCapsServList parameter in GetLogi-
calDevicelnformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 365].
LINEREMOVEFROMCONF_ Flag Not Set
LAST
LINEREMOVEFROMCONFANY Flag May Be Set Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
supports the Clear Connection service and will
send the Conferenced event. LogDev-
CapsServList and LogDevCapsServList
parameters in GetLogicalDevicelnformation
positive acknowledgement [pp. 358 and 365].
DWORD dwRemoveFromConfState LINECALLSTATE IDLE A conference-child call that Versit Tmap
removes will be transitioned to the idle state.
DWORD dwTransferModes
LINETRANSFERMODE_ Flag May Be Set Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it The investigation assumes the consultation
TRANSFER supports the Transfer service. model is used to setup the transfer.
LogDevCapsServList parameter in GetLogi-
calDeviceInformation positive acknowledge-
ment [p. 370].
LINETRANSFERMODE_ Flag Not Set Versit Tmap does not support using the Com-
CONFERENCE pleteTransfer service to create a conference.



























Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
Flag May Be Set
TSAPI Reference
(all page references to [Versit, June
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
Flag will be set if Versit TSAPI reports that it
supports the Park Call service.




Flag May Be Set
Flag Not Set
Comments
According to the PA3 draft of the Versit CTI
encyclopedia, only directed parking is sup-
ported [Versit, June 1995b, p. 177]
Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
setting forwarding attributes.
DWORD
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
mType Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
1995b] unless otherwise noted)
LINEFORWARDMODE_ Flag May Be Set
NOANSWINTERNAL
Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
LINEFORWARDMODE_ Flag May Be Set setting forwarding attributes.
NOANSWEXTERNAL
LINEFORWARDMODE_ Flag May Be Set
NOANSWSPECIFIC
LINEFORWARDMODE_ Flag May Be Set
BUSYNA
LINEFORWARDMODE_ Flag May Be Set
BUSYNAINTERNAL
LINEFORWARDMODE_ Flag May Be Set
BUSYNAEXTERNAL
LINEFORWARDMODE_ Flag May Be Set
BUSYNASPECIFIC





DWORD dwMaxCallCompletions x Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
call completion.
DWORD dwCallCompletionConds x
LINECALLCOMPLCONDBUSY Flag May Be Set
LINECALLCOMPLCOND_ Flag May Be Set
NOANSWER
Table C.1.2 Filling in the LINEADDRESSCAPS Datastructure base on the Capabilities Exchange
TSAPI Reference
Parameter Name Value (all page references to [Versit, June Comments
Type 1995b] unless otherwise noted)
DWORD dwCallCompletionModes Investigation into Versit Tmap did not cover
call completion.
LINECALLCOMPLMODE_ Flag May Be Set
CAMPON
LINECALLCOMPLMODE Flag May Be Set
CALLBACK
LINECALLCOMPLMODE_ Flag May Be Set
INTRUDE
LINECALLCOMPLMODE_ Flag May Be Set
MESSAGE






APPENDIX C.2 LOGIC FOR HANDLING TAPI
SERVICE REQUESTS
This section describes the logical details of implementing the service request functions called by TAPI. The
task of the service functions is to translate the requests from TAPI into Versit TSAPI service requests. There
are many more service requests than events. This report only contains details on the most fundamental call-
control services. If the decision is made to pursue Versit Tmap, then other services can be further investi-
gated.
The functions implementing these service requests follow a general execution sequence:
1. Validate the abstraction handles TAPI.DLL passes.
2. Find the TSAPI abstractions to which the indicated TAPI abstractions are bound.
3. Verify that the configuration of the TSAPI abstractions is such that the service should be
successful.
4. Makes arrangements to pass the request along to the TSAPI client library.
5. Record the TAPI request CompletionlD so that the asynchronous TSAPI reply can be
mapped.
6. Return Successfully
If any of the checks that a function makes do not pass, then it returns an appropriate error code. Each section
detailing a service has a table of the TAPI error codes that apply to that service. The error codes that appear
in boldface are the ones that Versit Tmap may return synchronously.
The details particular to each service are depicted in individual logic-flow diagrams. Some action boxes
in the diagrams contain the shorthand markings ?Schedule? and !Schedule!. The ?Schedule? marking sym-
bolizes a choice that will need to be made if Versit Tmap is implemented. Versit Tmap should return the
functions that TAPI.DLL calls to request asynchronous services promptly. In environments that do not sup-
port preemptive multitasking, such as Windows 3. Ix, neither TAPI.DLL nor the application it is supporting
can continue execution until the service request function returns. The choice is whether the function to place
the Versit TSAPI request should be called from with in the function that receives the TAPI service request or
scheduled to be made a short time later. Scheduling a delay is more complicated, but it also returns control to
TAPI.DLL more quickly. The functions placing Versit TSAPI requests, however, are also supposed to return
quickly. The added time should not be a problem. Furthermore, if the Versit request functions are called
from within the TAPI function, then their synchronous error codes can be translated in the TAPI function
and presented synchronously. Under the scheduling scheme a synchronous TSAPI error would have to be
presented to TAPI as asynchronous. For the reasons stated above, it is the recommended that the scheduling
scheme not be used.
The !Schedule! marking, in contrast, is used when there is no option. The event in the box must be
scheduled to occur after the function has returned. The best example of such a situation in when Versit Tmap
emulates the completion of a service in order to avoid deadlock in the consultation scenario, as discussed in
section 3.1.1.1.2. In this case, no TSAPI request is placed, so there will be no TSAPI asynchronous reply to
trigger Versit Tmap to send TAPI.DLL an asynchronous reply. One must be scheduled to occur after the
function returns.
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C.2.1 Services Included in TAPI Dynamic Feature Presentation for
Call Abstractions
Table C.2.1 TAPI Service Dynamice Feature Presentation
TSP ine Section if
ie Related Versit ServiceService CommentsTSAPI Service Considered
in Detail
Accept none Versit Tmap will report new Calls to
TAPI in the offering state, but they will
automatically tansition to the accepted
state to indicate that the local device is
ringing.
The Accept service should not be offered,
as the new Calls will automatically transi-
tion to the accepted state.
AddToConfer- Conference Call C.2.1.1
ence
Answer Answer Call C.2.1.2
BlindTransfer Single Step Transfer This Transfer method not investigated by
study into Versit Tmap.
CompleteCall Call Back The Versit TSAPI service used depends
Call Back Message on the CompletionMode parameter.
Camp On Call
Intrude Call
CompleteT- Transfer Call C.2.1.3
ransfer Conference Call
Dial Dial Digits C.2.1.4 The Versit TSAPI service used depends
Consultation Call on whether the Call being dialed on was
setup as a consultation call or not.
Drop Clear Connection C.2.1.5
GatherDigits Nothing similiar in Versit CTI encyclope-
dia PA3 draft. Likely to only available in
first party environment.
GenerateDig- Generate Digits Likely to only available in first party
its environment. Likely to only available in
first party environment.
GenerateTone Generate Telephony Likely to only available in first party
Tone environment.
Hold Hold Call C.2.1.6
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Table C.2.1 TAPI Service Dynamice Feature Presentation
Section ifTSPIlineTSPIline Related Versit ServiceService CommentsTSAPI Service Considered
Request in Detail
MonitorDigits Nothing similiar in Versit CTI encyclope-
dia PA3 draft. Likely to only available in
first party environment.
MonitorMedia Nothing similiar in Versit CTI encyclope-
dia PA3 draft. Likely to only available in
first party environment.
MonitorTones Nothing similiar in Versit CTI encyclope-
dia PA3 draft. Likely to only available in
first party environment.
Park Park Call Versit TSAPI supports only directed park.




RemoveFrom- Clear Connection C.2.1.8
Conference
SecureCall Secure Connection
SendUserUse- Send User Information
rInfo
SetCallParams Study into Versit Tmap only considered
voice-only calls.
SetMediaCon- Versit CTI encyclopedia PA3 draft does
trol not include media-control.
SetTerminal Study inot Versit Tmap does not consider
supporting mulitple TAPI Terminals.
SetupConfer- none(Consultation Call C.2.1.9
ence in Dial)
SetupTransfer none(Consultation Call C.2.1.10
in Dial)
SwapHold Alternate Call
Unhold Retrieve Call C.2.1.11
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C.2.1.1 AddToConference
C.2.1.1.1 AddToConference - Parameters
Table C.2.2 AddToConference Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Pame DescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdConfCall Specifies the handle to the conference
call.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdConsultCall Specifies the handle to the call to be
added to the conference call. This call
cannot be either a parent of another con-
ference or a participant in any conference.
Depending on the device capabilities indi-
cated in LINEADDRESSCAPS, the




The Versit Tmap assuption that the con-
sultation method is used, however,
implies that one of those two services was
used to establish hdConsultCall.
C.2.1.1.2 AddToConference - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.3 AddToConference TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical TAPI FinalStateState
hdConfCall onHoldPending connected connected
Conference (not sup-
ported), onHold
hdConsultCall connected, onHold (not conferenced conferenced
supported)
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C.2.1.1.3 AddToConference - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.4 AddToConference Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid, hdConsultCall is a par-
ent of another conference or already a participant in a con-
ference, or hdConsultCall cannot be added for other reasons
(such as, it must have been established using
TSPI_lineSetupConference or
TSPI_linePrepareAddToConference).
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE One or both of the specified calls are not in a valid state for
the requested operation.
LINEERR_CONFERENCEFULL The maximum number of parties for a conference has been
reached.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
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Logs TSPI exit jTSuccessful Exit
Point
Figure C.2.1 AddToConference Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.1.5 AddToConference - Relevant Flows
* none
C.2.1.1.6 AddToConference - Comments
Note that the Error Code LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE can be returned for multiple reasons.
The assumption made during the study on Versit Tmap was that only calls setup using the consultation
method could be added to a conference.
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C.2.1.2 Answer
C.2.1.2.1 Answer - Parameters
Table C.2.5 Answer Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Pame DescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request. Unique positive integer
Mandatory HDRV_CALL hdCall Specifies the service provider's handle to
the call to be answered
Optional LPCSTR lpsUser Specifies a far pointer to a string contain-
UserInfo ing user-to-user information to be sent to
the remote party at the time of answering
the call. If this pointer is NULL, it indi-
cates that no user-to-user information is to
be sent. User-to-user information is only
sent if supported by the underlying net-
work (as indicated in LINEDEVCAPS).
Optional DWORD dwSize Specifies the size in bytes of the user-to-
user information in IpsUserUserInfo. If
lpsUserUserInfo is NULL dwSize is
ignored.
C.2.1.2.2 Answer - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.6 Answer TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical TAPI FinalStateState
hdCall offering,accepted(not connected connected
supported)
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C.2.1.2.3 Answer - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.7 Answer Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid.
LINEERRINVALCALLSTATE The call is not in a valid state for the requested operation.
LINEERR_INUSE The line is in use in a way that does not allow this call to be
answered.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
LINEERR_ The string containing user-to-user information exceeds the
USERUSERINFOTOOBIG maximum number of bytes specified in the dwUUIAnswer-
Size field of LINEDEVCAPS.
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C.2.1.2.4 Answer - Basic Flow
EntryPoint
I Debug Message
Logs Synch. TSPI calli
Data Base Update
Will associate Request
ID with lineAnswer call
L J
Debug MessageLogs SynchTSPI call exit
L
( Return RequestlD) Successful Exit
Point
Figure C.2.2 Answer Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.2.5 Answer - Relevant Flows
* Section C.5.10.
C.2.1.2.6 Answer - Comments
Versit Tmap does not automatically put other calls on hold or drop them inorder to make the Answer service
work. Under Versit Tmap, the Answer service request does not affect more than one connection.
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C.2.1.3 CompleteTransfer
C.2.1.3.1 CompleteTransfer - Parameters
Table C.2.8 CompleteTransfer Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter DescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestID Specifies the identifier of
the asynchronous request.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdCall Specifies the service pro-
vider's handle to the call to
be transferred.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdConsultCall Specifies a handle to the
call that represents a con-
nection to the destination of
the transfer.
Ignored HTAPICALL htConfCall Versit Tmap does not allow
CompleteTransfer to create
conference calls
Mandatory LPHDRVCALL lphdConfCall Specifies a far pointer to an
HDRVCALL representing
the Versit Tmap's identifier
for the call. Versit Tmap
must fill this location with
its handle for the new con-
ference call.




C.2.1.3.2 CompleteTransfer - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.9 CompleteTransfer TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical Final State Tmap Final State
hdCall onHoldPendingTrans- idle idle
fer (not supported),
onHold
hdConsultCall connected, ringback, idle idle
busy
hdConfCall non existant n/a n/a
C.2.1.3.3 CompleteTransfer - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.10 CompleteTransfer Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE One or both calls are not in a valid state for the requested
operation.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
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Debug MessageI Logs TSPI exit
- Successful Exit
Point
Figure C.2.3 CompleteTransfer Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.3.5 CompleteTransfer - Relevant Flows
* Section C.5.9.
C.2.1.3.6 CompleteTransfer - Comments
Versit Tmap does not support using the CompleteTransfer service to create a conference call.
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C.2.1.4 Dial
C.2.1.4.1 Dial - Parameters
Table C.2.11 Dial Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Name Description
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdCall Specifies the service provider's handle to
the call to be dialed.
Mandatory LPCSTR lpszDestAd- Specifies the destination to be dialed
dress using the standard dialable number for-
mat.
Optional DWORD dwCountry- Specifies the country code of the destina-
Code tion. This is used by the implementation
to select the call progress protocols for the
destination address. If a value of zero is
specified, a default call-progress protocol
defined by the service provider is used.
Note that this parameter is not validated
by TAPI.DLL when this function is
called.
As explained in section 3.1.6, Versit
Tmap ignores this parameter.
C.2.1.4.2 Dial - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.12 Dial Call States
Call Initial States Typical Final States Tmap Final State
hdCall Any state except idle proceeding, ringback proceeding
and disconnected
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C.2.1.4.3 Dial - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.13 Dial Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALADDRESS The specified character buffer for the destination address to
be dialed contains invalid characters or digits (producing a
syntax error), with the result that no dialing has been done.
LINEERR_INVALCOUNTRYCODE The specified country code is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE The current state of the call does not allow dialing.
LINEERR_ADDRESSBLOCKED The specified address is blocked from being dialed on the
specified call.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
LINEERR_DIALBILLING, Returned when the dialable address parameter contains dial-
LINEERR_DIALQUIET, ing control characters that are not processed by the service
LINEERR_DIALDIALTONE, provider. If any of these errors are returned, the service pro-
LINEERR_DIALPROMPT vider should perform none of the actions otherwise per-
formed by TSPI_lineDial: for example, no partial dialing,
and no going off-hook. This is because the service provider
should pre-scan the number for unsupported characters first.
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C.2.1.4.4 Dial - Basic Flow
EntryPoint
Debug Message
I Logs TSPI call
Verify that hdCall has
record allocated in • Set Return Code
i NEERR OPE NTIdAe Consultation Call? NconnectionlD.
Y lY
Set Return Code Find Logical Device Find logical device Set Retu Code
NSet Return Code ishdassociated with pend. associated with
LINEERROPERATIONUNVAIL consultation call. connection LINEERROPERATIONFAILEDLog Error N
Set Return Code i h . Fis y a l. ic Set Return CodeLINEERR_OPERATIONUNVAIL Verify that logicalV ci LINEERROPERATIONUVAIL
o r (L fdevice can do device can doLIN RRO IL
or ConsultationCall DialDigits or
LINEERRINVALCALLSTATE N ConsultationCall DialDigits N LINEERRINVALCALLSTATELog Error Y Y
Verify IpszDestAddr Verify IpszDestAddr
Set Return Code is legal. Check CC. is legal. Set Return Code
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Figure C.2.4 Dial Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.4.5 Dial - Relevant Flows
* Sections C.5.8 and C.5.9.
C.2.1.4.6 Dial - Comments
Unless the switch supports partial dialing, Versit Tmap will only make the Dial service available for use in
consultation scenarios.
When the Dial service is used to place the Versit TSAPI Consultation service is should fill in the
optional consultPurpose as best as it is able. That means it will have to know the method used to create the




Table C.2.14 Drop Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Name DescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdCall Specifies the service provider's handle to
the call to be dropped.
Optional LPCSTR lpsUserUse- This pointer is only valid if dwUserUse-
rInfo rInfoSize is non-zero. It specifies a far
pointer to a string containing user-to-user
information to be sent to the remote party
as part of the call disconnect. This pointer
is NULL if no user-to-user information is
to be sent. User-to-user information is
only sent if supported by the underlying
network (see LINEDEVCAPS).
Optional DWORD dwSize Specifies the size in bytes of the user-to-
user information in lpsUserUserInfo. If
IpsUserUserInfo is Null dwSize should be
ignored.
C.2.1.5.2 Drop - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.15 Drop TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical Final States TmapFinal State
hdCall any state but idle idle idle
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C.2.1.5.3 Drop - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.16 Drop Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERRINVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE The current state of the call does not allow the call to be
dropped.
LINEERRNOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
LINEERR_ The string containing user-to-user information exceeds the
USERUSERINFOTOOBIG maximum number of bytes specified in the dwUUIDrop-
Size field of LINEDEVCAPS.
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C.2.1.5.4 Drop - Basic Flow
EntryP_ _LPoint
Debug Message
I Logs TSPI call I
Data Base Update 4
Will associate Requedt
I Debug Message
LLogs SPI cal exitSuccessful Exit
Point
Figure C.2.5 Drop Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.5.5 Drop - Relevant Flows
* Section C.5.5.
C.2.1.5.6 Drop - Comments
Versit Tmap only lets the Drop service destroy Calls associated with local Connections. The RemoveFrom-
Conference service is used to destroy Calls associated with remote conference legs. The Drop service should
still be used on Conference Call abstractions, as they are associated with local Connections.
Dropping pending Calls is rather subtle. Only pending consultation calls are allowed to be dropped,
because they are the only pending calls created by requests for which Versit Tmap automatically provides
asynchronous success replies (PrepareAddToConference, SetupConference, and SetupTransfer). As far as
pending Calls created by other services, their handles are not considered valid by TAPI.DLL until the asyn-
chronous success reply. Once Versit Tmap relays a successful asynchronous reply, it does not yet use
dynamic feature presentation to indicate the formerly pending Call may be dropped. It waits until the event




Table C.2.17 Hold Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Pame DescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdCall Specifies the service provider's handle to
the call to be placed on hold.
C.2.1.6.2 Hold - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.18 Hold TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical Final State TmapFinal State




C.2.1.6.3 Hold - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.19 Hold Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE The specified call is not in a valid state for the requested
operation.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERROPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
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C.2.1.6.4 Hold - Basic Flow
EntryIPoint
Debug Message
Logs TSPI call I





S - -uccessful Exit
FPoint
Figure C.2.6 Hold Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.6.5 Hold - Relevant Flows
- Section C.5.6.
C.2.1.6.6 Hold - Comments
Versit Tmap will only allow Calls assoiciated with local Connections to be put on hold. As dictated by the
Versit TSAPI connection-state-model, only Connections that are in the connected state ( and the TAPI calls




Table C.2.20 PrepareAddToConference Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Pame DescriptionName
Required DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestID Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Required HDRVCALL hdConfCall Specifies the handle to a conference call.
Required HTAPICALL htConsultCsll Specifies TAPI.DLL's handle to the new,
temporary consultation call. The service
provider must save this and use it in all
subsequent calls to the LINEEVENT pro-
cedure reporting events on the new call.
Required LPHDRVCALL lphdConsult- Specifies a far pointer to an HDRVCALL
Call representing the service provider's identi-
fier for the new, temporary consultation
call. The service provider must fill this
location with its handle for the new call
before this procedure returns. This handle
is invalid if the function results in an
error.
Optional LPLINECALL- const lpCall- Specifies a far pointer to call parameters
PARAMS Params to be used when establishing the consulta-
tion call. This parameter will be set to
NULL if no special call setup parameters
are desired.
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C.2.1.7.2 PrepareAddToConference - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.21 PrepareAddToConference TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical Final States Tmap Final States
hdConfCall connected OnHoldPending connected
Conference
hdConsultCall Not applicable Dialtone unknown (idle would
indicate that lineDial
could not be used to
complete Consultation
Call)
C.2.1.7.3 PrepareAddToConference - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.22 PrepareAddToConference Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_BEARERMODEUNAVAIL The bearer mode field in LINECALLPARAMS is invalid.
LINEERRCALLUNAVAIL All call appearances on the specified address are currently
allocated.
LINEERR_CONFERENCEFULL The maximum number of parties for a conference has been
reached.
LINEERRINUSE The line is in use in a way that does not allow the party to be
added.
LINEERRINVALADDRESSMODE The specified address mode field in LINECALLPARAMS
is invalid.
LINEERRINVALBEARERMODE The specified bearer mode field in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLPARAMS The specified call parameters in the LINECALLPARAMS
structure are invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE The conference call is not in a valid state for the requested
operation.
LINEERR_ The specified call handle for the conference call is invalid
INVALCONFCALLHANDLE or is not a handle for a conference call.
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Table C.2.22 PrepareAddToConference Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALLINESTATE The line is currently not in a state in which this operation
can be performed. A list of currently valid operations must
be indicated by the service provider in the dwLineFeatures
field (of the type LINEFEATURE) in the LINEDEVSTA-
TUS structure.
LINEERRINVALMEDIAMODE The specified media mode field in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERRINVALRATE The specified bearer mode field in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RATEUNAVAIL The service provider does currently not have enough band-
width available for the rate specified in LINECALL-
PARAMS.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
LINEERR_ The string containing user-to-user information in LINE-
USERUSERINFOTOOBIG CALLPARAMS is too long.
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C.2.1.7.4 PrepareAddToConference - Basic Flow
Entry
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Figure C.2.7 PrepareAddToConference Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.7.5 PrepareAddToConference - Relevant Flows
* none.
C.2.1.7.6 PrepareAddToConference - Comments
This service creates a pending Consultation Call.
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C.2.1.8 RemoveFromConference
C.2.1.8.1 RemoveFromConference - Parameters
Table C.2.23 RemoveFromConference
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Pame DescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdCall Specifies the handle to the call to be
removed from the conference.
C.2.1.8.2 RemoveFromConference - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.24 RemoveFromConference TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical Final State Tmap Final State
hdCall conferenced idle idle
C.2.1.8.3 RemoveFromConference - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.25 RemoveFromConference Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE The call is not in a valid state for the requested operation.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
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C.2.1.8.5 RemoveFromConference - Relevant Flows
* none.
C.2.1.8.6 RemoveFromConference - Comments
Versit Tmap only allows this service to be used to remove remote parties from a conference. If the local
party wants to remove itslef from the converence, it should use the Drop service on the Conference Call. The
conference itself will not be destroyed.
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C.2.1.9 SetupConference
C.2.1.9.1 SetupConference - Parameters
Table C.2.26 SetupConference Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type ameDescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Enviroment HDRVCALL hdCall Specifies the handle to the initial call that
dependant. identifies the first party of a conference
Mandatory call. In some environments, a call must
for Tmap. exist in order to start a conference call. In
other telephony environments, no call ini-
tially exists and hdCall is left NULL.
Environment HDRVLINE hdLine Specifies the handle to the line device on
dependant. which to originate the conference call if
Ignored by hdCall is NULL. The hdLine parameter is
Tmap. ignored if hdCall is non-NULL. The ser-
vice provider reports which model it sup-
ports through the setupConfNull flag of
the LINEADDRESSCAPS data structure.
Mandatory HTAPICALL htConfCall Specifies TAPI.DLL's handle to the new
conference call. The service provider
must save this and use it in all subsequent
calls to the LINEEVENT procedure
reporting events on the new call.
Mandatory LPHDRVCALL lphdConfCall Specifies a far pointer to an HDRVCALL
representing the service provider's identi-
fier for the newly created conference call.
The service provider must fill this loca-
tion with its handle for the new call before
this procedure returns.
Note: Tmap will not know the connec-
tionlD of the conference call before the
procedure returns. This handle is ignored
by TAPI.DLL if the function results in an
error.
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Table C.2.26 SetupConference Parameters
Parameter
Required Parameter Type Pame DescriptionName
Mandatory HTAPICALL htConsultCall Specifies TAPI.DLL's handle to the con-
sultation call. When setting up a call for
the addition of a new party, a new tempo-
rary call (consultation call) is automati-
cally allocated. The service provider must
save the htConsultCall and use it in all
subsequent calls to the LINEEVENT pro-
cedure reporting events on the new con-
sultation call.
Mandatory LPHDRVCALL lphdConsult- Specifies a far pointer to an HDRVCALL
Call representing the service provider's identi-
fier for a call. When setting up a call for
the addition of a new party, a new tempo-
rary call (consultation call) is automati-
cally allocated. The service provider must
fill this location with its handle for the
new consultation call before this proce-
dure returns. Note: Tmap will not know
the connectionlD of the consult call
before the procedure returns. This handle
is ignored by TAPI.DLL if the function
results in an error.
Optional DWORD dwNumParties Specifies the expected number of parties
Tmap ignores in the conference call. The service pro-
this parameter vider is free to do with this number as it
pleases. For example, the service provider
can ignore it, or use it as a hint to allocate
the right size conference bridge inside the
switch. Note that this parameter is not
validated by TAPI.DLL when this func-
tion is called.
Optional LPLINECALL- const lpCall- Specifies a far pointer to call parameters
PARAMS Params to be used when establishing the consulta-
tion call. This parameter will be set to
NULL if no special call setup parameters
are desired and the service provider uses
default parameters.
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C.2.1.9.2 SetupConference - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.27 SetupConference TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical Final States Tmap Final States
hdCall connected conferenced conferenced
hdConfCall Not applicable. OnHoldPending connected
Conference
hdConsultCall Not applicable. Dialtone unknown(idle would
indicate that lineDial
could not be used to
complete Consultation
Call)
C.2.1.9.3 SetupConference - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.28 SetupConference Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle for the conference call is invalid.
This error may also indicate that the telephony environment
requires an initial call to set up a conference but a NULL
call handle was supplied.
LINEERRINVALLINEHANDLE The specified line handle for the line containing the confer-
ence call is invalid. This error may also indicate that the
telephony environment requires an initial line to set up a
conference but a non-NULL call handle was supplied
instead.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE The call is not in a valid state for the requested operation.
LINEERR_CALLUNAVAIL All call appearances on the specified address are currently
allocated.
LINEERR_CONFERENCEFULL The requested number of parties cannot be satisfied.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
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Table C.2.28 SetupConference Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_BEARERMODEUNAVAIL The bearer mode specified in LINECALLPARAMS is not
available.
LINEERR_INVALADDRESSMODE The address mode specified in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERRINVALBEARERMODE The bearer mode specified in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLPARAMS The specified call parameters are invalid.
LINEERR_INVALLINESTATE The line is currently not in a state in which this operation
can be performed.
LINEERR_INVALMEDIAMODE The service provider does not support the media mode spec-
ified in LINECALLPARAMS.
LINEERRINVALRATE The rate specified in LINECALLPARAMS is invalid.
LINEERR_INUSE The line is in use in a way that does not allow this call to be
placed.
LINEERR_RATEUNAVAIL The service provider does currently not have enough band-
width available for the rate specified in LINECALL-
PARAMS.
LINEERR_ The string containing user-to-user information in LINE-
USERUSERINFOTOOBIG CALLPARAMS is too long.
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Figure C.2.9 SetupConference Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.9.5 SetupConference - Relevant Flows
- Section C.5.8.
C.2.1.9.6 SetupConference - Comments
This service creates a pending Consultation Call.
In the Basic Flow, the notation "connect Xfer." refers to the change in Call-Connections binding when a
new conference is formed. Table 3.7 illustrates this change.
Note that even if the consultation eventially fails the TAPI Conference Call remains. It may remain as a




C.2.1.10.1 SetupTransfer - Parameters
Table C.2.29 SetupTransfer Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Pame DescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Mandatory HDRVCALL hdCall Specifies the handle to the call to be trans-
ferred.
Mandatory HTAPICALL htConsultCall Specifies TAPI.DLL's handle to the new,
temporary consultation call. The service
provider must save this and use it in all
subsequent calls to the LINEEVENT pro-
cedure reporting events on the new con-
sultation call.
Mandatory LPHDRVCALL lphdConsult- This transfer procedure may not be valid
Call for some line devices. Instead of calling
this procedure, TAPI.DLL may need to
unhold an existing held call (using
TSPI_lineUnhold) to identify the destina-
tion of the transfer. On switches that sup-
port cross-address call transfer, the
consultation call may exist on a different
address than the call to be transferred. It
may also be necessary to set up the con-
sultation call as an entirely new call using
TSPI_lineMakeCall, to the destination of
the transfer.The transferHeld and transfer-
Make flags in the LINEADDRESSCAPS
data structure report what model the ser-
vice provider uses.
Optional LPLINECALL- const lpCall- Specifies a far pointer to call parameters
PARAMS Params to be used when establishing the consulta-
tion call. This parameter may be set to
NULL if no special call setup parameters
are desired (the service provider uses
defaults).
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C.2.1.10.2 SetupTransfer - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.30 SetupTransfer TAPI Call States
Call Initial States Typical Final State Tmap Final State
hdCall connected OnHoldPending connected
Transfer
hdConsultCall Not applicable. Dialtone unknown(idle would
indicate that lineDial
could not be used to
complete Consultation
Call)
C.2.1.10.3 SetupTransfer - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.31 SetupTransfer Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE The call to be transferred is not in a valid state.
LINEERR_CALLUNAVAIL All call appearances on the specified address are currently
allocated.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
LINEERR_BEARERMODEUNAVAIL The bearer mode specified in LINECALLPARAMS is not
available.
LINEERRINVALADDRESSMODE The address mode specified in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERRINVALBEARERMODE The bearer mode specified in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERR_INVALRATE The rate specified in LINECALLPARAMS is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLPARAMS The specified call parameters are invalid.
LINEERR_INVALLINESTATE The line is currently not in a state in which this operation
can be performed.
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Table C.2.31 SetupTransfer Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALMEDIAMODE The service provider does not support the media mode spec-
ified in LINECALLPARAMS.
LINEERR_INUSE The line is in use in a way that does not allow this call to be
placed.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_RATEUNAVAIL The service provider does currently not have enough band-
width available for the rate specified in LINECALL-
PARAMS.
LINEERR_ The string containing user-to-user information (specified in
USERUSERINFOTOOBIG LINECALLPARAMS) is too long.
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Figure C.2.10 SetupTransfer Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.10.5 SetupTransfer - Relevant Flows
* Section C.5.9.
C.2.1.10.6 SetupTransfer - Comments
This service creates a pending Consultation Call.
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C.2.1.11 Unhold
C.2.1.11.1 Unhold - Parameters
Table C.2.32 Unhold Parameters
C.2..11.2 Unhold - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.33 Unhold TAPI Call States
Call Initial State Typical Final States TmapFinal State




C.2.1.11.3 Unhold - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.34 Unhold Return Error Code
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INVALCALLHANDLE The specified call handle is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLSTATE The call is not currently on hold.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERR_OPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
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Figure C.2.11 Unhold Basic Logic Flow
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C.2.1.11.5 Unhold - Relevant Flows
- Section C.5.7.
C.2.1.11.6 Unhold - Comments
Versit Tmap only allows the Unhold service to be attempted on Calls associated with local Connections that
are in the Hold state.
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C.2.2 Other Significant Call-Control Services
C.2.2.1 MakeCall
C.2.2.1.1 MakeCall- Parameters
Table C.2.35 MakeCall Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Name DescriptionName
Mandatory DRV_REQUESTID dwRequestlD Specifies the identifier of the asynchro-
nous request.
Mandatory HDRVLINE hdLine Specifies the handle to the line on which
the new call is to be originated.
Mandatory HTAPICALL htCall Specifies TAPI.DLL's handle to the new
call. The service provider must save this
and use it in all subsequent calls to the
LINEEVENT procedure reporting events
on the call.
Mandatory LPHDRVCALL lphdCall Specifies a far pointer to a call handle.
The service provider must fill this loca-
tion with its handle for the call before this
procedure returns. This handle is ignored
by TAPI.DLL if the function results in an
error.
Optional LPCSTR lpszDestAd- Specifies a far pointer to the destination
dress address. This follows the standard dial-
able number format. This pointer may be
specified as NULL for non-dialed
addresses (as with a hot phone, which
always automatically connects to a pre-
defined number) or when all dialing will
be performed using TSPI_lineDial. In the
latter case, TSPI_lineMakeCall will allo-
cate an available call appearance which
would typically remain in the dialtone
state until dialing begins. Service provid-
ers that have inverse multiplexing capa-
bilities may allow an application to
specify multiple addresses at once.
Optional DWORD dwCountry- Specifies the country code of the called
Ignored by Code party.
Tmap See section 3.1.6.
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Table C.2.35 MakeCall Parameters
ParameterRequired Parameter Type Name DescriptionName
Optional LPLINECALL- const lpCall- Specifies a far pointer to a LINECALL-
PARAMS Params PARAMS structure. This structure allows
TAPI.DLL to specify how it wants the
call to be set up. If NULL is specified, a
default 3.1kHz voice call is established,
and an arbitrary origination address on the
line is selected. This structure selects ele-
ments such as the call's bearer mode, data
rate, expected media mode, origination
address, blocking of caller ID informa-
tion, and dialing parameters.
C.2.2.1.2 MakeCall - TAPI Call States
Table C.2.36 MakeCall TAPI Call States
Call Initial State Typical Final States TmapFinal State
hdCall idle proceeding, ringback proceeding, ringback
C.2.2.1.3 MakeCall - Return Error Codes
Table C.2.37 MakeCall Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_BEARERMODEUNAVAIL The call's bearer mode cannot be set to the bearer mode
specified in LINECALLPARAMS.
LINEERR_CALLUNAVAIL All call appearances on the specified address are currently
in use.
LINEERR_DIALBILLING, These errors are returned when the dialable address parame-
LINEERR_DIALQUIET, ter contains dialing control characters that are not processed
LINEERR_DIALDIA LTONE, by the service provider. If any of these errors are returned,
LINEERR_DIALPROMPT the service provider should perform none of the actions oth-
erwise performed by TSPI_lineMakeCall: for example, no
partial dialing, and no going off-hook. This is because the
service provider should pre-scan the number for unsup-
ported characters first.
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Table C.2.37 MakeCall Return Error Codes
Error Code Meaning
LINEERR_INUSE The line is in use in a way that does not allow this call to be
placed.
LINEERR_INVALADDRESSMODE The address mode specified in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERR_INVALBEARERMODE The bearer mode specified in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCOUNTRYCODE The specified country code is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALMEDIAMODE The specified media mode field in LINECALLPARAMS is
invalid.
LINEERRINVALLINESTATE The line is currently not in a state in which this operation
can be performed. A list of currently valid operations can be
found in the dwLineFeatures field (of the type LINEFEA-
TURE) in the LINEDEVSTATUS structure. (Calling
TSPI_lineGetLineDevStatus updates the information in
LINEDEVSTATUS.)
LINEERR_INVALRATE The rate specified in LINECALLPARAMS is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALLINEHANDLE The specified line device handle is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALADDRESS The specified address is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALADDRESSID The address specified in the LINECALLPARAMS structure
is invalid.
LINEERR_INVALCALLPARAMS The specified call parameter structure is invalid.
LINEERR_NOMEM Unable to allocate or lock memory.
LINEERR_OPERATIONUNAVAIL The operation is not available.
LINEERROPERATIONFAILED The operation failed for unspecified reasons.
LINEERR_RESOURCEUNAVAIL The operation cannot be completed because of resource
overcommitment.
LINEERR_RATEUNAVAIL The service provider currently does not have enough band-
width available for the rate specified in LINECALL-
PARAMS.
LINEERR_ The string containing user-to-user information specified in
USERUSERINFOTOOBIG LINECALLPARAMS exceeds the maximum number of
bytes specified in the dwUUIMakeCallSize field of
LINEDEVCAPS.
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Figure C.2.12 MakeCall Basic Logic Flow
C.2.2.1.5 MakeCall - Relevant Flows
- Section C.5.1.
C.2.2.1.6 MakeCall - Comments
The MakeCall service is not included in Call dynamic feature presentation because it does not involve pre-
existing calls.
__~__
APPENDIX C.3 LOGIC FOR HANDLING TSAPI
EVENTS
The study conducted into Versit Tmap considered all Versit TSAPI events except for one. Versit Tmap relies
completely on events to apprise it of changes in Connections' states. It does not update Connections' states
based upon the successful completion of "atomic" Versit TSAPI services. The information implied by the
atomic service completions is redundant. It is also be conveyed more completely in the event-stream. Events
report state changes caused by manual interaction with the phone station as well. Versit Tmap is simplified
by only relying on events to convey Connection state transitions.
The single event that Versit Tmap does not support is Call Cleared. Versit Tmap assumes that when a
Call ends that it will get a Connection Cleared message for each Connection into the Call. Hence the infor-
mation in the Call Cleared event is redundant. When Versit Tmap sees the local Connection to a Call cleared,
it deallocates all remote Connection records, because it will no longer be updated on their state. It does not
need to receive the Call Cleared event to know to deallocate the remote Connections.
The study conducted into Versit Tmap found that the Versit TSAPI events can be grouped on the basis
of the different contexts in which they can be received. They are presented in these grouping in sections
C.3.1 through C.3.5. At the beginning of each grouping of events, there is a graph that represents all the pos-
sible contexts in which the events may be received. Each way that the graph can be traversed from top to
bottom represents a different context. For example, the graph that appears immediately after the heading for
section C.3.1 shows that the events in that section can be received in one of four contexts. The events pertain
to one of the following:
1. A local Connection involved with a consultation hold situation.
2. A local Connection involved with a non-consultation hold situation
3. A remote, internal connection.
4. A remote, external connection.
See section C.3.2.5 for details on internal and external connections.
Each section describing how Versit TMap deals with a particular event will have a sub-section conatin-
ing a table telling what parameters are supplied in the event. Events that are grouped together to not always
provide the exact same parameters. A lightly shaded row in one of those tables contains a parameter that is
supplied with a particular event, but is not supplied in other events in the same group. A more heavily
shaded row contains a parameter that is not supplied with a particular event, but is supplied in most other
events in the same group.
Each section will also have one or more sub-sections consisting of logic-flow diagrams. These diagrams
are intended to be self-explanatory. There are, however, two subtleties to them. The first is that the logic
needed for some events is too detailed to diagram on one page. Hence, these diagrams use a hierarchtictal
structure. When a diagram is too large to fit on one page it is broken down into sub-diagrams. The higher-
level diagrams represent the lower-level diagrams as boxes with heavy borders. The actual lower-level
logic-flow diagrams are presented in a different sub-section on a different page.
The second subtlety is that some action boxes in the diagrams contain the shorthand markings
?Schedule? and !Schedule!. The ?Schedule? marking symbolizes a choice that will need to be made if Versit
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Tmap is implemented. In environments that do not support pre-emptive multitasking, such as Windows 3. l1x,
the Versit TSAPI client library cannot continue execution until the function that implements the logic Versit
Tmap uses to handle an event returns. All ?Schedule? markings are in action boxes that describe sending
messages to TAPI.DLL to report a new Call, or to update a TAPI Call state. The messages could be sched-
uled to be sent later to reduce the maximum continuous length of time that Versit Tmap locks out the Versit
TSAPI client library in order to process events. The total time that Versit Tmap needs to process an event
would not be decreased, but it would be divided into two tasks that could be completed at separate times.
The recommendation of this report, however, is that the messages to TAPI.DLL not be postponed.
When TAPI.DLL receives the message it will not make Versit Tmap wait while it processes it. Instead,
TAPI.DLL will process it later [Microsoft, 1993a, "Asynchronous Functions", p. 2-11]. The overhead of
postponing the message delivery would probably be as great as simply sending the message to TAPI.DLL.
In that case there is no benefit to scheduling the delay. Only if TAPI.DLL reports that it is overloaded and
cannot currently process a LINE_NEWCALL message should a message be scheduled instead of reported
immediately.
The !Schedule! marking, in contrast, symbolizes places where the event-receiving logic must yield con-
trol. This marking is only found in the logic-flows of events that must deal with "pending" TAPI Calls. See
section C.3.3.1 for details.
TAPI also associates state with Line and Address abstractions. The logic-flow diagrams do not present
how to update the state of these TAPI abstractions.
C.3.1 Events Related to Held Calls
Figure C3.1 Possible Contexts for Events Related to Held Calls
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C.3.1.1 Held
This event indicates that a call has been placed on hold.
C.3.1.1.1 Held - Parameters
Table C.3.1 Held Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD heldConnection The connection at
which the hold was
activated.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD holdingDevice The device at which the
hold was activated.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
* Hold for the holding
device.
* (Unchanged) for the
other devices left in
the call.
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional ServicesPermitted servicesPermitted The capabilites that are
allowed.
Optional PrivateData privateData Not used by Tmap
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C.3.1.1.2 Held - Basic Flow
Debug Message I
Logs TSAPI event
Figure C3.2 Held Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.1.1.3 Held - Comments
Note that the logic flow depicted in Figure C.3.2 assumes that call conferences and transfers are setup using
the consultation method, as discussed in section 3.1.1.1.
There is a reason that the logic does not support the TAPI OnHoldPendConf and OnHoldPendTransfer
states. If a Connection is put on consultation hold manually, the Held event does not tell if the Connection
can only be conferenced or transferred unless it provides the optional servicesPermitted parameter. Further-
more, the logic could only report the associated TAPI Call in the OnHold state if both options are available,
as will often be the case. Versit Tmap always reports held calls in the OnHold state, and relies on dynamic
feature presentation to convey further information.
If the Cause Code indicates a consultation scenario, the logic dictates that the Connection be marked
that it can be conferenced or transferred. This is the best Versit Tmap can do for a Call put on consultation
hold manually, but if the Call was put on hold through a service Versit Tmap may already know more
detailed information. (See dissussion of the optional consultPurpose parameter in the TSAPI ConsultCall
service in section 3.1.1.1.) The logic should not overwrite the more detailed information.
A rather subtle point is that an external Connection is not transitioned to the Hold state if the Held event
reports it as the heldConnection. The reason is that the Connection abstraction represents the connection to
the trunk, and that connection has not been placed on hold. There in no representation for the connection that
actually has been placed on hold. The trunk only acts as a proxy for it. This is of little consequence to Versit
Tmap, because it only reports remote TAPI Calls in the Conferenced state, or in a "terminated" state like
Disconnected or Idle.
The fact that the connection represented by the trunk has been placed on hold signifies that the local
Call can be put in the Connected state, if it was previously in the unknown state. (See Networked Reached.)
That is what is signified by the box stating, "Set Local State Influe. to Connected." Note that the transition
should only occur if the associated local TSAPI Connection is in the connected state. Otherwise it should
just be remembered.
If a local Connection is put on hold and there are no remote Connections to the same Call, the state of
the TAPI Call bound to the Connection should be recorded. The reason is that when the Connection is
retrieved the state that the associated TAPI Call is placed in depends on the state of the remote Connections.
If there are no remote Connections, the TAPI Call is placed in the unknown state unless it was recorded that
the TAPI Call was in the proceeding state when placed on hold. The record that the TAPI Call was in the
proceeding state when put on hold should be nullified as soon as a remote Connection is reported.
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C.3.1.2 Retrieved
This event indicates that a previously held call has been retrieved.
C.3.1.2.1 Retrieved - Parameters
Table C.3.2 Retrieved Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD retrievedConnection Connection at which
hold was deactivated.
Mandatory SubjectDevice retreivingDevice The calling device.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
* For the device retriev-
ing the call: Con-
nected
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional PrivateData privateData Not used by Tmap
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C.3.1.2.2 Retrieved - Basic Flow
Figure C.3.3 Retrieved Basic Logic Flow
C.3.1.2.3 Retrieved- Comments
The same comments apply to this event as the Held event.
In addition, when a local TSAPI Connection is retrieved it is clear that it is in the connected state. The
state that the associated TAPI call should transition to is not as clear. As Table 3.8 shows, the TSAPI Con-
nected state maps to several TAPI Call states. Which state the TAPI Call transitions to depends on the state
of the remote TSAPI Connections. If the remote Connections are external and they are in the connected
TSAPI state, then the state of the TAPI Call is decided by the Local State Influence of the remote Connec-
tions. If there are no remote Connections the TAPI Call should be put in the unknown state, with one excep-
tion. If the TAPI Call was in the proceeding state when it was held and no remote Connections have been
reported in the meantime, then the Call should be returned to the proceeding state when it is retrieved. All of
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this information is abbreviated in the action box that states, "Transition TAPI call state based on remote
conn. state."
C.3.2 Events that Can Report New Inbound Connections
Figure C.3.4 Possible Contexts for Events that Can Report New Inbound Connections
C.3.2.1 Delivered
This event indicates that alerting is being applied to a device.
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C.3.2.1.1 Delivered - Parameters
Table C.3.3 Delivered Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD alertingConnection The connection that is
alerting.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD alertingDevice The device that is alert-
ing.
Mandatory CallingDevicelD callingDevice The calling device.
Mandatory CalledDevicelD calledDevice The orginally called
device.
Mandatory RedirectionDevicelD lastRedirectionDevice The previously redi-
rected from device.
Mandatory if the call ConnectionlD originatingConnection The connection from
originates within the which the call origi-
switching domain nated.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
* Alerting for the alert-
ing device.
* (Unchanged) for the
calling device.
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Optional UserData userData User information that
has been sent from the
calling device.
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional TrunkDevicelD trunkDevice The switching domains
internal representation
of the calling device.
Optional AssociatedCalledDevi- associatedCalledDevice The switching domains
ceID internal representation
of the originally called
device.
Optional PrivateData privateData Not used by Tmap
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Figure C.3.5 Delivered Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.2.1.3 Delivered - Ringing Flow
A new connection has
appeared at the logical
drluina Thm ,nnn••tinn Entry
Allocate 2 new
connection objects






C.3.2.1.4 Delivered - New Connection Ringback Flow
Entry
Figure C.3.7 Delivered New Connection Ringback Flow
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C3.2.1.5 Delivered - Old Connection Ringback Flow
Figure C3.8 Delivered Old Connection Ringback Flow
C.3.2.1.6 Delivered - Comments
When the Delivered event reports a new local Connection abstraction, Versit Tmap first reports the associ-
ated TAPI call in the offering state. The reason is that is the state in which TAPI expects a new inbound call
to be reported. It will then automatically transition the call to the accepted state, because Versit TSAPI, at
least in the PA3 draft of the CTI encyclopedia, does not have a connection state similar to offering. The tran-
sition to the accepted state gives TAPI a clear indication that the new Call is ringing. In the case that an old
Call/Connection pair is report by the Delivered event to be ringing because of a time-out condition, Versit
Tmap will transition the call directly to the accepted state.
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C.3.2.2 Established
This event indicates that a call has been answered at a device or that a call has been connected to a device.
C.3.2.2.1 Established - Parameters
Table C.3.4 Established Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD establishedConnection The connection that
answered the call.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD answeringDevice The device that
answered the call.
Mandatory CallingDevicelD callingDevice The calling device.
Mandatory CalledDevicelD calledDevice The orginally called
device.
Mandatory RedirectionDevicelD lastRedirectionDevice The previously redi-
rected from device.
Mandatory if the call ConnectionlD originatingConnection The connection from
originates within the which the call origi-
switching domain nated.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
* Connected for the
anweringDevice.
* Unaffected for other
devices.
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Optional UserData userData User information that
has been sent from the
calling device.
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional TrunkDeviceID trunkDevice The switching domains
internal representation
of the calling device.
Table C.3.4 Established Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Optional AssociatedCalledDevi- associatedCalledDevice The switching domains
ceID internal representation
of the originally called
device.
Optional PrivateData privateData Not used by Tmap
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Figure C.3.9 Established Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.2.2.3 Established - First Party Flow







Figure C.3.10 Established First Party Logic Flow
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C.3.2.2.4 Established - New Connection Third Party Flow
Entry
Figure C3.11 Established New Connection Third Party Logic Flow
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C.3.2.2.5 Established - Old Connection Third Party Flow
Figure C.3.12 Established New Connection Third Party Logic Flow
C.3.2.2.6 Established - Comments
At first it appears that the Established event could not report a new Connection, because it can only report
the transition of a pre-existing Connection from the alerting state to the connected state. If the alerting con-
nection is picked by a different device, however, the Established event will most likely be the one to report
the resulting new Connection. Note that the Diverted may not be sent to the new destination device [Versit,
June 1995c, sec. 2.10.3, pp. 270-1]. Also note that the Diverted event only reports the device diverted to, and
not the new Connection to it.
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C.3.2.3 Failed
Indicates that a connection has reached an "unsuccessful" state.
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C.3.2.3.1 Failed -Parameters
Table C.3.5 Failed Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to an
esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD failedConnection The connection that is fail-
ing.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD failingDevice The device that is failing.
Mandatory CallingDevicelD callingDevice The calling device.
Mandatory CalledDevicelD calledDevice The orginally called
device.
Mandatory RedirectionDevicelD lastRedirectionDevice The previously redirected
from device.
Mandatoryif call ConnectionlD originatingConnection The connection from
originates within which the call originated.
switching domain
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection state
of the Monitored Device.
* Failed for the failing
device.
* (Unchanged) for the other
devices in call.
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Optional UserData userData User information that has
been sent from the calling
device.
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional TrunkDevicelD trunkDevice The switching domains
internal representation of
the calling device.
Optional AssociatedCalledDevi- associatedCalledDevice The switching domains
ceID internal representation of
the originally called
device.
Optional PrivateData privateData Not used by Tmap
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Figure C3.13 Failed Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.2.3.3 Failed - First Party Flow
An attempted inbound







Figure C.3.14 Failed First Party Logic Flow
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C3.23.4 Failed - New Connection Third Party Flow
Entry
Figure C.3.15 Failed New Connection Third Party Logic Flow
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C.3.2.3.5 Failed - Old Connection Third Party Flow
Figure C.3.16 Failed Old Connection Third Party Logic Flow
C.3.2.3.6 Failed- Comments
The exact method of transitioning TAPI states based on Cause Codes was not considered in the investigation
of Versit Tmap because the Cause Codes will likely change from the PA3 draft to the final version of the
Versit CTI encyclopedia. The Cause Codes of reported for failed remote connections can influenced the state
of TAPI Calls bound to the local Connection, if the Connection is in the connected state. The Cause Codes
should be recorded in case the local Connection is not in the connected state, but later transitions to it. Only
if the Cause Code for the past failed event is remembered will Versit Tmap be able to put the TAPI Call
bound to the local connected Connection in the correct state.
An assumption made in this logic is that a failed connection will only be reported at the called device. For
example, if a Versit Tmap Make Call service fails the local Connection will be connected and the remote one
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will be failed. (See [Versit, 1995c, sec 2.1.3, pp. 14-5]) A new outbound connection cannot be reported by the
Failed event. Hence, the Failed event logic does not need to deal with "pending" Calls that Versit Tmap has
to report to TAPI before Versit TSAPI reports the Connections to which the Calls are to be bound. See sec-
tion 3.1.1.1 for detail on "pending" calls.
Note that if the Failed event is received with an external Connection in the failedConnection parameter, the
Connection will not be put in the failed state. The assumption is that the connection to the trunk is still con-
nected. To determine if the remote connection is internal or external, the Failed event would need to supply
the trunkDevice, which is not included in the Failed event parameters [Versit, 1995b, sec. 2.2.8, p. 170-1].
Also note that the originatingConnection is needed in the First Party Flow, but the Failed event does not con-
tain this parameter [Versit, 1995b, sec. 2.2.8, p. 170-1].
C.3.2.4 Queued
Indicates that a call has been queued at a device.
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C.3.2.4.1 Queued - Parameters
Table C.3.6 Queued Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD queuedConnection The connection at
which the call is
queued.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD queueDevice The device at which the
hold was activated.
Mandatory CallingDevicelD callingDevice The calling device.
Mandatory CalledDevicelD calledDevice The orginally called
device.
Mandatory RedirectionDevicelD lastRedirectionDevice The previously redi-
rected from device.
Optional NoOfCallsInQueue numberedQueued Total number of calls in
queue including this
call
Optional NoOfCallsInFront callsInFront Number of calls ahead
of this one in the queue.
:Mandatory if the call ConnectionlD originatingConnection The connection from
originates within the which the call origi-
switching domain nated.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
* Queued for the queu-
ing device.
* (Unchanged) for the
other devices left in
the call.
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Optional UserData userData User information that
has been sent from the
calling device.
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional TrunkDeviceID trunkDevice The switching domains
internal representation
of the calling device.
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Table C.3.6 Queued Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Optional AssociatedCalledDevi- associatedCalledDevice The switching domains
ceID internal representation
of the originally called
device.
Optional PrivateData privateData Not used by Tmap
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Figure C.3.17 Queued Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.2.4.3 Queued - First Party Flow
An attempted inbound
call has appeared at the




Figure C.3.18 Queued First Party Logic Flow
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C.3.2.4.4 Queued - New Connection Third Party Flow
Entry
Figure C.3.19 Queued New Connection Third Party Logic Flow
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C.3.2.4.5 Queued - Old Connection Third Party Flow
Figure C.3.20 Queued Old Connection Third Party Logic Flow
C.3.2.4.6 Queued - Comments
As explained in section 3.1.3, the best Versit Tmap can do is to map the TSAPI queued Connection state to
the TAPI OnHold Call state.
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C.3.2.5 Network Reached
This event indicates that a call has cut through the switching domain boundary to another switching domain
(e.g. has reached an outgoing tunk).
Note: It is likely that the Delivered and Established events will not be reported after this event is received.
C.3.2.5.1 Network Reached -Parameters
Table C.3.7 Network Reached Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionID outboundConnection The outbound connec-
tionion to the trunk.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD trunkUsed The trunk that was
selected.
Mandatory CalledDevicelD calledDevice The destination
device's address
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
* For the trunk device:
connected.
* For other devices in
call: (Unchanged)
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional PrivateData PrivateData Not used by Tmap
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Figure C.3.21 Network Reached Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.2.5.3 Network Reached - Comments
The Network Reached event can only pertain to an external Connection.
The Networked Reached event distinguishes internal remote Connections from external remote Connec-
tions. A remote Connection is considered internal if it has not been the subject of a Networked Reached
event. That means that the remote Connection is managed by the same switch as the local Connection (the
one that Versit TSAPI is working with). When the Network Reached event is received for a remote Connec-
tion, it becomes external. The event signifies that the remote device is not connected to the same switch as
the local device. The remote Connection abstraction represents the connection between the local switch and
a trunk that acts as a proxy for the real connection to the remote party. It is likely that the information pro-
vided about the true connection will be reduced compared to that of an internal remote Connection. Further-
more, if events are sent pertaining to an external Connection, Versit Tmap does not change its state unless
the message is Connection Cleared. It is understood that the messages really pertain to the real remote con-
nection for which the trunk is a proxy. Versit Tmap does not have a representation for a trunk, but is does
track this information as "Local Call State Influence." This information has the same effect as the state of an
internal remote Connection in determining the state of a TAPI call associated with a local Connection in the
connected state.
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C.3.3 Events Related to Placing Outbound Calls
Figure C.3.22 Possible Contexts For Events Related to Placing Outbound Calls
C.3.3.1 "Pending" TAPI Calls
All events in this category must deal with "pending" TAPI Calls. These Calls occur when TAPI uses the
MakeCall service or any services that result in a consultation scenario (SetupConference, SetupTransfer,
PrepareAddToConf). The problem is that TAPI requires service providers to provide handles to new out-
bound Calls created by these services at the time the functions called to place the service requests return. At
that time, Versit Tmap has not received the asynchronous acknowledgment of the request. It does not know
the TSAPI Connection that the new TAPI Call should be bound to. These TAPI calls are pending until the
asynchronous acknowledgment is received and they can be bound to the newly reported TSAPI connections.
Versit TSAPI provides no guarantee that the asynchronous acknowledgment that identifies a new Connec-
tion resulting from a service request will precede all events that reporting the new Connection. Therefore,
when there is a new outbound Connection reported by an event while there is a pending TAPI Call, the Versit
Tmap event logic must wait for the asynchronous TSAPI acknowledgment. Otherwise, it does not know
whether to bind the Connection to the current pending TAPI Call, or to report a new TAPI Call. In order not
to lockup environments that do not support preemptive multitasking, the event receiving logic must yield
control when it is waiting for the asynchronous acknowledgment. Even if the environment does support pre-
emptive multitasking, the logic must still yield to another thread of control internal to Versit Tmap so that
the acknowledgment may be received. It does this by scheduling itself to resume at the same point in the
logic a short time in the future. The fact that this scheduling is not optional is indicated by the explanation
points in the !Schedule! marking. Of course, if Versit TSAPI changes to guarantee to send the asynchronous
acknowledgment before any events related to the new Connection, then pending TAPI Calls are not an issue
for the logic handling these events.
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C.3.3.2 Digits Dialed
This event indicates that a call is being attempted from a device and that only a portion of the dialing
sequence specifying the destination device has been completed. (If partial dialing is not supported, the only
way this event could be generated is the user manually dialing.)
C.3.3.2.1 Digits Dialed - Parameters
Table C.3.8 Digits Dialed Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD dialingConnection The connection that is
dailing.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD dialingDevice The device that is dail-
ing.
Mandatory DevicelD dialingSequence The sequence of digits
dialed.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection




Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Optional UserData userData User information that
has been sent from the
calling device.
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional AssociatedCalled associatedCalledDevice The switching domains
DevicelD internal representation
of the originally called
device.
Optional PrivateData PrivateData Not used by Tmap
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Figure C.3.23 Digits Dialed Basic Logic Flow
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Figure C.3.24 Digits Dialed Connection Record Logic Flow
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C.3.3.2.4 Digits Dialed - No Connection Record Flow
Entry
Figure C.3.25 Digits Dialed No Connection Record Logic Flow
C.3.3.2.5 Digits Dialed - Comments
Pending TAPI Calls will not be an issue for this event unless the switch supports partial dialing. If the switch
does not support partial dialing this event will never be received in conjuction with a Connection that was
made using a service request.
C.3.3.3 Originated
This event indicates that a call is being attempted from a device.
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C3.3.3.1 Originated - Parameters
Table C.3.9 Originated Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossRefID monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD originatedConnection Connection at which
the call originated
Mandatory CallingDeviceID callingDevice The calling device.
Mandatory CalledDevicelD calledDevice The originally called
device.
Optional SubjectDevicelD originatingDevice Device at which the call
originated.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
For the device initiating
the call: connected
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional AssociatedCalledDevi- associatedCalledDevice The capabilites that are
celD allowed.
Optional PrivateData PrivateData Not used by Tmap
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C.3.3.3.2 Originated - Basic Flow
Entry
Point





Figure C.3.26 Originated Basic Logic Flow
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Figure C3.27 Originated Connection Record Logic Flow
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C.3.3.3.4 Originated - No Connection Record Flow
Entry
***Consult Cause Code appears
in vol.4, but not vol. 3***
Figure C.3.28 Originated No Connection Record Logic Flow




This event indicates that telecommunications service has been initiated at the monitored device. The switch-
ing domain typically generates this event when "dialtone" is being provided. This event also may indicate
that a device is prompting a user to start a call.
C.3.3.4.1 Service Initiated -Parameters
Table C.3.10 Service Initiated Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD initiatedConnection Connection at which
the call originated
Mandatory CallingDevicelD callingDevice The calling device.
Mandatory CalledDevicelD calledDevice The originally called
device.
Optional SubjectDevicelD originatingDevice Device at which the call
originated.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
* For the device initiat-
ing the call:
Connected
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional AssociatedCalledDevi- associatedCalledDevice The capabilites that are
celD allowed.
Optional PrivateData PrivateData Not used by Tmap
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Figure C.3.29 Service Initiated Basic Logic Flow
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Figure C.3.30 Service Initiated Connection Record Logic Flow
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Figure C.3.31 Service Initiated No Connection Record Logic Flow
C.3.3.4.5 Service Initiated - Comments
Note that a switch does not need to supply this event to be Versit compliant [Versit, June 1995c,
sec. 2.1.1, p. 4].
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C3.4 Events that Report Cleared Connections
Figure C.3.32 Possible Contexts for Events that Report Cleared Connecions
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C.3.4.1 Connection Cleared
This event indicates that a device has disconnected or has dropped out of a call. This event pertains to a sin-
gle device in the call being dropped or disconnected. If there are multiple devices in the call, a computing
domain will receive a Connection Cleared event for each device that leaves the call.
C.3.4.1.1 Connection Cleared - Parameters
Table C.3.11 Connection Cleared Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD droppedConnection Specifies the connec-
tion that was cleared.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD releasingDevice Specifies the device
that dropped from the
call
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo Specifies the local Con-





Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Optional UserData userData User to User informa-
tion sent from another
device.
Mandatory EventCause cause Specifies the last fea-
ture or cause for this
call or connection.
Optional PrivateData PrivateData Not used by Tmap
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C.3.4.1.2 Connection Cleared - Basic Flow




Figure C.3.33 Connection Cleared Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.4.1.3 Connection Cleared - Third Party Drop Flow
Entry
Exit Point
Figure C.3.34 Connection Cleared Third Party Drop Logic Flow
C.3.4.1.4 Connection Cleared - Normal Call Flow
Exit Point
Figure C.3.35 Connection Cleared Normal Call Logic Flow
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Figure C.3.36 Connection Cleared Conference Call Logic Flow
C3.4.1.6 Connection Cleared - Comments
If Versit Tmap is notified by this event that a local Connection is cleared, it also deallocates all remote Con-
nections to the same Call.
When Versit Tmap receives the Connection Cleared event it can deallocate its representation of the
TSAPI Connection and binding to a TAPI Call, but it cannot delete the TAPI Call data structures. It must
wait for TAPI to call the CloseCall function. TAPI applications may still request information about the old
Call for record keeping purposes. In Versit TSAPI, it is the switch that dictates the lifetime of Connection




This event indicates that a call has been diverted from a device and that the call is no longer present at the
device.
C.3.4.2.1 Diverted - Parameters
Table C.3.12 Diverted Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD divertingConnection Connection from
which the call was
diverted.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD divertingDevice Device from which the
call was diverted.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD newDestination Device to which the
call was diverted.
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo The local connection
state of the Monitored
Device.
* For the diverting
device: Null.
* For other devices left
in the call: (unaf-
fected)
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Optional UserData userData User information that
has been sent from the
calling device.
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional PrivateData PrivateData Not used by Tmap
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C3.4.2.2 Diverted - Basic Flow
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I Logs TSAPI event
I does not
event.
Figure C.3.37 Diverted Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.4.2.3 Diverted - Third Party Drop Flow
Open Issue:
New ConnectioniD is not
supplied by Diverted Event
Exit Point
Figure C.3.38 Diverted Third Party Drop Flow
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C.3.4.2.4 Diverted - Normal Call Flow




Figure C.3.39 Diverted Normal Call Logic Flow
C.3.4.2.5 Diverted - Conference Call Flow
Successful
Exit
Figure C.3.40 Diverted Conference Call Logic Flow
C.3.4.2.6 Diverted - Comments
Note that the Diverted is not sent to the diverted to device [Versit, June 1995c, sec. 2.10.3, p.270-2].
If Versit Tmap is notified by this event that a local Connection is cleared it also deallocates all remote Con-




The Transferred event also fits in this group when it is sent to the Transferring and Transferred devices. It
does not fit into this group when it is sent to the Transferred to party. See section C.3.5.2 for details on the
Transferred event.
C.3.5 Consultation Resolution
These two events do not completely fit into any of the previous groupings. Note that the Transferred event
fits into the group of events that report cleared connections when it is sent to the Transferring or Transferred
devices. Also the logic in the Conferenced and Transferred events is similiar to the logic of the events that
report new inbound connection when they are sent to the Conferenced to and Transferred to devices.
C.3.5.1 Conferenced
This event indicates that the subject device has conferenced another device with an existing call.
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C.3.5.1.1 Conferenced - Parameters
Table C.3.13 Conferenced Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossReflD monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD primary OldCall Primary known call that
was conferenced. The
primary call is the first
or base call at the
device (for a two step
conference, it is the
active call placed on
hold a the time of the
consultation)
Mandatorywhen the SubjectDevicelD secondaryOldCall Secondary call that
Monitored Device is was conferenced. The
the confController secondary call is the
second call at the
device (for theconfer-
encing device, it is the
consultation call)
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD confController Device ID of the con-
ferencing device.
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD addedParty Device ID of the added
device.
Mandatory ConnectionList conferenceConnections Information on each
endpoint/Connec-




* First Party: Only Con-
nection at Monitored
Device is given.




Table C.3.13 Conferenced Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo Local connection state
of the device associ-
ated with the Monitor
Cross Ref ID. The fol-
lowing are the states of




- Other devices: (unaf-
fected)
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Mandatory EventCause cause Specifies the last fea-
ture or cause for this
call or connection.
Optional PrivateData PrivateData Not used by Tmap
C.3.5.1.2 Conferenced - Basic Flow
EntryPoint
Figure C.3.41 Conferenced Basic Logic Flow
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Figure C.3.42 Conferenced Conference Controller Logic Flow
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C.3.5.1.4 Conferenced - Non-Controller Flow
Fntrv
.og Error and return
Point
Figure C.3.43 Conferenced Non-Controller Logic Flow
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C.3.5.1.5 Conferenced - Common Non-Controller Flow
Fntrv Pnint
Find remote connectic




with Old TAPI Call
?Schedule?




Figure C.3.44 Conferenced Common Non-Controller Logic Flow
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C.3.5.1.6 Conferenced - Update Conference Connect Flow
Fntrv
Point
Figure C.3.45 Conferenced Update Conference Connect Logic Flow
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C.3.5.1.7 Conferenced - Single-Step Conference Controller Flow
Figure C.3.46 Conferenced Single-Step Controller Logic Flow
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C.3.5.1.8 Conferenced - Single-Step Non-Controller Flow
Pntni
Figure C.3.47 Conferenced Single-Step Non-Controller Logic Flow




This event indicates that the subject device has transferred a connection to another device.
C3.5.2.1 Transferred - Parameters
Table C.3.14 Transferred Parameters
Required Parameter Type Parameter Name Description
Mandatory MonitorCrossRefID monitorCrossReflD Associates the event to
an esablished monitor.
Mandatory ConnectionlD primaryOldCall The primary call that
was transferred. The
primary call is the first
or base call at the
device (for a two step
transfer, it is the active
call put on hold at the
time of consultation)
Mandatory when event ConnectionlD secondaryOldCall The secondary call that
is supplied to transfer- was transferred. The
ring device secondary call is the
second call at the
device (for the transfer-
ring device in a two
step transfer, it is the
consultation call).
Mandatory SubjectDevicelD transferringDevice The device that trans-
ferred the call.
Mandatory SubjectDeviceID transferredDevice The transferred to
device.
Mandatory ConnectionList transferredConnections Information on each
ConnectionlD in the
resulting call that are
known by the switching
domain
Optional LocalConnectionState localConnectionInfo
Optional CorrelatorData correlatorData Not used by Tmap
Mandatory EventCause cause The cause of the event.
Optional PrivateData PrivateData Not used by Tmap
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Figure C.3.48 Transferred Basic Logic Flow
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C.3.5.2.3 Transferred -Transferred to Flow
Entry
Figure C.3.49 Transferred Transferred to Logic Flow
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C.3.5.2.4 Transferred - Transferred Flow
Fntnr
Figure C.3.50 Transferred Transferred Logic Flow
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C.3.5.2.5 Transferred - Transferring Flow
Entry
Point
Figure C.3.51 Transferred Transferring Logic Flow




Figure C.3.52 Transferred Conference Logic Flow
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C.3.5.2.7 Transferred - Normal Call Flow
=1
conn.
Assumption is that Connection




Figure C.3.53 Transferred Normal Call Lgic Flow
C.3.5.2.8 Transferred - Comments
If Versit Tmap is notified by this event that a local Connection is cleared it also deallocates all remote Con-
nections to the same Call.
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APPENDIX C.4 MANUAL TELEPHONE USE CALL-
FLOWS
The following call-flows represent the perspective of Versit Tmap when used in conjuction with the tele-
phone at extension 4084927648. "Joe Smith" is the name of the person associated with the phone. These are
call-flows in which only direct user interaction with the telephone station is used to manipulate calls. These
call-flows verify only one aspect of call-control, that of updating the client computer when the states of call
connections change. On the TSAPI interface these flows will only involve unsolicited events. On the TAPI
side, however, service requests and solicited events will be involved. The reason they are necessary is that
TAPI uses service requests to find out the details of changes reported by unsolicited events.
The set of call-flows in this category is given in Table C.4.1:
Table C.4.1 Manual Telephone Use Call-Flows
Flow Extends Reference
Number Flow Description Call Flow[Versit, 1995c]
C.4.1 Manual Dial an Internal Call which is Successfully 2.1.1
Answered
C.4.2 Manual Dial an External Call which is Success- 2.1.6
fully Answered
C.4.3 Manual Dial an Invalid Number 2.1.3
C.4.4 Manual Dial an Internal Call which is Forwarded 2.10.9
C.4.5 C.4.1 Remote Party Ends Two-Party Call 2.1.1
C.4.6 C.4.1 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Manual Dis- 2.1.1
connect
C.4.7 C.4.1 Manual Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold 2.6.1
C.4.8 C.4.7 Manual Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold 2.6.4
C.4.9 C.4.1 Manual Create Conference Call 2.8.6
C.4.10 C.4.9 Local Party Disconnects from Conference Call 2.1.1
with Manual Hang-up
C.4.11 C.4.9 Remote Party Disconnects from Conference Call -
C.4.12 C.4.9 Manual Add Party to Conference Call 2.8.5
C.4.13 C.4.1 Manual Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call 2.9.5
C.4.14 Manual Answer Two-Party Call 2.1.1
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C.4.1 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapiTSAPI Interface
Message Number 1



















dwParaml 1 Tmap Handle to new call
dwParam2 Valid Pointer to location for htCall
dwParam3 Unused
Message Number 3
Message Direction TSPI --> Tmap
Contents Fill In htCall
htCall 1
Message Number 4









Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPZli neGetCaltatun
Contents hdCall 1lpCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 6




dwEot alSi•e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




rdw •Ps-vleg TAPI.DLL's resp.





Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI__l ineetCall1fl 0
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Map fills in appropriately
map fills in appropriately
map fills in appropriately


















Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI•nmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 8 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI <- Tmap
_dA npp ee fft TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwP•i-•ayableAdd~rea--S4-e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dvwDi pllaya-1 A'.dd.. as t TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwcalre4dPart-ysi-We TAPI.DLL's resp.
AdwCa11 -adnAwntst TAPI.DLL's resp.
4wco!mmeantsitae TAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalModessize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
dwTeminalMode [0] LINETERMMODEMEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 9










Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPl_1ineGetAcdreasStatus
hdLine 1
Contents dwAddres sI 1
IpAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 11





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately















Message Direction TSPI -ý Tmap
TSPIJ1 natLineDevstatus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 14





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately







Contents dwNumCallCompletions 0 Unknown






dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 15



































Message Direction TSPI -> Tmap
TSPIlineGetCall tatus
Contents hdCall
ipCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 18





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately

























































































Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
















sap fills in appropriately
sap fills in appropriately
map fills in appropriately

















Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 21 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
dlwAppN•aieSsiz TAP1. DLL's resp.
dwAppNarM4Ofs% TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwoisplayab~lAd4r-es l-ie TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDI-spVlayab Ad4r-essfOtea TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw Led-Pay-a-a• TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwmc.atl-PLar Dlsf- TAPI.DLL's resp.
TAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called ID "4084927549"
Called Name "Jane Doe"
dwTeminalMode[0( LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 25





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATE RINGBACK
dwCallStateMode Unused
Contents dsla-P-rP• ileg TAPI.DLL's resp.




















Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPIlineGetCal11nfo
Contents hdCal 1ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to
LINECALLINFO struct.
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Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIITmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 28 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
I4A- N .-S -z TAP!.DLL'S resp.
dwAppNameOffs•t TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDis-playablsAddreaASe TAPI.DLL's resp.
4.D!pll• 3.. -dA cd.... ff TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwca-IedPart TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCal.1edPartyOffset TAPI.DLL's resp.




dwUserUserInfosize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith"
Called ID "4084927549"
Called Name "Jane Doe"
Userlnfo "Test Call 1"
dwTeminalMode [0 ] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 32




dw'Pota-t Se TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately


























Message Direction TSPI -> Tmap
TSPI lineGetCallinfo
Contents hdCall 1
ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Tmap fills in appropriately







































dwConnectedIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Table C.4.2 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPl'Tmap Interface TmaprFSAPI Interface
Message Number 35 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI <- Tmap










dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called and Connected ID "4084927549'
Called and Connected Name "Jane Doe'
UserInfo 'Test Call 1"
dwTeminalMode[0] LINETERMMODEMEDIABIDIRECT
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C.4.2 Manually Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapiTSAPI Interface
Message Number 1



















dwParaml 1 Tmap Handle to new call
dwParam2 Valid Pointer to location for htCall
dwParam3 Unused
Message Number 3
Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
Contents . ill In htCall
htCall 1
Message Number 4









Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI_llnecetCal lEtatUa
Contents hdCall 1
lpCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 6




dwToar• 4soae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




dwC I P• - TAPI.DLL's resp.





Message Direction TSPI -• Tmap
TSPIT_1ne•tCallInro
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmapf/SAPI Interface
Message Number 8 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI e- Tmap
%dwApfaMeaa.1zs TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwrAppama as•et TAPI.DLL's resp.
d'f 11Di ••
C A
dd z TAPI.DLL's reap.
dw-cale a lAt4tyise TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCF1c3il r-tofs.tr TAPI.DLL's resp.
d sw.e~ e i-.ae STAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name 'Joe Smith'
dwTeminalMode [0] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 9














lpAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 11





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_ ineGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine
ipLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 14




,•w•ET I. I I TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwanaMPen TAPI.DLL's resp.





Contents dwNumCallCompletions 0 Unknown






dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 15



































Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TfPIlZ netCalistatui
Contents hdCall
ipCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 18





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately





































wuTa -t-IS TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwcallStates States that may occur on this Call.
(See section 3.4.2.)











































Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
LINECALLPARTYID ADDRESS
Tmap fills in appropriately



















Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPI/Imap Interface TmapTrSAPI Interface
Message Number 21 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
WAFF.NaeSl-zG -TAPI . DLL's resp.
dwAppn meaOutat TAPI.DLL's resp.















dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
































Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 23









Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI lineGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 25





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately


























Message Direction TSPI --> Tmap
TSPI lineGetCallinfo
Contents hdCall 1
ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwCallStates States that may occur on this Call.
(See section 3.4.2.)



































































Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 28 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI <- Tmap
dwAppNaie4-e TAPI.DLL's resp.




dCLe Patyof ftsa TAPI.DLL's resp.
-dC SaFA st e TAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately


































































































dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATE RINGBACK
dwCallStateMode Unused



























































Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 34









Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPIlineGetCal ltatus
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 36




dwesa•iS ee TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately


























Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TBPl_ min tCaJ.lInto
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Tmap fills in appropriately

























How to Map DeviceID to integer?
LINECALLPARTYID_NAME +
LINECALLPARTYIDADDRESS
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
LINECALLPARTYID-ADDRESS
Tmap fills in appropriately




Tmap fills in appropriately


















Table C.4.3 Manually Dial an External Call that Successfully Answered
TSPIiTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 39 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI 4- Tmap
aW:A--Naa--W" TAPFI.DLL's resp.
dWAPPNa e-OfQ.t TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw Disol a Adr -a .... TAPI.DLL's resp.
TAPI.DLL's resp.
d•rIsPl•Ptide -O fTAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCaIIaedPaaoffet TAPI.DLL's reasp.











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith"




C.4.3 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 1







Contents optional, not provided
correlatorData NULL
optional, not provided








Contents dwMsg LINE NEWCALL
dwParaml 1 Tmap Handle to new call
dwParam2 Valid Pointer to location for htCall
dwParam3 Unused
Message Number 3
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
Contents Fill In htCall
htCall 1
Message Number 4









Message Direction TSPI -ý Tmap
iline etCa istatus
Contents hdCallipCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 6





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
Contents hdCa 1 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Tmap fills in appropriately














































Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPlrTmap Interface Tmap•TSAPI Interface
Message Number 8 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI <-- Tmap
GIPaeSize TAP.LDLL'S resp.
dwAppNaamioff- TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDi-sp4aa la~dd-•est ,e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDeIplayableAddrea•• tfae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDal-ed Partysi a TAPI. DLL 's resp.
dwCai4lldPaartfyot TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwC•awents~e TAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




caller Name 'Joe Smith'
dwTeminalMode[0) LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 9














IpAddressstatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPIflmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 11




dwT.tal-• .aI TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately















Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSP1_ineeftLLneDepvt atus
Contents hdLine 1
ipLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 14





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately







Contents dwNumCallCompletions 0 Unknown




dwDevStatusFlag LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS CONNECTED +
LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGSINSERVICE
dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesoffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificOffset 0
dwTeminalMode [0 ] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmaplrSAPI Interface
Message Number 15



































Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSl ll neGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall 1ipCallstatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 18




dwsPTta• i-sae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately






































































Tmap fills in appropriately



























Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tnap fills in appropriately
dwCalledIDFlags LINECALLPARTYID_ADDRESS

































Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPIITmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 21 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
dAwppNam•.ede TAPI. DLL 's resp.
dwAppNameoffst TAPI.DLL's resp.




dwComameatSi e TAPI.DLL'a sresp.











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




































Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPITrmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 23









Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPIlineGetCallStatus
Contents hdcall 1
lpCallstatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 25




dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATE SPECIALINFO
dwCallStateMode LINESPECIALINFO REORDER





















Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCal Info
Contents hdcall 1
IpCalllnfo Valid Pointer to
LINECALLINFO struct.
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dwM•ni tkrMed!iaM-de [ TAPI.




















































































I '~~-~-- ~---~ II 
. . . . . . . _
Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 28 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tnmap
Oa_•PPa.Ns-&e TAPI .DLL's reasp.
wajppaaMnffaptp TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dA-Di- 1 -a 1Adr- e-- i" TAPI.DLL's reasp.
d"Dim;1ayabl'add"essOftze TAPI.DLL'a reap.
dwIcal 4d-ear 4-a TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwm•C~ad-P e1tAOff-a e TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dwcommentsize TAPI.DLL's reap.
w-t'c-a-•tf •e- TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwDisplaySize 0
dwDisplayOffset 0
dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately








dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith"
Called ID 11234567891'
UserInfo "Test Call 1'
dwTeminalMode [0] LINETERMMODEMEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 29



























Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 31
Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCal Status
Contents hdCall 1
IpcallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 32





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Message Direction TSPI -> Tmap
TSPI_1 ineGetAddresst atus
hdLine 1
Contents dwAddres ID 1
ipAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 35





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificsize 0
dwDevSpecificoffset 0
dwTeminalMode 0 ] LINETERMKODEMEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.4.4 Manually Dial an Invalid Number
TSPIITmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 36









Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI_ neGetLizneDevr tatus
Contents hdLine 1
ipLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 14





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
















dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





C.4.4 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Forwarded
This flow shares the first 28 messages in common with the one covered in section C.4.1.
Table C.4.5 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Forwarded
TSPIfmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 29






























Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSP ilineGetCaistatus
Contents hdCall 1
IpcallStatusValid Pointer to LINSCALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 32





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




















Table C.4.5 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Forwarded
TSPI/Imap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 34
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPZ_1 ineTatCallinar o
Contents hdcall 1
ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately























dwNumsN nerw TAPI.DLL's resp.





dwCallerlDSize Tnap fills in appropriately
dwCallerIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallerIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallerlDNameoffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCalledIDFlags LINECALLPARTYID_NAME +
LINECALLPARTYID_ADDRESS
dwCalledlDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCalledIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcalledIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately








dwRedirectionIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectionIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectionIDNameSize hmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectionIDNameOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectingFlags LINECALLPARTYIDNAME +
LINECALLPARTYIDADDRESS
dwRedirectingIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectinglDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectingIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectingIDNameOffset Tmap fills in appropriately I
Table C.4.5 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Forwarded
TSPifTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 35 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
dvAppxaeS TAPI.DLL's resp.
adnepKr nta.f•Qt TAPI.DLL's resp.
d"Diplay';leAdd ri' 2' TAPI.DLL's resp.






dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called and Redirecting ID "4084927549'
Called and Redirecting Name "Jane Doe'
Redirection ID '4084927650'
Redirection Name "Scott Far'
UserInfo 'Test Call 1*
dwTeminalMode (0] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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&~Tstaia es TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately



















Table C.4.5 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Forwarded
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapJTSAPI Interface
Message Number 41









Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCal IStatus
Contents hdCall 1
ipCallStatusValid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 43





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATECONNECTED
dwCallStateModeUnused
dwCaialP4ivi aagTAPI. DLL's resp.











dwDevSpecificOffset . 0 Unused
Message Number 44









Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPII inegetCalllnrc
Contents hdCall 1
ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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dwConnectedlDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately







Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectionIDNameoffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectingFlags LINECALLPARTYID NAME +
LINECALLPARTYIDADDRESS
dwRedirectingIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectingIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwRedirectingIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately






Table C.4.5 Manually Dial an Internal Call that is Forwarded
TSPIf'map Interface TmapJTSAPI Interface
Message Number 46 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI e- Tmap
dwAppeleiaeease TAPI.DLL'S resp.
dwAppNameoffsot TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwDi~playableAddrea&siG e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDi-splayableA.ddres.ofer TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwcalle4dartystie TAPI.DLL 's resp.
dwCallaedPar-tyoD et TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCommentSise TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwGe•omencttfat TAPI.DLL' s reap.
dwDisplaySize 0
dwDisplayOffset 0
dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called and Redirecting ID "4084927549'
Called and Redirecting Name "Jane Dce"
Redirection and Connected ID "4084927650"
Redirection and Connected Name "Scott Far"
UserInfo "Test Call 1'
dwTeminalMode [0] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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C.4.5 Remote Party Ends Two-Party Call
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.1.
Table C.4.6 Remote Party Ends Two-Party Call
TSPIf/map Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 36
Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI


























Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPIXineaetCalistatu •
Contents hdCall 1
lpCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 39





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










Table C.4.6 Remote Party Ends Two-Party Call
TSPIUTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 40
















userData 'Test Call 1'
















Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPI _lineGetCallBtatus
Contents hdCall 1
lpCallStatusValid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 43





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwDevSpecificOf fset 0 Unused
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Table C.4.6 Remote Party Ends Two-Party Call
TSPIiTmap Interface TmaplTSAPI Interface
Message Number 44






































dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately























ipAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.6 Remote Party Ends Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapTrSAPI Interface
Message Number 50





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificoffset 0
dwTeminalMode [0 ] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 51










Message Direction TSPI -* Tmap
TSP1_ineGetLineDevStatua
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 53




dwTot•alsize TAPI.DLL 's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
















dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificOffset 0
dwTeminalMode [0 ] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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C.4.6 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Manual Disconnect
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.1.
Table C.4.7 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Manual Disconnect
TSPIlfmap Interface TmapfrSAPI Interface
Message Number 36



























Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPIlineGetCalpltatus
Contents hdCall 1
1pCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 39





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Table C.4.7 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Manual Disconnect
TSPIlTmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 41




ipAddressstatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 42





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately









Contents dwMsg LINE LINEDEVSTATE





Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_1 ineGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
lpLineDevStatue Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.7 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Manual Disconnect
TSPIfmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 45




d~awitaaSI e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
















dwTerminalModessize Tmap fills in appropriately





C.4.7 Manually Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.1.
Table C.4.8 Manually Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 36





























Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI-lineGetCal lstatu
Contents hdCall1IpCallStatus Valid Pointer
to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 39





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATE-ONHOLD
dwCallStateMode Unused
Contents apv4 TAPI.DLL 'as resp.










Table C.4.8 Manually Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
TSPIfrmap Interface TmapTfrSAPI Interface
Message Number 40
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap












ipAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 42





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSP_1 ineOetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
lpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.8 Manually Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
TSPIl'map Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 45





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
MwUMPneOn TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





C.4.8 Manually Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.7.
Table C.4.9 Manually Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold
TSPIfrmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 46



























Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
T5PI iineGetCal I5tatuz
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 49





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
















dwDevSpecificOf fset 0 Unused
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Table C.4.9 Manually Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 50













ipAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 52





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TShPI_1neGetL neDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
ipLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.9 Manually Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold
TSPIf•map Interface TmapTrSAPI Interface
Message Number 55





dwNeededSize Tnap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwWuaopen TAPI.DLL's reasp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





C.4.9 Manually Create Conference Call
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.1.
Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 36





























Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI_1 ineaetCal Status
Contents hdCal11
ipCallstatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 39





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATEONHOLD
dwCallStateMode Unused











Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPIrmap Interface TmaplTSAPI Interface
Message Number 40














ipAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 42




d tstaelSise TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSBPllineGetLLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
lpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapJTSAPI Interface
Message Number 45





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwNuuopen TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately








































Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
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Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapfrSAPI Interface
TSPII neietCa 1Status
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 49





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATEONHOLD
dwCallStateMode Unused
Contents dw.a-- - .. e TAPI.DLL's resp.















dwParaml 2 Tmap Handle to new call
dwParam2 Valid Pointer to location for htcall
dwParam3 Unused
Message Number 51
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
Contents Fill In htCall
htCall 2
Message Number 52









Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TBPIFI11neastCal istatus
Contents hdCall 2
IpCallstatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 54





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedsize TLnap fills in appropriately
Contents dwCallState LINECALLSTATEPROCEEDING
dwCallstateMode Unused
dwCaLl-p--I! i TAPI.DLL's resp.












ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
56
TSPI e- Tmap


















































dwCallerlDSize Tmap fills in appropriat
dwCallerIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriat
dwCallerIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriat
dwcallerIDNameOffset Tmap fills in appropriat
dwCalledlDFlags LINECALLPARTYIDNAME +
LINECALLPARTYIDADDRESS
dwCalledIDSize Tmap fills in appropriat
dwCalledIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriat
dwCalledIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriat



































Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapfrSAPI Interface
Message Number 56 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
dOwvp e 5 TAPI.hDLL's resp.
dwApNameofe.ate TAPI.DLL 's resp.
.•1- ..ya  e'k •dr....2," TAPI.DLL's resp.
adt A .... •b A ...l AdO nf t TAPI.DLL's resp.




-wCaeM.-te SI' 9TAPI.DLL's resp.
dCasm-_-.nt Oftt TTAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDisplaySize 0
dwDisplayoffset 0
dwUserUserInfosize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith"
called ID "4084927650,
Called Name *Scott Far"
dwTeminalMode [] LINETERMMODEMEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 57













IpAddreasstatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 59
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap




dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI1 neGetLineDevStatuo
Contents hdLine 1
ipLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 62





dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately















dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropr2ately












































































Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 66




dT s !i.. TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedsize Tmap fills in appropriately
Contents dwCallState LINECALLSTATE RINGBACK
dwCallStateMode Unused
dusCal-P•ivi-lege TAPI.DLL's resp.















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI lineGetCallInfo
Contents hdcall 2
ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Tmap fills in appropriately




























Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
LINECALLPARTYID_NAME +
LINECALLPARTYID_ADDRESS
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
























































ap fills in appropriately
ap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately














































































Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 70 (cont.'d)




























dwParaml 3 Tmap Handle to new call
dwParam2 Valid Pointer to location for htCall
dwParam3 Unused
Message Number 72
Message Direction TSPI --> Tmap
Contents Fill In htCall
htCall 3
Message Number 73









Message Direction TSPI -> Tmap
TSPI-lineGetCallStatus
Contents hdCali 3
lpCallStatus Valid Pointer to
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 75




dwM,•t: 1ali ze TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




















































































































Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 77 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap




dwGa-IedPar tjyi-e TAPI.DLL's resp.





dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
dwTeminalMode [0 ] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 78




Contents dwMsg LINE CALLSTATE
dwParaml LINECALLSTATE_CONFERENCED
dwParam2 3 TAPI Handle to Parent in ver 1.4+
dwParam3 Voice Only
Message Number 79
Message Direction TSPI --> Tmap
TSPI 1ineGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall 1
ipCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 80





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately









Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 81






dwPara.2 3 TAPI Handle to Parent in ver 1.4.
dwParam3 Voice Only
Message Number 82
Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI 1ineGetCalIStatus
Contents hdca-l 2
ipCallStatus "/alid Pointer to INECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 83





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




dwc•n•t •eg 9e TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dwCalulFeatures LINECALLFEATURE_RELOVEFROMCONF
dwDevSpecificSize 0 Unused
dwDevSpecificO ffse 0 Unused
Message Number 84
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
htLine 1
htCalP 1 3
Contents dwMsg LINE CALLSTATE
dwParaml LIN ECALLSTATE_C ONNECTED
dwParam2 Unused
dwPar a-3 Voice only
Message Number 85
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPZ_13.neGetCallStatus
Contents hdCal: 3
IpCallSclatus Valid Pointer to LIDIECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 86
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
Return'.alue Success
LINECALLSTATUS struct.
w e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedS.ze Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCailState LINECALLSTATE CONNECTED














Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 87
Message Direction TSPI <-- Tmap








Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI lineGetAddressStatus
hdLine 1
Contents dwAddress D 1
IpAddressStatus Valid pointer co
LINADDRESSSTATUS scruct.
Message Number 89




dwT• talSi e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropria te!y










dwTerminalModesSize nTap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI lineGetLineDevStatus
Contents dLine 1
'pLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmaplTSAPI Interface
Message Number 92





dwNeededSize TRap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwNu"OfnR TAPI.DLL's rasp.






dwNucLa ICompletions 0 Unknown






dwTer•mnalModesSiZe Tmap fills in appropriateiy









establishedConnection.devicelD *N<4C34927650> Scott Far*
establishedCcrnection.devIDType STATIC_;D






























Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 94









Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI lineGetCallInfo
Contents hicall 2
ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO sCruct.
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dsnw•EMonsiOr i ed- TA PI






























































dwCcr.ectedIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcnectedlDOffset MTap fills in appropriately
dw:er.ectedIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Table C.4.10 Manually Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 96 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
dwAppamaIza eA .LL s resp.
dwApp~nai-taf 2TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dwDi srayablAddrasa.zT TAPI. DLL 's rasp.
dwaapyaylaeAdsdra Ottft4 TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dwCaledPartyMi sa TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dw Ca~I~ aayctrti sa TAPI.DLL's rasp.




dlwUserlserlernflSize h'ap fills in appropriacely








dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesSize Thap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecif icSize 0
dwchar gingInf offset 0
Caller ID "4084927648'
Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called and Connected ID '4084927650'
Called and Connected Name "Scott Far'
UserInfo 'Test Call 2'
dwTeminalMode 01 LINETERMMODE MEnIABIDIRECT
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C.4.10 Local Party Disconnects from Conference Call with Manual
Disconnect
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.9.
Table C.4.11 Local Party Disconnects from Conference Call with Manual Disconnect
TSPIf/map Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 97



























Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPFIineGetCalJStatus
Contents hdcall
IpCallStatus Valid Po:nter to -.';Z:ALLSTATUS strucr.
Message Number 100





dwNeededSize Tmap fil-s in appropriately


















Table C.4.11 Local Party Disconnects from Conference Call with Manual Disconnect
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 102
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPIlineGetCaliStatus
Contents hdCall 2
CptallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 103





.wNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_IineGetCa11Status
Contents L !call 3
-pCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 106





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately







wDevspecifico•fset 0 Uh nsed
Message Number 107










Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI eineGotAddresnStatus
.hL.ne 1
Contents iwAddress ID 1
pAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.11 Local Party Disconnects from Conference Call with Manual Disconnect
TSPIrtmap Interface TmapIrSAPI Interface
Message Number 109




dwT.at4& e TAPI.DLL's resp.
JwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











idwerminalModesSize nTap fills in appropriately















Message Direction TSPI -* Tmap
TSPI_1- neGetLineDevStatus
Contents hiLine 1
:pLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINESEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 112




i; I r. !T API. LZ's resp.
iwNeededSize Inap fills in appropriately
iwUsedSize -nap fills in appropriacaly














lwTerminalModeasize Tmap fills in appropriacely





C.4.11 Remote Party Disconnects from Conference Call
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.9.
Table C.4.12 Remote Party Disconnects from Conference Call
TSPl/fmap Interface Tmapf/SAPI Interface
Message Number 97








releas ingDevice .devicelDstatus ID_PROVIDED
Contents localCznnectionInfo CS NONE
optional, nor provided
correlatorData NULL
opti oa., nor provided














Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI-linge. tCaJl Status
Contents hdCaUl 2
IpCaI:Status Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTA:US struce.
Message Number 100





dwNeeaedSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Table C.4.12 Remote Party Disconnects from Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap•rSAPI Interface
Message Number 102




IpAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATrS struct.
Message Number 103




dwTotai~ ize TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificofs et 0
dwTeminalMode [ l LINETERMWODE_MEDIABIDIREC"
Message Number 104









Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TS PZizneGetL.nDevStraus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid poin:er to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.12 Remote Party Disconnects from Conference Call
TSPIfmap Interface TmaplTSAPI Interface
Message Number 106




dwera4sSil e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedsize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwNueOpen TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





C.4.12 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.9.
Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPIflmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 97




























Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TE37I=lneGetCa.ljStatus
Contents 1
:•F-:ilStatus Valid Pointer to LINECASTATLS struct.
Message Number 100





dwiNeeedSize Tmap fills I• appropriately
dw'sedSize Tmap fills i•n ppreprpiaely
dwCallState LINECALLSTAENHO.0LD
dwca-S•StaeMode Unused
Contents J;-1ia- i-v4ee TAPI.DLL's resp.











Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPIfrmap Interface TmaprTSAPI Interface
Message Number 101














IpAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 103





dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
Contents hdLire 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPI/fmap Interface TmapiTSAPI Interface
Message Number 106




d4i e5O.aas TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwuaOpcn TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately









































Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 109
Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPI_1ineGet:CallStatus
Contents hdcall 3
lpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 110




w TCUalSius TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Toap fills in appropriately
dwCaslState LINECALLSTATE_ONHOLD
dwCallStateMoie Unused
















dwParaml 4 Tmap Handle to new call
dwParam2 Valid Pointer to location for htCall
dwParam3 Unused
Message Number 112
Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
Contents Fill In htCall
htCall 4
Message Number 113









Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPI_1neGe tCallStatufs
Contents hdca i 4
cpaillStatus Valid Pointer :o LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 115





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




dwCal l Features LINECALLFEATUREDROP *
LINECALLFEATURE_SECURECALL *
LINECALLFEATURESWAPHOLD
dwDevSpeciticSize . 0 Unused
_dwDevSpecificcf fset 0 Unused
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Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Mnap fills in appropriately


































dwCalledIDSize "map fills in appropriately
dwcalledlDOffsec Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCalledIDNameSize NTap fills in appropriately
dwCalledlDNameOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapiTSAPI Interface
Message Number 117 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
-TAPI.•l-'s resp.
dwAppae•~ • a.•FF, TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw=i sya.A4idr 4,ea sae TAPI. DLL's resp.
dwDisp4lay~aleAddres= tse TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwcaradPar ysZ4 a TAPI. DLL 's reasp.













dwTerminalModesSize I.ap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called ID "4084927651'
Called Name 'Tom Near'
dwTemina lMode (0 LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 118













:pAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapIrSAPI Interface
Message Number 120





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModessize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificOffset 0
dwTeminalMode [01 LINETERMMODEMEDIAB IDIRECT
Message Number 121









Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_ ineGe tLineDevStat us
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 123




,w-T -•iae iTAPI.DLL 's resp.
dwNeededSize "nap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize -map fills in appropriately
dwN&umpn 7AP I.DLL 's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately









































































Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPIf/map Interface TmaptFSAPI Interface
Message Number 127





dwNeededSi:e Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
Contents dwcai State LI NECALLSTATE_R INGBACK
dwCallStateMode Unused
wlc&al-s4v-i-ege TAPI.DLL's resp.















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_.1neGetCal1In1fo
Contents hdcal 2
IpCallInf! Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.

























Tmap fills in appropriately



















































Tnap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriarely
fnap ills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriacely
LINECALLPARTYID NAME -
LINECALLPAITYID ADDRESS
-map fills in appropriacaiy
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tnap fills in appropriataly















Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPIUTmap Interface TmapTrTSAPI Interface
Message Number 130 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
wApp. ae TAP. ±. aU L s resp.
dTAPI.DLL's resp.
jdjwDQap~ayabe adeaOti -TAPI.DLL's resp.
wQD,-dplyers~ e TAPI . DLL Is resp.
dwCalleSartyrfta TAPI.DLL's resp.
-C -11'aj~ry ry.-•.-e TAPI.DLL's resp.




dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUserUserInfooffse: Tmap fills in appropriately
dwHighLevelCompSize 0
dwHighLevelCompOf fset 0




dwTerminalModesSlze Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called ID "40849276511
Called Name 'Tom Near'
UserTnfo "Test Call 3"
dwTeminalMode (0 LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDZRECT
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conferenceConnections (2 .newCo nectionID.callID 5
conterenceConnections (2) .newCornectionlD.devicelD
"N<4084927649>Jane Doe'







Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 131 (cont.'d)


















conf erenceconnections [4] .oldC:nnecti:n-D.devtDType
Contents STAT:=:3D
conferencec:nnections [4.newCcnnectý:.-.D.callIlD 5






















iwParam2 3 TAPI Handle :z .arent in ver 1.4-
dwParam3 Voice Only
Message Number 133
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPIlIineGetCallftatuu
Contents hdCall 4
.pCallStatus Valid Pointer I ::NECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 134




duwTO,.a &e TAPZI.LL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tnap fills in appropriately









Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 135









Message Direction TSPI -+Tmap
TS PIlineGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall 3
IpCallStatus alicd Pointer :a LINECALLSTATUS stru't.
Message Number 137




wT~tlsize e TAP.LLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATECONNECTED




























IpAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struc'.
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Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmaptTSAPI Interface
Message Number 140
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
TS PI ineGetAddre sstatus
ReturnValue Success
LINEADDRESSSTATUS struct.
dwTs~.;i ae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeede9Size Tmap fills in appropriately










-wTer-.inalodesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TS PI_ neUetLneDevSt atus
Contents hdLine 1
ipLine=evStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 143





dwNeededS1:4 e Tmap fills it. appropriately
dwUsed-:e Tmap fill• in appropriately
4w~krapoins iPI.DLL resp.












LINEDEVSTATUS FLAGS IN ERVICE
JwTermlnalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTermnialModesoffset Tmap fills in appropriately






























































































































































wC:nnectedlDSize Tap fills in appropriately
.wC'rnectedlDOffset Tmap fills In appropriately
i';ýw.nectedIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Table C.4.13 Manually Add Party to Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 147 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI e- Tmap
daw aat-ar TAMP.ILL's rasp.
dEw• -pl--ayabAddrsae5ae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw•Dlaplyabi Addseo-?taes TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dwcal-bedPa tysae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCald•asr.iyP osat TAPI.DLL's resp.




dwUserUserlnfoSize 'map fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called and Connected ID "40849276511
Called and Connected Name "Tom Near"
UserInfo 'Test Call 3"
dwTeminalMode(0] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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C.4.13 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
This flow extends the one covered in section C.4.1.
Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 36





























Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_ýlneGetCalj.Status
Contents hdCall 1
1;CallStatus Valid Pointer to LZNECALLS2A'CS struc:.
Message Number 39




API.T DLL 's resp.
dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
JwCallState LINECALLSTATEONHOLD
dwCallStareMode Unused











Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 40













lpAddressStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 42





dwNeededsize TMap fills in appropriacely










dwTerminalModesSize oiaap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -) Tnap
TSPli .nGethLinjevSteatus
Contents hdLine
IpLineDavStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPIfrmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 45





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwNumopen TAPI.DLL's rasp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Contents originatingDevice . evicelitype ????
:riginatingDevice.oeviceDIstatus :=3_N.OT_REQUIRED
:caiConnectionInf: zS2NONE



















Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmaprTSAPI Interface
Message Number 48
Message Direction TSPI -• Tmap
TSPI_lineGetCal Status
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 49




wwT-asLrsi TA PI.DLL's rasp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATE_ONHOLD
dwCallStateMode Unused
















dwParaml 2 Tmap Handle to new call
dwParam2 Valid Pointer to location for htcall
dwParam3 Unused
Message Number 51
Message Direction TSPI --> Tmap
Contents Fill In htCall
htCall 2
Message Number 52









Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPIJlineGetCallStatuS
Contents hdCall
1pCallStatus Valid Pinter 7o LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 54




JuwTeSliSe TAP I. DLL s resp.
dwNeededSize T.ap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
Contents dwCallState L:NECALLSTATE_PROCREDING
dwCallStateMode Unused




























































Tmap fills in appropriately




























Tmap fills in appropriately
nmap fills in appropriateiy
miap fills in appropriately
2map fills in appropriately
LINECALLPARTYIDNAME -
LINECALLPARTYID-ADDRESS
Tnap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately


























Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPUTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 56 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
wappNm e A7I. LLJ resp.
diwAppLamCefa TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw"oD paya~ beAdd•reseQi" z TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwa•O.p1yabýeAdde6ss 4 TAPI.DLL's resp.
dalwaediep-aSr-ae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw.Si~ary FFe TA PI. DLL 's raesp.












dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith"
Called :D "4084927650'
Called Name "Scott Far'
dwTeminalMode[01 LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 57













IpAddressstatus Valid pointer :o
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 59





dwNeededSize Tnap fills In appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize 7Týap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
.TS _L ineMetaneDev -aSt tus
Contents hdLine
ipLineDevStatus Val-d pointer to
LI::E:EVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 62




dt5ai4 ze TAP.ZL' resp.
JwNeededsize Ma.a fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tma fills in appropriately











JwDevStatusFlag LINEI--.STATUSFLAGS CONNECTED *
LINE-CESTATUSFLAGS_INSERVICE
dwTerminalModesSize Tmap filis in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
iwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificoffset 0
iwTeminalMode(01 LINET7 -MODE MEDIABIDIRECT
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Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_;ineGetCa113tatuz
Contents hdCall 2















































Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPI/fLmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 66





SwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately



















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCallInfo
Contents hdzall 2
l1•pallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 69 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
aýAppOhAs.e 5.DL" S resp.




dwCaLleiiPanyo e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCoersfnSi ae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCQAmmentjz se aTAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwDisplaySize 0
dwDisplayoffset 0
dwUserUserInfDSize Tmap fills in appropriarely







dwTerminalModesSize Thap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called :D "4084927650'
Called Name "Scott Far,
Userinfo "Test Call 21
dwTeminalMode [01 LIETERUMODE_MEDIABTID::RET
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Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmaprTSAPI Interface
Message Number 72
Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPI_1i eGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 73




dW ~taS4a TAP:I.LL S resp.
dwNeededSize Tnap fills in appropriately




ucL~LPri g TAPp:.ZLL's resp.
iwCallFeatures none
dwDevSpeci •.rSize 0 Unused
_wDevSpecif iZffsee 0 Unused
Message Number 74









Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSFPIiiLeGetCalJ.Statuz
Contents dCall 2
lpCallStatus 'alid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 76




dwTstaS+ e TAPI.=LL's resp.
dwNeededSize T.map fills in appropriately
























!pAddressSta'us Valil pointer to
.:1A:CDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.14 Manually Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmaplTSAPI Interface
Message Number 79





dwNeededSize "3.ap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_1ine.GetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine
ipLlneDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 82





*dwNeededSize Iap fills in appropriately
IwUsedSize M.ap fills in appropriately
dwNU~MpeP TAPI.DLL's resp.














dwTerminalModesSize -nap fills in appropriately





C.4.14 Manual Answer Two-Party Call
Table C.4.15 Manual Answer Two-Party Call
TSPI/fmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 1










































dwParaml 1 nmap Handle :. new call
vwParam2 Valid Pcl':ter to locac-:.= for htCall
dwParam3 Unused
Message Number 3
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
Contents 7111 in htCall
htCall I
Message Number 4
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
htLine I
htCall 1





Table C.4.15 Manual Answer Two-Party Call
TSPIFmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 5
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCallStatus
Contents hdcall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 6





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately





















Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_1 neGtCallStatus
Contents hdcall
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 9





dwNeededSize 'Iap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize T7ap fills in appropriately
dwCailState LINECALLSTATE ACCEPTED
Contents dwCallStateMode Unused









Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap




Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Tmap fills in appropriately


























LINEZA'' PARTY ID NAME
LINECALLPARTYIDADDRESS
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
LINECALLPARTYIDNAME *
LINEZALLPARTYIDADDRESS
mnap fills in appropriately
mnap fills in appropriately
T"ap fills In appropriately


















Table C.4.15 Manual Answer Two-Party Call
TSPIfl'map Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 11 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI (- Tmap
awAppRiMae e = AIP . 'aLLs reasp.
dA.,aRppNaaeO-f-& TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDu.pleyab4eAdda- seFi a4 TAPI.DLL 's reasp.
dwotisplyableA•.ddnr--ate TAPI. DLL 's resp.
dwca "adParty•e TAPI.DLL 's resp.





dwUserUserlnfoSize fTap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name *Jane Doe"
Called ID '40149276481
Called Name "Joe Smith'
UserInfo *Test Call 1'
dwTeminalMode (0 LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 12










Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_IineGe tAddreas8 tatuu
hdLine 1
Contents dwAddres s ID 1
lpAddressstatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.15 Manual Answer Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 14




awW eealse TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in apprzpriarely







dwFo rwardNumE.E ries 0
dwForwardSize 0
dwForwardof fse 0
dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in apc::prlacely
dwTerminalModesDffset Tmap fills in a•pr:priately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevspecificf fset 0
dwTeminalMode C• LINETERPMCDE XED=IA IDIREC7
Message Number 15









dwParam3 1 .vr..er : f Rinas
Message Number 16
Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
_TM _Ii9ne" tLinDevSt n r atus
Contents hdLine 1
ipLineDevStatus Valid po.iner :
LINEDEVSTAT'S s:ru..:
Message Number 17




iWTMQ--iQ TAPI.DLL s resc.
dwNeededSize 'nap fill; :n asrc:-rlarey
iwUsedSize Tmap fills i: apr::priate-y
dwkuuojea TAPI.DLL's resp.









dwRoamMode LINEROA3MODE ULNAVA .
dwDevStatusFlag LINEDEVSTATUSFLAG5,CONNECTE= *
LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS_:NSERVICE
dvTerminalModesslze Tmap fills in s.ppr:priaselyy





Table C.4.15 Manual Answer Two-Party Call
TSPITmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 18












































TRap does not support media dedection
Message Number 20
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPlineGetCal iStatus
Contents hdcall 1
ipCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
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Table C.4.15 Manual Answer Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 21





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropr:a:ely




Contents JwCallFeatures LINECALLFEATURE_BL"•ZT.ANSFER +
LINECALLFEATURE DROP -









dwDevSpeci icOf fset "nused
Message Number 22









Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPZ.ineGetCallIn± o
Contents hdCall 1
1 CallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO s:..-.
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dwiT-ý a TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dwNeededsize 'map fills in appropriarely











dwCallStates States Chat may occur on this
Call.
(See section 3.4.2.)
Jw9enII -rDq-ee TAPI.DLL's resp.


































enap fills in apprspr:ately
hTap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
leap fills in appropriately
LINECALLPARTYIDNAME -
LINECALLPARTYID ADDRESS
Thap fills in appropriacely
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
lmap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedFlags LINECALLPARTYID.NAME -
LINECALLPARTYID ADDRESS
dwConecntedIDSize nmap fills in appropriacely
dwConnectedIDOffset leap fills in appropriacely
iwConnectedlDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriacely

















Table C.4.15 Manual Answer Two-Party Call
TSPIftmap Interface TmapitSAPI Interface
Message Number 24 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
d - Apk a. ZLL3. resp.
dwAppNameDa &e TAPI. DLL's resp.
dwD~ i -p.u-a-a-Adde-aiaae TAPI.DLL's resp.
-W-" e TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwQcPafe~tayiaeA TAPI.DLL's reap.
dwcajfldPIatyo~ i e TAPI.DLL 's resp.
dwComentoaiae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCo•,mentýO es TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwDisplaySize 0
dwDisplayOffset 0
dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModessize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwChargingInfooffset 0
Caller and Connected ID '4084927649'
Caller and Connected Name "Jane Doe'
Called ID "40849276481
Called Name "Joe Smith'
UserInfo 'Test Call 1'
dwTeminalMode [01 LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 25






dwParam3 0 Number of Rinas
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APPENDIX C.5 COMPUTER TELEPHONE CONTROL
CALL-FLOWS
The following call-flows represent the perspective of Versit Tmap when used in conjuction with the tele-
phone at extension 4084927648. "Joe Smith" is the name of the person associated with the phone. These
flows assume that all manipulation of telephone calls is done using the computer client and that the com-
puter client is able to make the phone station go off hook. These flows are more complicated in that they test
both aspects of call-control: manipulating connections and reporting updates in connection states. These
flows require service requests, solicited events, and unsolicited events to travel over both the TAPI and
TSAPI interfaces.
The set of call-flows in this category is given in Table C.5.1:
Table C.5.1 Computer Telephone Use Call-Flows
ReferenceFlow Extends
Number Flow Description Call Flow
[Versit, 1995c]
C.5.1 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully 2.1.4
Answered
C.5.2 Computer Dial an External Call that is Success- 2.1.6
fully Answered
C.5.3 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by
Switch)
C.5.4 Computer Dial a Malformed Number (rejected by
Tmap)
C.5.5 C.5.1 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Computer 2.1.4
Disconnect
C.5.6 C.5.1 Computer Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold 2.6.1
C.5.7 C.5.6 Computer Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard- 2.6.4
Hold
C.5.8 C.5.1 Computer Create Conference Call 2.8.1
C.5.9 C.5.1 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party 2.9.1
Call
C.5.10 Computer Answer Two-Party Call 2.1.4
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C.5.1 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 1
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI.1ineGetL.neDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 2
Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TS Pl_ ine-tLineDevSt atus
ReturnValue Success
LINEDZVSTATUS struct.
dwTua45rs e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
















dwDevStatusFlag LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS CONNECTED +
LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGSINSERVICE
dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI-1 neGetAddreusStatus
Contents hdLine 1dwAddresslD 1
1pAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 4




iswar 4 lsz TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize map fills in appropriately





Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 5
































Message Direction Tmap -- TSAPI
Contents Make Call RequestSynch. Reply
Return Value Success
Message Number 8
Message Direction TSPI 4- Tmap




Message Direction Tmap -- TSAPI






























dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately























































































Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 12 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
rrF-a - TAMDsEa resp.
a7m TAPI.DLL's rasp.
d'Di-p~n. . -.-_,,-l . -.- ... TAPI.DLL's resp.
TAPI.DLL's reap.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately








































Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 15
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI lineGetCallStatus
Contents hcall11 1
":=allStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 16





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




S-- TAPI .DLL's resp.















Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPI_ ineGetCal llno
Contents hiCall 1
.osallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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dwCalledIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCalledIDoffset Taap fills in appropriately
dwCalledIDNameSize hmap fills in appropriately
























Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 19 (cont. d)
Message Direction TSPI e- Tmap
• 
.TAPI.DLL' s resp.
j Dl yA. d PN TAPI.DLL s resp.
wDi*pl4& yablAdd r 6se9iAs TAPI.DLL 's resp.
Sf-• y eL rTAPI.DLL's resp.
.i- -ý•,tyc-frs TAPI. DLL 's resp.











wChargingInfoOf f set 0
4wTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called ID "4084927649'
Called Name "Jane Doe"
dwTeminalMode( 0 LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 20




Contents dwMsg LINEADDRESSSTATEi 1Paraml 1 AddressID








!pAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIfrmap Interface TmapfrSAPI Interface
Message Number 22




dwTosalsise TA PZ.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appr:;riately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in apprctriately















Message Direction TSPI -* Tmap
T •plineGetLaneDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 25





dwNeededSize Tnap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwNusopen TAPI.DLL's rasp.





Contents dwNumcallcompletions 0 Unknown






dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropristely
dwTerminalModesOffsat Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificoffset 0
dwTemina lMode [0) LINETERMMODE_MEDIA!3DIRECT
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Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIl/map Interface TmapfrSAPI Interface
Message Number 29




dWToa4&4ii e TAPI.=DL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATERINGBACK
dwCallStateMode Unused





















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_ ineGetCa,. inf o
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Tmap fills in appropriately










States that may occur on this
Call.
(See section 3.4.2.)
&dwMnitxr54Die4i±Nz es TAPI.A,;MGM u j ý gm-d uvioe TAPI.






































































Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIrTmap Interface Tmap/flSAPI Interface
Message Number 32 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI t- Tmap
e~eapflia&e TAPs .MLL 'a rasp.
di-APPaaeMlO t TAPI.DLL'a reasp.
'-'D1iAs'- W l d- TAPI.DLL's resp.
TAPI.DLL's reasp.
l STAPI.DLL's reasp.
4A-,aIIl-t*Dt-ao n TAPI.DLL's rasp.




dwUserUserlnfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately








dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called ID '4084927649'
Called Name 'Jane Doe'
UserUserInfo "Test Call 1'
dwTeminalMode (0] LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 36





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATE_CONNECTED
dwCallStateMode Unusied
dw--a- ivil+.ge TAPI.DLL's resp.






















Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSP11ineGetCaL11inf o
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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dwConnectedlDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedlDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwconnectedIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Table C.5.2 Computer Dial an Internal Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 39 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
aw.pp"el-a•* Ar.DLL's reasp.
tmaTAPI.DLL's reasp.
-:-_ - _f TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwcai-dPary.••Saoe TAPI.DLL's resp.





dwUserUserlnfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModeesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith*
Called and Connected ID "4084927649*
Called and Connected Name "Jane Doe*
UserUserInfo 'Test Call 1'
dwTeminalMode 0] LINETEPJMMODEMXDIABIDIRECT
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C.5.2 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number I
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TS _IiwneGetLhneDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 2





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
du-.rumop TAP:.sLL's resp.














dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificoffset 0
dwTeminalMode (0 LINETERMMODE_MEDIAB•DIR ECT
Message Number 3
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPZi negetAddrezaStatus
Contents hdLinedwAddressID 1
ipAddressstatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 4





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriacely





Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/fmap Interface TmapI/SAPI Interface
Message Number 5
































Message Direction Tinap +- TSAPI
Contents Make Call Requestgynch. Reply
Return Value Success
Message Number 8





Message Direction Tmap -- TSAPI








































































TMap fills in appropriately














































Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 12 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
W -pO 4 TAM-.. 's resp.
,M OSr TAPI.DLL's resp.
f 11•?i:•b';lk = : T1API.DLL's resp.
TAPI.DLL's resp.
d'ael- 1' •_Pe r &£e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dqrc ad11 s F- o..e&a TAPI.DLL's reap.
dwro~eamet.ac TAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalNodesSize Tmap fills in appropriately








































Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapfFSAPI Interface
Message Number 15
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI1inReGetCa&1Status
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 16




dwM"4ralsi.l TAP .DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




















Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPIi -neGetCaJ.J.nI o
Contents hdcall 1
lpcallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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dweaisa~~ e TAP:.L 's rasp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwCallStates Scaes :chat may occur on this
Call.
(See se tion 3.4.2.)
dWNnj-toerDigiaadeo TAP.DL 'S reasp.































































Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPlfrmap Interface Tmapr/SAPI Interface
Message Number 19 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI 4- Tmap
________ _ TIAP.fDL•La resp.
A-•'•"e•fro esat TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw s layak4eAdd----•ei- TAPI.DLL 's resp.
TAPI .DLL s resp.
M rrysse ,TAPI.DLL's reasp.











dwlerr.inalModesSize Thap fills in appropriately


















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSFI_lznei G tAddre St atus
Contents hdL ne 1dwAddressID 1
IpAddresStatues Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIflmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 22




~dw~ýsa m TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmhap fills in appropriately










dwTernmnalModesSize "mapr fills in appropriately















Message Direction TSPI -* Tmap
TSPI_ixneGetLneDevStatuX
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 25





dwNeededSize Trap fills in appropriately












dwDevStatusFlag LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS CONNECTED +
LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS_INSERVICE
dwTerminalModesSize Taap fills in appropriately





Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmapf•SAPI Interface
Message Number 26


































Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPZ 1 neGetCallSt&tlu
Contents hdCall 1
ipCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 29




dwToe•4as ae TAPI.DILL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmiap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize -map fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATE-UNKNOWN
dwCallStateMode Unused
dw•Cp44-rivi"ege TAPI.DLL s resp.












Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIfrmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 30









Message Direction TSPI -* Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCallino
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Tmap fills in appropriately


































































ow to Map DevicelD to integer?
INECALLPARTYID_NAME +
INECALLPARTYID_ADDRESS
nap fills in appropriately
sap fills in appropriately
nap fills in appropriately
nap fills in appropriately
INECALLPARTYIDADDRESS
nap fills in appropriately










Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 32 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Trnmap
wAppla..- .TAr .DLL 'a resp.
d i -. ,e- TAPI.DLL's resp.
tQ A ddY; ciao- TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw ;imymk ?ddA~zgo'ff TAPX.DLL's reap.
TAPI.DLL's resp.
duc:-al-4Sa-- S•• TAPI.DLL's resp.
TAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalMY esSize Tmap fills in appropriately

































































































d..ona4ls^ -TAPI .DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tinap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Thap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATE_ RINGBACK
dwCallScateMode Unused

























































Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 38









Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPI_1 .neGetCa11Status
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 40




dws~lt-iz- TAPI.DLL 's resg.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately


























Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TS PI_IineGetCalI nf o
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Tmap fills in appropriately

























How to Map DeviceID to integer?
LINECALLPARTYIDNAME +
LINECALLPARTYID_ADDRESS
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tmap fills in appropriately
Tap fills in appropriately
rnap fills in appropriately
LINECALLPARTYIDADDRESS
Tmap fills in appropriately
rTap fills in appropriately
.INECALLPARTYID_ADDRESS
emap fills in appropriately













Table C.5.3 Computer Dial an External Call that is Successfully Answered
TSPIfJmap Interface Tmap/TrSAPI Interface
Message Number 43 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
dwAppNameBe JAP. .. 's reap.
dwAppua1e0e=17 TAPI.DLL s resp.
td-i -g1 I '-- idr4es- TAPI.DLL's reap.
dW-isp 4AYb4eAjddv.,s44et TAPI.DLL ' resp.
dwGa-ede tryS e TAPI .DLL ' resp.
dQa81GdAPartyoj se, TAPI.DLL ' reap.
dwCdomme~ atS-e TAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith"
Called and Connected ID "3037459876'
dwTeminalMode 101 LINETERMMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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C.5.3 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number I
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TS PI lineGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine I
ipLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 2




dbTgsa N ,e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwN-n TAPI. DLL 's resp.




dwLineFeatures LINEFEATURE FORWARD +
Contents LINEFEATURE_MAKECALL
dwNumCallCompletions0 Unknown






dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI neGe tAddress Status
Contents hdLine 1
dwAddressID 1
lpAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 4





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificOffset 0
dwTeminalMode [0 LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 5














callingDevice. devicelD "N<4084927648>Joe Smith"

















Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI
Contents Make Call Request Synch. Reply
Return Value Success
Message Number 8





Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI













Message Direction TSPI - Tmap







































































































Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 12 (cont.'d)




fC.fale4Part 4.ae TAPI. DLL 's resp.
a6Caa ed a st TAPI.DLL's resp.












iwTerminalModessize Tmap fills in appropriately








































Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPIfrmap Interface Tmap/rSAPI Interface
Message Number 15
Message Direction TSPI -ý Tmap
TSPI1_IneGetCaliStatus
Contents hdCall 1
IpCal1Status Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 16




doal s,.z TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




















Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSP 1 i ein teCaZl.Int o
Contents hdcall 1
lpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 19 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
.. 'S reap.
d&Appaatoo sa TAPI.DLL's resp.
-dCi- ld -- - -TAP..DLL's resp.
dwi-D• d ! "a - -....Off- • TAP:.DLL's resp.
r-syirAe TAP. DLL' s resp.













dwTerminalModessize Tmap fills in approprlately






















ipAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPlfTmap Interface Tmap/lSAPI Interface
Message Number 22
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap




dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerml:.alY.MdesSize Tmap fills in appropria:ely















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSP _neGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
ipLineDeysEatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 25




dw•Ttwlxse TAPI .DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately







Contents dwNumCall!ompletions 0 Unknown






dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 26

































Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSP._ineGetCaliSftatus
Contents hdcall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pc':::er to iINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 29
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap




dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATE_SPECIALINFO
dwCallStateMode LINESPECIALINFO_REORDER












Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPIf/map Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 30









Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_1.neGetCa11Info
Contents hzcall 1
1DCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO sruct.
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dwuT-et-~i e TAPZ.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwcalletates States tnat may occur on :h;s
call.
(See section 1.4.2.1



































































Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPIfImap Interface TmapTrSAPI Interface
Message Number 32 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
SAr..~- 'a resp.
dowApp•Oameo et TAPI . DLL 's resp.
d4wa~l-yabAeAddadekaSae TAP!. LL's resp.
dj4ke yabP-leAddra e a-so-- TAPI.DLL's resp.
di,~cap dPart.aiae TAPI..LL 'a resp.
-a-L edP1a-oyf at TAPI.DLL ' reasp.




dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately








dwTerrinalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name 'Joe Smith'
Called and Connected ID '1234567890'
Useruserlnfo "Test Call 1'
dwTeminalMode [0] LINETEROMODE_MEDIASIDIRECT
Message Number 33



























Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 35
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_..neGetCallS tatus
Contents hdCall 1
lpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS sEruct.
Message Number 36





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately




-a_1,-_l;u,1 a -TAPI.;.Za's resp.
dwCallFeatures none
dwDevSpecilicSize C Unused
dwDe:Snec!faic= fset 0 Unused
Message Number 37










Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TS PI 1ineGetAddreas status
Contents hdLine 1
dwAddressID 1
lpAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 39
Message Direction TSPI 4- Tmap
TSP_ ýlA G.etAddre aStatus
ReturnValue Success
LINEADDRESSSTATUS struct.
dwu 6e.lSIae TAPI.DLIL's resp.
dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





Table C.5.4 Computer Dial an Invalid Number (rejected by Switch)
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 40










Message Direction TSPI --4 Tmap
TSPI_1 neGetLi.neDevStatus
Contents hzui.ne 1
'pLineDevStatus Valid =rinter to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 42





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Thnap fills in appropriately
A m TAPI.DLL's resp.












dwDevStatusFlag LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS CONNECTED +
LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS INSERVICE
dwTerminalModesSize T0nap fills in appropriately





C.5.4 Computer Dial a Malformed Number (rejected by Tmap)
Table C.5.5 Computer Dial a Malformed Number (rejected by Tmap)
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 1
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TS PILineGetLneDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
ipLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 2





dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately














dwTerminalModessize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesoffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificOffset 0
dwTeminalMode [0 LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 3
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TS pT_IJLneGetAcre m St at ua
Contents hdLine 1
dwAddressID 1
1pAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 4




dwea&l•S•ý e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededsize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





Table C.5.5 Computer Dial a Malformed Number (rejected by Tmap)
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/ISAPI Interface
Message Number 5










Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap




C.5.5 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Computer Disconnect
This flow extends the one covered in section C.5.1.
Table C.5.6 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Computer Disconnect
TSPIfrmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 40




UserUserInfo "Test Call 1 Done"
dwSize Set ApproDrlately
Message Number 41














Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI
Contents Clear Connection Request Synch. Reply
Return Value Success
Message Number 43
Message Direction TSPI e- Tmap
Contents TSP-ilaeDrop SyUch. Reply
ReturnValue Success
Message Number 44
Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI
Clear Connection Request Asynch. Reply
acsHandle 1
eventClass CSTACONFIRMATION










Table C.5.6 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Computer Disconnect
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 46








releasingDevice .devicelDstatus ID PROVIDED









Message Direction TSPI <- Tmap
LINE CALLSTATE MESSAGE
L1ne 1





Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSP1 l.neGetCaliStatus
Contents hCall I
SpCaolSiatus Valid Pointer tc LINECAL:STAUS struct.
Message Number 49





awNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately









Message Direction TSPI <-- Tmap







Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPIlineGetCalllnfo
Contents idCall 1
l:a3l1Info Valid Pointer to LITECALLIN-r struct.
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dwConnectedIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedIlOftset Thap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedIDNameSize TMap fills in appropriately

















Table C.5.6 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Computer Disconnect
TSPIfrmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 39 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
a jprsasls TAP I.DLL 's resp.
dwAppaa."Q _ _ efs TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwai-p S--a --s -4 TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCailp e ar tyS• e TAPI.DLL's resp.dwc-aI la~PaFr ty~iza TAP7.DL's rasp.
wC6al.4as Isa• t TAPI.DLL 's resp.




dwUserUserlnfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name 'Joe Smith'
Called and Connected ID '4084927649'
Called and Connected Name 'Jane Doe'
UserUserInfo 'Test Call 1 Done'
dwTemina Mode [(0] LINETEP1MMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 53














!pAddressStatus Valid aointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS strUct.
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Table C.5.6 Local Party Ends Two-Party Call with Computer Disconnect
TSPIfrmap Interface Tmap•rSAPI Interface
Message Number 55
Message Direction TSPI e- Tmap




dwNeededSiea Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalMedesSize Tmap fills in appropriately















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI1_ 1 neGetL3neDeVStatus
Contents hdline 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 58




dTw1o4siasi e TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dwNeededSi:e Tmap fills in appropriately














dwDevStatus Flag LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS_CONNECTED +
LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS_INSERVICE
dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesoffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificOffset 0
dwTeminalMode O] LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
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C.5.6 Computer Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
This flow extends the one covered in section C.5.1.
Table C.5.7 Computer Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 40















Message Direction Tmap -- TSAPI
Contents Hold Call Request Synch. Reply
aecurn Value Success
Message Number 43
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
Contents TSPI_lineHold Synch. Reply
ReturnValue Success
Message Number 44
Message Direction Tmap -- TSAPI













Table C.5.7 Computer Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 46





























Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSFPI._;ine tCa.al3tatius
Contents hdCall 1
ipCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS st:.:'.
Message Number 49




dw• i o.... e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriae-ly
dwUsedSi:e Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallS-ate LINECALLSTATE_ONHOLD
lwCa1lSta-eMode 3nused
Contents w - I TAPI.DLL's resp.



















Table C.5.7 Computer Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmapf/SAPI Interface
Message Number 51




IpAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 52




dw- i4 TAPI. DLL 's resp.
dwNeededSize T.ap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize PTap fills in appropriately
dwNumlnUse 1
dwNumActiveCalls 0
dwNu mOrH iCa l s 1
uwNumOrn.HldPendCalls 0





dwTerminalMcdesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
lwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
iwDevSpecif i Size 0
iwDevSpecifi cffset 0
JwTemina1M de(0O LINETEPMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 53









Message Direction TSPI --* Tmap
TSPI lineGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
zpineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDRVSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.7 Computer Place Two-Party Call on Hard-Hold
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapldSAPI Interface
Message Number 55




dsT.Al Ae TAPI.DLL ' resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize mTap fills in appropriately
dwauampen TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





C.5.7 Computer Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold
This flow extends the one covered in section C.5.6.
Table C.5.8 Computer Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 56















Message Direction Tmap -- TSAPI
Contents Retrieve Call Request Synch. Reply
Return Value Success
Message Number 59
Message Direction TSPI <- Tmap
Contents TSPI_lineUnHold Synch. Reply
ReturnVa ue Success
Message Number 60
Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI
Retrieve Call RequestAsynch. Reply
acsHandle 1
eventClass CSTACONFIRYATION
Contents eventType CSTA_RETRIEV7_E CALL_CONF
invokelD 1
privateData NULL optitnal, not provided
Message Number 61
Message Direction TSPI *- Tmap
TSPI_lineHold Asynch. Reply
Contents dwReques tlI 1
1Result Success
Message Number 62


















Table C.5.8 Computer Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold
TSPI/Imap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 63









Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSP _1ineGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer :o LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 65





dwNeededSize !ap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tnap fills in appropriacely
dwCallState LI::ECALLSTATEONHOLD
dwCallStateMode -..sedd
-C•. ~!r-.-·-i a - T-API.DLL's reap.

























IpAddressStatus Valid poot:er co LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.8 Computer Retrieve Two-Party Call from Hard-Hold
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap•rSAPI Interface
Message Number 68





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_1i neGtLxneDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 71




dwTQea4o4•s e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize MTap fills in appropriately
dwkumopen TAPI.DLL 's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





C.5.8 Computer Create Conference Call
This flow extends the one covered in section C.5.1.
Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIf/map Interface TmapTlSAPI Interface
Message Number 40






lphdConfCall Valid Pointer to hdConfCall
Contents Memory location
htConsultcall 2





Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap











Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSPI_1.nCGetCallT.1 a
Contents hdCall 2
_pCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struc:.
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Tmap fills in appropriately





















































Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 44 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
app TAPe.D[. S rasp.
.Ae afe"Za.. TAPI.DLL's reap.
idw ,Nl- ,-a "EC TAPI.DLL's resp.
d~aDi-A --playab4e•-A- a a TAPI.DDLL's resp.
wGa-l-ledPar-Wy 3e TAPI.DLL's rasp.
4,a CIa 2%, ý!-f f TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dwCo•mmen~aCe• TAPI.DLL's resp.











dwTerminalModesSize hap fills in appropriately





Message Direction TSPI -• Tmap
TSPIIin= etECaJ LZ= o
Contents hdcall 3
lpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIf/map Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 46 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap




-P _•'-h! g-.dd- - I --- TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwe•paiyad4eAdde ese4 TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwuC1-.e4PaW&o ze TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TPZ1-1neeGetCaliJ.Status
Contents idCall 2
pCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 49




4dles^6 k TAPI.DLL's resp.
dýINeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Contents dw 4 g LINE_CALLSTATE
dsParaml LINECALLSTATEUNKNOWN
dwiaram2 Unused
dw aram3 Voice Only
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 51
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPIlineGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall 3
1pCallStatus Valid P'inter to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 52





JwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately















dwParam2 3 TAPI Handle to Parent in ver 1.4-
dwParam3 Voice nly
Message Number 54
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI lineGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 55





dwNeededSize Thap fills in appropriately




41.M- ilqi.g TrAPI.DLL's resp.













Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_ ineGe tCaailStatus
Contents hdcall 3
!pCailStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapfrSAPI Interface
Message Number 58





dwNeededSize Tinap fills in appropriately


























lpAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS s:ruct.
Message Number 61




dw•TesAfi ae TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriateiy










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface TmapITSAPI Interface
Message Number 63
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSP__lineGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
lpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 64





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwNumopen TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Thap fills in appropriately

































Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 67
Message Direction Tmap -- TSAPI
Contents Consultation Call Request Synch. Reply
Return Value Success
Message Number 68
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
Contents TSPI1_lineDial Synch. Reply
RerurnValue Success
Message Number 69
Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI









Message Direction TSPI t- Tmap
TSPIlineDial Asynch. Reply
Contents dwReques rID 1
1Result Success
Message Number 71





























Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPII ineGetCal lSt atus
Contents hdcall 3
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS sdrouc.
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 74





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tnap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATE_ONHOLD
dwCallStateMzee Unused
























1pAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 77
Message Direction TSPI + Tmap
TS PI i neGetAddreasStatus
ReturnValue Success
LINEADDRESSSTATUS struct.
d-•Ta•~-is e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTermi.alMidessize T'map fills in appropriately














Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 79
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_ ineGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS strutc.
Message Number 80




Aw-LSLzr a TAPI:.LL's resp.
dwNeededSize '-ap fills in appropriately
















dwTerminalModesSize T•ap fills in appropriately































Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 82









Message Direction TSPI -> Tmap
TSPIlineGetCaliStatua
Contents hdCall 3
IpCallStatus ".alid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS s:rucc.
Message Number 84





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATEONHOLD
dwCallStateMcde Unused









dwDevSpecifiCf fset 0 Unused
Message Number 85











Message Direction TSPI --- Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCa11Status
Contents hdCall
ipCal!Status 'alid Pointer to LtNECALLSTATUS struc.
Message Number 87




w.P• CM t.i• TAPI.DLL s resp.
dwNeededSize 'map fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwDevSpecific - ffset 0 Unused
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapdTSAPI Interface
Message Number 88









Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI3F .neGetCallInfo
Contents hdcall
1pCall•fIn Valid Pointer :3 LINECALLIN.: scruct.
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIfTmap Interface TmaplTSAPI Interface
Message Number 90 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
TAPIp. DLL Is rasp.
dasArMaaaQLa,&4 TAPI.DLL's resp.
toll 1:2!id7 TAPI.DLL's rasp.













iwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called ID "40849276501
Called Name 'Scott Far'
iwTeminalMode[0] LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPI/fmap Interface TmaprTSAPI Interface
Message Number 94





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately































Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI
Contents conference Call Request synch. Reply
Return Value Success
Message Number 98
Message Direction TSPI + Trmp
Contents ITSfT_.ranAddiToConference Synch. MRply
Returnvaiue Success
Message Number 99
Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI













































































Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/rSAPI Interface
Message Number 101 (cont.'d)
Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI
conferenceCoFnnect ions [LJ dconnectiZ i5D.ca.•







conf erenceConnections 3 ] .newConnectionID.devIlType
STATIC_ID
conf erenceConnect ions (3 1 .staticDevice.device!D "
Contents conferenceConnections(3] .staticDevice.deviceaDtype
















dwParam2 3 TAPI Handle to Parent in ver 1.4o
dwParam3 Voice Only
Message Number 103
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmnap
TSPI_llneGetcal IStatus
Contents hdCall 2
IpCa:lStatusVallid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS scruct.
Message Number 104




4Te TAPI .DLL's resp.
JwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedsi:e Tmap fills in appropriately
Contents
dwCa i State LINECALLSTATE_CONFERENCED
dwCallStateMode Unused














Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI-lineGe•CialLStatus
Contents hdCall 3
1FCailStatusValid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIftmap Interface TmapiTSAPI Interface
Message Number 107





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately



























Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_1ineGtetAddreeaStatus
Contents hdLinedwAddressID 1
lpAddressStatus :'alld pointer to L:NADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 110





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSire 0
dwDevSpecificOffset 0
dwTeminalMode (0 LINETErMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPIfJmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 111











Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_1 .neGet.i n e D evStatus
Contents hadLna 1
•_l_..e3evStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 113





dwNeededSize Tnap fills in appropriately
dwse4dSize TIap fills in appropriately
TAPI.DLL's resp.






dw.• •allCompletions 0 Unknown
dwRip;Mode 0 Not Ringing
dwSl;=a1Level Strongest
dwBat:eryLevel Strongest
dwR:a.- Mode LINEROAMMODE UNAVAIL
dwDevstatusFlag LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS CONNECTED +
LINEDEVSTATUSFLAGS_INSERVICE
dwTe:-iinalModesSize Thap fills in appropriately
dwTe--inalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificoffset 0
_ _ _ wTe.-.-alMode (0 1 LINETERMMODE_MEDIAB IDIRECT
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establishedConnection.deviceID N<4084927650> Scott Far'
establishedConnection.devDType STATIC.ID



























































































































































Table C.5.9 Computer Create Conference Call
TSPflrmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 90 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
app TAI .DLL Is reap.

















dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Joe Smith"
Called and Connected ID "4084927650'
Called and Connected Name'Scott Far'
dwTeminalMode [0 LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
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C.5.9 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Call
This flow extends the one covered in section C.5.1.
Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPlfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number
Message Number 40





















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPIZlneGetCallinfo
Contents hdcall 2
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO s:ruct.
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Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPIfrmap Interface TmapfTSAPI Interface
Message Number 44 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
TAFZ.Dr--s reap.
uduA•pp••PZ TAPI.DLL' s rasp.
,A-ap p kmy~oa!Aeo A.s.a e TAPI.DLL's resp.
TAPI.DLL's resp.
ldwC& _d#aay.s•z.e TAPI.DL's raesp.
dwcuakdDaOusa TAPI.DLL 'r resp.












dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in approp:arely
dwTerminalModesSize Thap fills in appropriacely
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwChargingInfoOffset 0
dwTeminalMode 0 ] LINETERMMODE_MEDIAB:=:RECT
Message Number 45









Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI12'neGetCal.SL-tatus
Contents hdCall 2
lpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUI Saruct.
Message Number 47




i,~bw•AfSe TAPI.DLL' s resp.
dwNeededSize -map fills in approprlately




dIwC- IPr-vilse4 TAPI.DLL's rasp.














Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 49
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPIJlineGetAddresaStatus
Contents hdLinedwAddresslD 1
IpAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 50




dwT.taliza TAPI. DLL 's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificOffset 0
dwTeminalMode [0 ] LINETERMMODE MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 51









Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSP1_1inGetLineDevSt:atus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDZISTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPIfrmap Interface TmapTTSAPI Interface
Message Number 53




dwo• sis e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Thmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately














dwTerminalModesSize Thrsp fills in appropriately

































Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI
Contents Consultatlon Call Request Synch. Rep.y
Return Value Success
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Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPIfFmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 57




Message Direction Tmap + TSAPI











































Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI__ ineGetCallstatus
Contents hdcall 1
ipCallStatusVa2ld Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS scruct.
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Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPIfImap Interface TmapIfSAPI Interface
Message Number 63




4wT,>a4&5~ii TAPI.DLL 's resp.
dwNeededSize mnap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize ,nap fills in appropriately
iwcalistate LINECALLSTATE_ONHOLD
dwCallStateMode Unused
























_pAddressStatus Valid pointer to LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
Message Number 66





iwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tnap fills in appropriately
-wNumlr.Use
,whNumActlveCal ls I 1
dwNumOr.nHoldCalls 1
iwNumOn!:ldPendCali.s 0





iwTerminalModesSize Th.ap fills in appropriately














Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 68
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSP i_lineGetLineDevStatum
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 69




dw~u`T z TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeede-Size -nap fills in appropriately
dwUsedsize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwNu petn TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately































Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 71









Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TS PIlineGetCaliStatus
Contents hdcall 3
IpCallStatusValid P?~i.ter to LINECALLSTATS struct.
Message Number 73
Message Direction TSPI - Tmap




dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwcallState LINECALLSTATEONHOLD
dwcallStateMode Unused




















Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TSP1I_1neGetCa.litatus
Contents hdcall 2
Ipcal1Status Valid ?.:incer to LIINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 76




4w•TTal4st e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately












Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPlfrmap Interface TmaprTSAPI Interface
Message Number 77










Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
Contents hdCall 2
1pCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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dw14e~i; Mn DIq44ade TAPIZ.DLL






















































































Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPI/Tmap Interface TmapfrSAPI Interface
Message Number 79 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
9aAppKame-"a TAP.ýDL 'S resp.
dwApp•iNaaeofsr . TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw.isplayaeMdd4u re.Sta. TAPI.DLL's resp.
dw..playableAd eeerose.t TAPI .DLL's resp.
dwCa• -. dPas-sy Eie TAPI.DLL's resp.













dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriacely




Caller Name "Joe Smith'
Called ID "4084927650'
Called Name 'Scott Far'
dwTeminalMode(0) LINETERNMODE_MEDIABIDIRECT
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Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPIfTmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 83





dwNeededSize Tmnap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
Contents dwcallState LINECALLSTATE_RINGBACK
dwCallStateMode Unused












htConfCall 0 Not Used
lphdconfsall NULL Not Used
dwTransferMode LINETRANSFERMODE_TRANSFER
Message Number 85













Message Direction Tmap (- TSAPI
Contents Transfer Call Request Synch. ReplyReturn Value Success
Message Number 87
Message Direction TSPIJ - Tmap
Contents TSPIl1neOompleteTransfer Synch. Reply
ReturnValue Success
Message Number 88
Message Direction Tmap 4- TSAPI
Transfer Call Request Asynch. Reply
acsHandle 1
eventClass CSTACONFIRMAT-ON






























































transferredconnections [1] .oldConnec iz=•3.devIODype


















Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 92
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCallStatus
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallstatusValid Pointer Ct LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 93




dwuaut.•- Se TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
TSPI_1ineGetCalStatus
Contents hdCall 2
ipCallStatusValid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 96




dWT4aa;W TAPI.DLL 's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately























lpAddressStatu s Valid pointer :o LIADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.10 Computer Transfer Remote Party in Two-Party Cal
TSPIfrmap Interface TmapiTSAPI Interface
Message Number 99




dwT•,r4S e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately











dwTerminalModeesSize Tap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwDevSpecificOf fset a
dwTaninalMode (0 LINETEPR.MODE MEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 100










Message Direction TSPI - Tmap
TS P 1_1nGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdL:ne 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 102




dwS usai•e TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately


















dwTer.inalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





C.5.10 Computer Answer Two-Party Call




















dwParaml 1 Tnap Handle to new call

























































Table C.5.11 Computer Answer Two-Party Call
TSPIfrmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 5
Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSPI-lineGe tCalIStatus
Contents hdCall 1
_pCallstatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 6





dwNeededSize nTap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize T~ap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATE_OFFERING
Contents dwcallStateMode Unused


















Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPT _l.neGetCa1Statua
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallStatus Valid Pointer to LINECALLSTATUS struct.
Message Number 9





dwNeededSize TMap fills in appropriately
dwUsedSize Tnap fills in appropriately
dwCallState LINECALLSTATEACCEPTED
Contents dwcaliStateMode Unused









Message Direction TSPI -4 Tmap
TSP3 13meatCaalJInz o
Contents hdCall 1
IpCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO struct.
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dwl~-nltesPiD6ui-t de TAPI. DL


















































lwCalledIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
lwCallodlDfOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dCalledIDNameSize Tmap fills in appropriately



























Table C.5.11 Computer Answer Two-Party Call
TSPIflmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 11 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmnap
dwTAI.DLL 'a resp.
•-nAppMaNaeear. - TAPI.DLL's rasp.
TAPI.DLL's resp.
TAPI.DLL's resp.
d4l•ule-Par~ety• S TAPI.DLL's resp.
finnt TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwCommenea84a TAPI.DLL's rasp.
dawCommeo-f•- ee TAPI.DLL's resp.
dwDisplaySi ze 0
dwDisplayOffs e 0
dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately







dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately




Caller Name "Jane Doe'
Called ID "4084927648'
Called Name "Joe Smith'
UserInfo "Test Call 1"
dwTeminalMode( [0 LINETERMMODEMEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 12














lpAddreseStatus Valid pointer to
LINADDRESSSTATUS struct.
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Table C.5.11 Computer Answer Two-Party Call
TSPl/rmap Interface TmapTrSAPI Interface
Message Number 14





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately










dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately














dwParam3 1 Number of Rings
Message Number 16
Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPI1_fneGetLineDevStatus
Contents hdLine 1
IpLineDevStatus Valid pointer to
LINEDEVSTATUS struct.
Message Number 17





zwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropriately














dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately





Table C.5.11 Computer Answer Two-Party Call
TSPIITmap Interface TmapflTSAPI Interface
Message Number 18




UserUserInfo 'Test Call !'
dwSize Filled in Appropriacely
Message Number 19












Message Direction Tmap <- TSAPI
Contents Answer Call Request Synch. Reply
e_-urn Value Success
Message Number 21
Message Direction TSPI +- Tmap
Contents TSPI_lineAnswer Synch. Reply
ReturnValue Success
Message Number 12
Message Direction Tmap +- TSAPI
Answer Call Request Asynch. Reply
acsHandle 1
eventClass CSTACONFIRMATION


















































































Table C.5.11 Computer Answer Two-Party Call
TSPI/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 27





dwNeededSize Tmap fills in appropra:ely
dwUsedSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCaliState LINECALLSTATE-CONNECTED
dwCallStateMode 0 Unused
dwca44K iv-e TAPI.DLL's resp.






















Message Direction TSPI -+ Tmap
TSPIlineGetCallInfo
Contents hdCall 1
ipCallInfo Valid Pointer to LINECALLINFO st=ruc.
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dwCannectedIDSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwCvnnectedIDOffset Tmap fills in appropriately
dwConnectedIDNameSize TDap fills in appropriately




















































dw~`edirectingID-~ ameoff set 0
Table C.5.11 Computer Answer Two-Party Call
TSPf/Tmap Interface Tmap/TSAPI Interface
Message Number 30 (cont.'d)
Message Direction TSPI -- Tmap
viIF TAPI.D_, resp.
Mcan-PPNeOna.ff . TAPI.DLL's reasp.
dwDip !ayab4leAdd.i s4e TAPI. DLL 's resp.
dw4l, sp!ftah4dO-. -_ TAPI.DLL's reap.
dwCal4MaarySgle TAPI.DLL's resp.





dwUserUserInfoSize Tmap fills in appropriately






dwChargingInf of fset 0
dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwTerminalModesSize Tmap fills in appropriately
dwDevSpecificSize 0
dwChargingInfooffset 0
Caller and Connected D0 "4084927649"
Caller and Connected Name "Jane Doe'
Called ID '4084927648*
Called Name 'Joe Smith'
UserInfo "Test Call 1'
dwTeminalMode(0] LINETERMMODEMEDIABIDIRECT
Message Number 31







dwParam3 3 Number of Rings
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